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Abstract

Population models describe the dependence of the population densities of the excited
molecular or atomic states in a plasma on various plasma parameters, like the electron
density and temperature. The simplest population model is called corona model, bal-
ancing only the electron collision excitation from the ground state with the spontaneous
emission. This model is valid for plasmas with low electron density (. 1016 m−3). For
higher electron density (& 1022 m−3), the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) can
be applied and the population densities (the densities of the excited states) follow the
local Boltzmann distribution. The thesis work concerns a third type of population model,
called collisional radiative (CR) model, that is typically applied for intermediate values
of the electron density. For low and high ne values, the results of CR models should ap-
proach the results of corona models and LTE, respectively. Collisional radiative models
consist of a comprehensive set of coupled differential equations balancing all the relevant
excitation and de-excitation processes.

The main goal of this work is to use collisional radiative models for different species
based on the flexible package yacora, to characterize the plasma inside the drivers of the
ELISE experiment, currently in operation at the Max Planck Institut für Plasmaphysik
in Garching (München). ELISE consists of a RF driven source for negative hydrogen and
deuterium ions, produced in a low temperature, low pressure plasma far from thermal
equilibrium.

To estimate the electron temperature and the electron density in ELISE, the yacora
CR models for H and H2 are applied in comparison with the emissivities measured by the
optical emission spectroscopy diagnostic. Two methods based on the comparison of the
experimental line emission intensity and the correspondence emission intensity calculated
by the CR model are considered: the former is based on the ratio between the intensities
of some selected emission lines, the latter uses directly their absolute intensities. The first
method can be used also with a non-absolutely calibrated spectrometer diagnostic, but it
provides an estimation with larger uncertainty than the second, which, however, requires
the knowledge of the absolute intensities of the emission lines. For this investigation both
hydrogen and deuterium plasmas have been taken into account.

As a further application, the electron density and temperature of a helium plasma
are evaluated by using the yacora CR model for He.

The evaluation of the electron density and temperature has been carried out in parallel
to the development of a full website application to make the H, H2 and He collisional
radiative models based on yacora available to the public. Through the website, a user
can submit, in an user friendly environment, the input parameters required by yacora.
After the parameters have been checked by a reviewer, the calculation starts. The final
results of yacora are then uploaded in the user home folder inside the website.
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Sommario

I modelli di popolazione descrivono come dipendono i parametri di plasma (densità e
temperature elettronica) dalla densità degli stati eccitati di molecole o atomi in un pla-
sma. Il più semplice modello di popolazione è chiamato modello a corona e bilancia
solamente l’eccitazione dallo stato fondamentale dovuta a collisioni tra elettroni e atomi
(o molecole) con l’emissione spontanea. Questo modello è valido per plasmi con bassa
denistà elettronica (minore di 1016 m−3). Per densità eletroniche elevate (maggiori di
1022 m−3), si può applicare la condizione di equilibrio termodinamico (LTE) e le densità
di popolazione dei diversi stati eccitati seguono la distribuzione locale di Boltzmann. Il
lavoro di tesi riguarda un terzo tipo di modello di popolazione, chiamato modello colli-
sionale radiativo, che è applicato per valori intermedi di densità elettronica. I modelli
collisionali radiativi consistono in un insieme di equazioni differenziali accoppiate che
bilanciano tutti i processi di eccitazione e diseccitazione.

L’obiettivo principale di questo lavoro è l’uso di diversi modelli collisionali radiativi
basati su yacora per caratterizzare il plasma all’interno dei drivers dell’esperimento ELI-
SE, attualmente in funzione presso il Max Planck Institut für Plasmaphysik in Garching
(Monaco di Baviera). ELISE è dotata di una sorgente in radiofrequenza per la produ-
zione di ioni negativi di idrogeno e deuterio, generati in un plasma a bassa pressione e
temperature

Per stimare la temperatura e la densità elettronica in ELISE sono applicati i modelli
collisionali radiativi per H e H2 presenti in yacora con cui vengono calcolate le emissività
da confrontare con quelle misurate tramite la spettroscopia ottica di emissione. Sono
considerati due metodi basati sul confronto tra le emissività misurate e calcolate: il primo
è basato sul rapporto tra le intensità di alcune linee di emissione selezionate, mentre il
secondo usa direttamente il valore assoluto di queste linee di emissione. Il primo metodo
può essere usato anche con una diagnostica spettroscopica non calibrata in modo assoluto,
ma restituisce una stima meno precisa del secondo, che, tuttavia, richiede la misura delle
intensità in modo assoluto. L’analisi è condotta sia in idrogeno che in deuterio.

Come ulteriore applicazione del modello collisionale radiativo per l’elio in yacora, è
stata determinata la densità e la temperatura elettronica di un plasma di elio.

Un altro importante obiettivo di questo lavoro di tesi, direttamente connesso con
quello precedente, è stato lo sviluppo di una applicazione web completa con lo scopo
di rendere pubblico l’utilizzo dei modelli collisionali radiativi per H, H2 e He basati su
yacora. Attraverso il sito web, un utente può inserire i parametri di ingresso richiesti
da yacora. Dopo l’approvazione da parte di un reviewer, il calcolo può iniziare. Alla
fine i risultati di yacora sono caricati nella cartella personale dell’utente all’interno del
sito web (www.yacora.de).

www.yacora.de
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Introduction

1.1 Introduction to spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is a branch of Physics with the aim of studying the interaction between
the matter and the light. Its historical origins date back to the 17th century, when
the first observations of (visible) light were made without understanding their physical
meaning. Subsequently, with the development of the classical electromagnetic theory,
the scientists of that time started to classify the emission lines, obtained from visible
light by using prisms and lenses, according to their wavelength λ and they found simple
relations, as the well known Rydberg formula

1

λ
= RH

( 1

22
− 1

n2

)
(1.1)

where RH is the Rydberg constant (which experimental value is 1.09677581×107 m−1)
and n is a natural number greater than 2. Those simple relations between emission lines
and wavelength allowed to interpret spectra (arrangement of emission line intensities
according to their wavelength) but, at the beginning, nobody was able to understand
why those relations worked and, overall, what were the physical implications.

Only at the beginning of the 20th century, with the birth of the modern atomic theory,
it was possible to give a physical explanation of those relations1. The first semiclassical
model for atoms was introduced by Niels Bohr, under the following assumptions:

• Electrons in the atom orbit around the nucleus.

• Electrons can orbit in a stable way only if they occupy some circular orbits, called
stationary orbits, at fixed energies. In particular, if the electrons remain in these
stationary orbits, they do not emit radiation, as would be required by classical
electromagnetism.

• One electron gains or loses energy, via electromagnetic radiation, if it passes from
one allowed orbit to another one. The frequency of the emitted electromagnetic
wave is given by the Planck relation

|Ef − Ei| = hν (1.2)

where Ef and Ei are the energies of the final and initial orbit, respectively, ν is the
wave frequency and h=6.626×10−34 J/s is the Planck constant.

From the last assumption, it follows that the angular momentum of the electron in the
orbit is quantized and given by

L = n
h

2π
= n~ (1.3)

1As a matter of fact, the first modern theories of atoms gave a non-complete explanation of spec-
troscopy. For a full description, it was necessary to wait until the introduction of the Schrödinger
equation coupled with the electromagnetic field. For further details see [1].
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where n is a natural positive number called principal quantum number and ~ is the
reduced Planck constant.

By considering for simplicity the hydrogen atom and by using the previous assump-
tions, the dynamic of an electron orbiting around a nucleus is described by the following
equations 

µv2
n

rn
=

e2

4πε0r2
n

µvnrn = n~
(1.4)

where rn and vn are the radius and the velocity of the electron in the orbit n, respec-
tively; µ is the reduced mass, e is the elementary charge and ε0 is the vacuum electrical
permittivity. The first equation is the Newton’s equation for an electron in the electric
field created by the proton in the reference frame in which the proton is at rest and the
second is the quantization rule for the electron momentum. From (1.4), the radius of
different orbits (labelled by n) is

rn =
4πε0~2n2

µe2
(1.5)

and the energy of the orbits

En =
1

2
µv2

n −
e2

4πε0rn
= − me4

32π2ε20~2n2
. (1.6)

Now, if a transition between an orbit with n > 2 to the orbit with n = 2 (Balmer
transitions) is considered, by using equation (1.2), it is possible to derive the Rydberg’s
formula

hν = En − E2 =
me4

32π2ε20~2

( 1

22
− 1

n2

)
= RH

( 1

22
− 1

n2

)
hc (1.7)

where the Rydberg constant is given by

RH =
me4

8ε20h
3c

(1.8)

which is equal to 1.09677583×107 m−1, very close to the experimental value given above.
For hydrogen atom, different series of emission lines are labelled with different names

by taking into account the final orbit for the electron, as reported in table 1.1.
The complete description of the energy levels for H can only be done by considering

the Schrödinger equation for a H atom

Hψn,j(~r) = En,jψn,j(~r) (1.9)

whereH is the Hamiltonian operator related to the H atom, ψn,j is the wavefunction of the
electron in the state with principal quantum number n and total angular momentum j =
l+s (l and s are the angular quantum number and the spin of the electron, respectively)
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and En,j is the correspondence energy. The Hamiltonian operator for the H atom is given
by

H = − ~2

2m
∇2 − e2

4πε0r
+Hf.s. (1.10)

where the first two terms are the kinetic operator and the Coulomb potential respec-
tively, while the last term takes into account relativistic effects and the spin−orbit in-
teraction [1], which are not considered in the Bohr model. The Hf.s. operator is called
fine structure operator and a general treatment of this term is beyond the scope of this
general introduction.

Table 1.1: Emission lines series in vacuum of atomic hydrogen [1].

Series name Line name Initial orbit Final orbit λ [nm]

Lyman
Lyα 2

1
121.6

Lyβ 3 102.6
...

...
...

Balmer

Hα 3

2

656.3

Hβ 4 486.1

Hγ 5 434.0
...

...
...

Paschen
Pα 4

3
1875

Pβ 5 1282
...

...
...

(a) Spontaneous emission. (b) Stimulated emission. (c) Absorption.

Figure 1.1: Scheme of photon de-excitation and excitation processes.

The electron in the H atom can change its orbit by interating with a photon. Three
mechanisms of photon excitations or de-excitations are possible: spontaneous emission,
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stimulated emission and absorption. A scheme of these processes is shown in figure 1.1.
In the first one, an electron in an upper state moves into a lower state emitting a photon
with energy equal to the energy difference of the two states, according to equation (1.2)
(neglecting the recoil energy of the atom). A measurement of the spontaneous emission
probability (per unit time) of a particular process is given by the Einstein coefficient
Aif [1]

Aif =
(Ei − Ef )3

3πε0~4c3
|〈f | ~d |i〉|2 (1.11)

where ~d = −e~r is the dipole operator, |i〉 and |f〉 are the initial and the final state of the
system (following the Dirac notation). The transitions for which the Einstein coefficient
in equation (1.11) is zero are optically forbidden. The only optically allowed transitions
occur between states with ∆l = ±1 and ∆m = 0,±1 (selection rules), where ∆l and ∆m
are the differences of the angular quantum number and the magnetic quantum number of
the two involved states. The states that do not admit any allowed spontaneous emissions
are called metastable states. The Einstein coefficients for the Balmer transitions Hα, Hβ
and Hγ are listed in table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Einstein coefficients for Hα, Hβ and Hγ transitions [2].

Coefficient Value [s−1]

A32 4.41078×107

A42 8.42076×106

A52 2.53115×106

If there are more atoms in the state |f〉 with a population density nf , the emission
(per unit of time, volume and solid angle) of an atomic line radiation at frequency ν is
given by

εif =
hν

4π
nfAif . (1.12)

An other possible notation for the emission coefficient uses the absolute line intensity Iif

Iif = nfAif . (1.13)

The second mechanism in figure 1.1 describes the stimulated emission: due to the
interaction between an electron in an upper state and a photon, the electron falls into
a lower state, emitting a photon with an energy corresponding to the energy difference
between the two states2.

The last mechanism is the absorption (figure 1.1 (c)). In this case an electron moves
from a lower state into an upper state, absorbing a photon with energy almost equal to the
energy difference of the two considered states. This process depends on the density of the

2For more details see [1].
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photons with energy equal to the energy of the considered transition. Absorption plays
an important role in a plasma with high density which implies high radiation density.
Actually, in this case the absorption is called self-absorption because the radiation is
emitted and re-absorbed by the medium itself. An emission line is optical thick if it
is sensitive to the self-absorption. The optical thickness depends on several parameters
among which the density of the lower state of the considered transition, the wavelength
transition and the emission profile [3]. In general, the emission lines which are direct
connected to the ground state (Lyman series for hydrogen) are optical thicker than the
other emission lines because the ground state density is much greater than the density
of excited states.

In atoms with more than one electron, the electrons can interact with each other, so
there is not a straightforward derivation of the energy levels, like for the hydrogen atom.
In fact, the outer electrons are not affected by the full positive charge of the nucleus
because of the screening effect due to the inner electrons.

Since the only multi-electron atom that will be considered in this work is the He
atom, the main characteristic of its model will be given here.

In the centre of mass reference frame (figure 1.2), the Schrödinger equation for the
He atom is [1]:(
− ~2

2µ
∇2
r1 −

~2

2µ
∇2
r2 −

~2

M
∇r1 · ∇r2 −

Ze2

4πε0r1
− Ze2

4πε0r2
+

e2

4πε0r12

)
ψ(~r1, ~r2) = Eψ(~r1, ~r2)

(1.14)
where M is the nucleus mass, Z = 2 is the atomic number, ~r1 and ~r2 are the positions
of the two electrons. Now, the nucleus mass M is much greater than the electron mass
m, so it is possible to neglect the third term in the left hand site of equation (1.14).
With this approximation, the equation remains the same after applying the transfor-
mation P12 (which exchanges ~r1 ↔ ~r2), namely both ψ(~r1, ~r2) and ψ(~r2, ~r1) satisfy the
equation (1.14). Thus, the two solutions can differ only by a multiplicative factor k
and applying twice the transformation nothing changes because the position of the two
particles remains the same, namely

ψ(~r1, ~r2) = P 2
12ψ(~r1, ~r2) = kP12ψ(~r2, ~r1) = k2ψ(~r1, ~r2) (1.15)

which implies that k = ±1, i.e. the solution of equation (1.14) must be symmetric or
antisymmetric for the electrons exchange.

Figure 1.2: Coordinate system considered in equation (1.14).
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In additional, the considered Schrödinger equation is also independent on electron
spin, i.e. the solution Ψ(q1, q2) can be written as product of two functions, one, ψ(~r1, ~r2),
that depends only on space coordinates and the other, Φ(1, 2), that depends only on
electron spins

Ψ(q1, q2) = ψ(~r1, ~r2)Φ(1, 2) (1.16)

where q1 and q2 are the generalized coordinates. In order to explain the wavefunction
Φ(1, 2) in equation (1.16), let’s consider φ1 and φ2 the two single particle spin wavefunc-
tions. The two-electron spin wavefunctions Φ(1, 2) is given [1]:

Φ1(1, 2) =φ1(1)φ1(2) (1.17)
Φ2(1, 2) =φ2(1)φ2(2) (1.18)

Φ3(1, 2) =
1√
2

(
φ1(1)φ2(2) + φ1(2)φ2(1)

)
(1.19)

Φ4(1, 2) =
1√
2

(
φ1(1)φ2(2)− φ1(2)φ2(1)

)
. (1.20)

Now, considering the total spin momentum of the two electrons ~S = ~S1 + ~S2, one obtains

S2Φ1,2,3 =Φ1,2,3 (1.21)

S2Φ4 =0 . (1.22)

The eigenfunctions Φ1,2,3 (solutions of the eigenvalue equation (1.21)) are related to a
triplet state and they give rise to orthohelium, instead Φ4 (solution of the eigenvalue
equation (1.22)) is related to a singlet state and it gives rise to parahelium.

In additional to the aforementioned selection rules, spontaneous emissions between
singlet (triplet) and triplet (singlet) states are forbidden. In figure 1.3, the energy levels
diagram up to the states with principal quantum number p = 4 is shown. The blue arrows
denotes all the allowed transitions having upper states with principal quantum number
p = 2 and p = 3. The names of the energy levels follow the conventional spectroscopy
notation p 2S+1L, where p is the principal quantum number, S is the total electron spin
and L is a letter associated to the angular momentum (S, P , D, F for angular quantum
number l = 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively).

If molecules are taken into account, the physical description of the emission lines
becomes more complex because there are two or more nuclei that interact between each
other and with the surrounding electrons. Thus, electronic states split in a set of levels
due to the vibration (quantum number v) and rotation (quantum number J) of the
molecule.
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Figure 1.3: Energy-level diagram of the helium atom up to the states with principal
quantum number p = 4 [4]. The blue arrows denotes all the allowed transitions having
upper states with principal quantum number p = 2 and p = 3.

Figure 1.4: Simplified energy-level diagram of the hydrogen molecule. Only the electronic
states are shown [4].
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In a two electron molecule, the convection for denoting singlet state uses upper case
letters while for triplet states uses lower case letters. For example, the ground state of
H2 is denoted with X1.

The only molecule considered in this work is H2.
In figure 1.4, a simplified energy-level diagram of the molecular hydrogen is shown

by considering only the electronic states. The selection rules for H2 are ∆J = ±1 within
the same electronic state and ∆J = 0,±1 between different electronic states.

The state b3 in the triplet system is a non-bonding state, i.e the potential energy
curve (the electronic eigenvalues of the total wavefunction vs the internuclear distance)
shows no minimum, thus the internuclear distance of a hydrogen molecule in b3 increases
until dissociation into two atoms takes place. Therefore the spontaneous emissions to
this states are called continuum transitions.

The vibrational ground state ν = 0 of the c3 state is metastable. Vibrational states
with ν > 0 can radiate into a3.

In figure 1.5, the potential energy curves for the ground state, for the a3 and the
d3 triplet states are shown. These levels are split in several sub-levels with different
vibrational number. The eigenfunctions for the vibrational states are also shown.

Figure 1.5: Potential energy curves for the ground state X1, the triplet state a3 and
the triplet state d3 of H2 [5]. In the x-axis, the distance between the two nuclei in Å
(1 Å=10−8 cm) is reported while, in the y-axis, the energy in units of 1000 cm−1

(1000 cm−1 ≈ 0.12 eV) is reported. Inside the potential curves, the vibrational states
and the correspondence eigenfunctions are shown. The Fulcher band (dash arrow) in-
cludes the transitions from the state d3 to the state a3.
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The set of transitions from the rotational states of d3 to the rotational states of a3

is called Fulcher band. Each rotational state belongs to a vibrational state, therefore a
transition can take place between rotational states with the same vibrational number
(diagonal transitions) or different vibrational number. The diagonal transitions are the
most used in diagnostic systems because they have the highest intensity and they are
around 600 nm (visible range). Additionally, the different ro-vibrational lines are well
separated and thus easy to distinguish3.

An example of spectrum which shows the diagonal Fulcher band up to the transitions
between rotational states with vibrational quantum number v = 3 is displayed in fig-
ure 1.6. It was obtained with a high-resolution spectrometers (∆λFWHM = 18 pm) with
an acquisition range of about 20 nm. The different colors for the emission lines refer to
the different acquisitions.

Figure 1.6: Example of resolved emission lines related to the diagonal Fulcher band.
This spectrum was obtained with a high resolution spectrometer (∆λFWHM = 18 pm) and
the different colors point out the different acquisitions that were done in order to cover
the interested wavelength region.

1.2 Spectroscopy for non-equilibrium plasmas

A plasma is an ionized gas with the property of quasi-neutrality and woth a collective
behaviour. Quasi-neutrality means the electron density is almost equal to the positive

3This is valid in general for H2 because of its light mass.
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ion density [6, 7].
An important parameter for plasmas is the temperature of the involved species. The

temperature, or better the kinetic temperature, is defined as

Ts ≡
1

3
ms〈v2

s〉 (1.23)

wherems and vs are the mass and the velocity of the species denoted with s. The angular
brackets denote an ensemble average. The kinetic temperature of species s is essentially
the average kinetic energy of the considered species.

A plasma is in thermodynamic equilibrium if:

• The densities of the excited states of species in the plasma follow the Boltzmann
distribution function

nq
np

=
gq
gp

exp
(
−Eq − Ep

kBT

)
(1.24)

where nq (np) and gq (gp) are the density and the statistical weight of the state |q〉
(|p〉), respectively.

• The densities of the different ionization states follow the the Saha equation

ni+1ne
ni

= 2
Qi+1

Qi

(
2πmekBTe

h2

)3/2

exp
(
−Ei+1 − Ei

kBTe

)
(1.25)

where ni is the density of atoms in the i-th state of ionization, i.e. with i electrons
removed, Qi is the degeneracy of states for the i-ions and Ei is the energy required
to remove i-electrons.

• The velocity module of all the species which compose the plasma follows the
Maxwell−Boltzmann distribution function

f(vs) = 4π
( ms

2πkBT

)3/2
v2
s exp

(
− mv2

s

2kBT

)
(1.26)

where the temperature T is the same for all the species (in particular the electron
temperature and the ion temperature are equal).

• The spectral radiation Iν of the plasma follows the Planck distribution

Iν =
2hν3

c2

1

exp
(
hν
kBT

)
− 1

. (1.27)

In an equilibrium plasma, each elementary process is balanced by its reverse process.
This is called detailed balance.

For the applications considered later, the electron temperature is different from the
ion temperature (Te ≈ 10 eV and Ti ≈ 0.8 eV ), thus this work deals with non-equilibrium
plasmas. The difference of temperature is due to the fact that the energy transferred
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through elastic collisions between electrons and ions is proportional to the ratio of their
respective masses. Since electrons are much lighter than ions and neutrals, they can
transfer a very small amount of energy during an elastic collision.

For plasmas with high electron density (ne & 1022 m−3), the collision frequency
between electrons and ions can be high enough to lead to the equilibrium, i.e Te ≈ Ti.
However, for the applications considered in the following, the electron density is not high
enough to generate an equilibrium plasma. The dynamic of a non-equilibrium plasma
is dominated by electrons, in particular excitation and de-excitation processes due to
electron collisions will give an important contribution to populating or depopulating
excited states for different species in the plasma. Thus, in addition to spontaneous
emission and absorption (when it is relevant), other processes must be considered and
their contribution will depend on plasma parameters, mainly on electron density.

This complexity requires models for investigating the population density of the dif-
ferent excited states of atoms and molecules. These models are referred to as population
models and they will be described in the following section.

In order to understand where the aforementioned quasi-neutrality comes from, let’s
consider to put a net charge q inside a single ionized plasma. By denoting with ni and
ne the ion and the electron density, respectively, this charge will create a region in the
plasma where e(ni − ne) 6= 0. Denoting the electrostatic potential by φ, the Poisson
equation is

∇2φ = − e

ε0
(ni − ne)−

qδ(r)

ε0
(1.28)

where δ(r) is the Dirac delta function. If the plasma is in thermodynamic equilibrium
and by denoting with T the electron and ion temperature (which are equal) and by n
the density far away from the region where there is the charge, then

ni =n exp
(
− eφ

kBT

)
(1.29)

ne =n exp
( eφ

kBT

)
(1.30)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. If the perturbation induced by the charge is small
(i.e. eφ/(kBT ) � 1), the equation (1.28) can be expanded until the first order, thus
obtaining

∇2φ ≈ 2φ

λ2
D

− qδ(r)

ε0
(1.31)

where

λD ≡
√
ε0kBT

ne2
(1.32)

is known as Debye length. The equation (1.31) can be easily solved

φ(r) =
q

4πε0r
exp
(
−
√

2r

λD

)
. (1.33)
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This solution implies that the effect of the charge is limited to a region of size λD
which is in the order of µm for the plasma applications considered in the following.
Therefore, the quasi-neutrality can be violated only in very small regions of the plasma,
while, globally, the plasma remains neutral.

Another important parameter to characterize a plasma is the so-called plasma pa-
rameter Λ that is equal to the number of electrons contained in a sphere of radius λD:

Λ = 4πλ3
Dne (1.34)

The case Λ � 1 corresponds to a strongly coupled plasma, instead the case Λ � 1
corresponds to a weakly coupled plasma [6]. It is straightforward to see that for Te ≈ 10 eV
and n ≈ 10 18 m−3 (which are typically parameters for the plasma applications considered
in this work) the plasma is weakly coupled.

Magnetized plasmas

A particle of charge q and mass m in a magnetic field is affected by the Lorentz force

~F = q~v × ~B . (1.35)

If the magnetic field ~B is uniform and constant, the solution of the Newton’s equation
for the charged particle is straightforward and the trajectory is circular in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The radius of its trajectory is

rL =
mv

qB
(1.36)

and it is called Larmor radius. Therefore, the magnetic field provides a way to confine
charged particles in the plane perpendicular to itself.

Let’s consider now to have also an uniform and constant electric field ~E. The equation
of motion of an individual particle is

m
d~v

dt
= q( ~E + ~v × ~B) . (1.37)

If ~E · ~B 6= 0, the particle motion is uniformly accelerated along the direction of the
magnetic field. Across the magnetic field the velocity ~v⊥ is

~v⊥ =
~E × ~B

B2
+ rLωc

[
ê1 sin(ωct) + ê2 cos(ωct)

]
(1.38)

where ωc = qB/m is the cyclotron frequency, ê1 and ê2 are unit vectors such that
(ê1,ê2, ~B) form a right-handed, mutually orthogonal set. The motion consists of a gyration
around the magnetic field at frequency ωc, superimposed on a steady drift velocity ~vE

~vE =
~E × ~B

B2
. (1.39)
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The dynamic of a magnetized plasma composed of different species s is described by
the following equation [7]

msns
d~us
dt

= −∇ps + qsns~us × ~B −msnsνc,s~us (1.40)

where ~us is the average fluid velocity of the species s, ps = nskBTs is the pressure and νc,s
is the collision frequency. From this equation, the diffusion coefficient along and across
the magnetic field lines can be derived [7]

D‖,s =
kBTs
msνc,s

(1.41)

D⊥,s =
D‖,s

1 + (
ωc,s
νc,s

)2
(1.42)

where ωc,s is the cyclotron frequency of the species s. The effect of the magnetic field is
to reduce the diffusion across the field lines. In fact, if the magnetic field increases then
ωc,s increases and therefore D⊥,s decreases.

From equation (1.40), other two drift velocities can be derived [7]

~vdiam,s =
~B ×∇ps
qsnsB2

(1.43)

~v∇B,s =
1

2
u⊥,srL,s

~B ×∇B
B2

(1.44)

where ~vdiam is called diamagnetic drift velocity and v⊥ is the module of the particle
velocity projection in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field direction.

1.3 Population models for the determination of ne and Te

In order to describe the excitation and de-excitation processes which occur in a
plasma, population models are needed. According to the electron density value, there
are three main types of model [8]:

Corona models They are used for plasmas with a very low electron density (ne .
1016 m−3).

LTE models The local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is used when the electron
density is very high (ne & 1022 m−3) and the states can thermalize. In these
plasmas, collisional processes lead to the local thermodynamic equilibrium and
the density of excited states of atoms and molecules follow the local Boltzmann
distribution function.

CR models Collisional radiative (CR) models are typically used for the intermediate
values of electron density, but they can also reproduce the results both of corona
models, for low values of electron density, and LTE, for high values of electron
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density. For reproducing LTE, it is mandatory that CR model includes all the
relevant reaction processes, like the photon transport. However, for the sake of
simplicity, the latter is often neglected.

1.3.1 Corona models

In corona models, the only process which populates excited states is the electron
collision excitation from the ground state and the only process which depopulates excited
states is the spontaneous emission.

For an atomic hydrogen plasma, the only excitation process is

H(q) + e− −→ H(p > q) + e− (1.45)

where H(q) denotes an atom H in the state with the principal quantum number equal
to q. The rate coefficient [5] for this excitation process can be obtained from its cross
section σ(E):

Xexc(Te) =

√
2

me

∫ +∞

Ethr

f(E)σ(E)
√
E dE (1.46)

where f(E) is the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) and Ethr is the threshold
energy of the excitation process.

Since the electron density is low (ne . 1016 m−3), population densities are very
low, which means that contributions due to electron collision from excited states are
negligible. The same is true for electron collision de-excitation, which implies that the
only depopulating process is the spontaneous emission.

Under these conditions, the variation in time of the population density np of the state
|p〉 is given by the following differential equation

dnp
dt

= nen1X1p(Te)− np
∑
q<p

Apq (1.47)

where the first term in the left-hand site is due to electron collisions from the ground
state with density n1 and it increases the population density np, while the second term
is due to spontaneous emissions and it decreases the population density np. The ground
state density is considered constant, because the density of excited states is much lower
than the ground state density.

A possible way to determine population densities is to consider steady state condition

dnp
dt

= 0 ⇒ nen1X1p − np
∑
q<p

Apq = 0 (1.48)

which implies that excitation and de-excitation rates are equal.
The set of differential equations (1.47) becomes a set of algebraic equations (easier to

solve) and, by the knowledge of the ground state density, the population density of the
state |p〉 can be easily obtained

np =
nen0X0p∑
q<pApq

. (1.49)
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Usually the system of equations (1.48) is expressed in term of the so-called population
coefficient R1p [2]

R1p =
np
nen1

(1.50)

where n1 is the ground state density.
The population density np is simply determined by inverting (1.50)

np = R1pnen1 . (1.51)

If np depends on more than one species s with a quasi-constant density, additional
coupling processes must be considered. By calculating the population coefficients for
each of these species, equation (1.51) becomes

np =
∑
s

Rspnens (1.52)

where ns denotes the density of the ground state or another species with quasi-constant
density.

If the hypothesis on the steady state condition is relaxed, which means the densities
of excited states depend on time, the system of differential equations (1.47) must be inte-
grated and population densities are directly obtained as result. The population density
allows then to calculate the population coefficient directly from its definition (1.50).

1.3.2 Collisional radiative models

CR models allow to determine the population density of excited states of atoms and
molecules by considering the excitation and de-excitation processes that take place in
a plasma. In corona models, only electron collision excitations from the ground state
and spontaneous emissions are balanced. However, for the electron densities greater
than 1016 m−3, also other processes play a non-negligible role, such as, for example, the
electron collision excitation and de-excitation from exited states and the spontaneous
emissions from upper states (cascading).

The first collisional radiative (CR) model was developed in 1972 by Johnson and
Hinnov [9] for atomic hydrogen. The application range of that model was limited to
fully recombining plasmas (Te < 1 eV) or to completely ionizing plasmas (Te > 10 eV),
which means that the population densities of the excited states were determined solely by
recombination of H+ and by electron collisions with H, respectively. The recombination
of H+ in atomic hydrogen plasmas takes place via two processes

H+ + e− −→ H(p) (1.53)
H+ + 2e− −→ H(p) + e− (1.54)

where the first reaction is called two body recombination and the second one is called
three body recombination.

The reason why the application of CR models is mandatory in the context of this
thesis is due to the electron density values in the considered plasma applications. They
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are typically in the range between 1017 m−3 and 1019 m−3, i.e. between the validity range
of corona models and LTE.

For atomic hydrogen, the set of differential equations given by equation (1.47) assumes
a more complicated form (neglecting the photon transport, like the absorption)

dnp
dt

=
∑
q>p

Aqpnq−
∑
q<p

Apqnp+ne

(∑
q 6=p

Xqp(Te)nq−
∑
q 6=p

Xpq(Te)np+(α+βne)n+−Spnp
)

(1.55)
where the population density np of the state |p〉 is now coupled with the population
density nq of another state |q〉. The rate coefficients Xqp(Te), which depend mainly on
electron temperature, can depend also on electron density, atomic density and atomic
temperature. The physical meaning of the terms in the right hand side is:

1. Spontaneous emission from states with q > p to the state |p〉.

2. Spontaneous emission from the state |p〉 to states with q < p.

3. Electron collision excitation from states with q < p to the state |p〉 and electron
collision de-excitation from states with q > p to the state |p〉.

4. Electron collision de-excitation from the state |p〉 to states with q < p and electron
collision excitation from the state |p〉 to states q > p.

5. Two and three body recombination of ions with density n+.

6. Ionization of an atom in the state |p〉.

A scheme of the aforementioned processes is shown in figure 1.7.
In order to determine the population density of excited states, the set of coupled

differential equations (1.55) has to be solved. There are two ways to solve it:

• The first method consists in setting the left hand side to zero: it means stationary
conditions. It is useful to introduce the formalism of the population coefficients,
defined in equation (1.50), and derive the population densities of the different ex-
cited states from them. The population densities allow to determine the intensities
of the emission lines by using equation (1.13).

• The second method consists in the direct integration of this system.

In the system of differential equations (1.55), one of the main issues is to determine
all the reaction probabilities that are required, namely the cross sections of the involved
collision excitation, ionization and recombination processes4 and the Einstein coefficients
for the spontaneous emissions. The solution of this system of differential equations
depends on the choice of such reaction and transition probabilities (i.e. different reaction
and transition probabilities give rise to different values of population densities).

4Alternatively, the rate coefficients can be used instead of the cross sections, but, in this case, the
electron energy distribution function is supposed to be Maxwellian.
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Figure 1.7: Excitation and de-excitation processes which populate (blue) and depopulate
(red) the excited level |p〉. The wavy lines indicate spontaneous emissions while the solid
lines indicate excitation and de-excitation processes which involve electron collisions.

1.3.3 Methods for determining ne and Te by using CR models

The population densities determined by solving the equation (1.55) depend on plasma
parameters and mainly on electron density and electron temperature. This means that
collisional radiative models can be used to estimate the electron density and tempera-
ture. This procedure is well known in plasma physics [10]: models in which the plasma
parameters are used as free parameters are applied to predict values of the measured
parameters (in this case the intensities of the emission lines which are obtained from the
population densities via the equation (1.13)).

There are mainly two methods to determine the main plasma parameters by using
collisional radiative models:

• Line ratio method.

• Absolute emissivity method.

Line ratio method

The general idea of this method is to compare measured emission line ratios with
calculated emission line ratios (obtained by means of CR models).

This method can be applied also when only the relative intensities of emission lines
are known, because only the line ratio is taken into account and not the absolute value
of emission lines.

The step by step procedure applied to atomic hydrogen emission lines εpq and εmn
(p, q,m, n are the principal quantum numbers of the considered states) is:
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1. The population coefficients for the states |p〉 and |m〉 at different values of electron
density and temperature are calculated by solving equation (1.55) in the steady-
state limit. These two excited states are the upper states of the two considered
transitions.

2. The line ratio from the calculated population coefficients is determined by using

εpq
εmn

=
npApq
nmAmn

=
n1neRp(ne, Te)Apq
n1neRm(ne, Te)Amn

=
Rp(ne, Te)Apq
Rm(ne, Te)Amn

(1.56)

where Rp(ne, Te) and Rm(ne, Te) are the population coefficients for the state |p〉
and |m〉, respectively, while Apq and Amn are the Einstein coefficients for the tran-
sitions from the state |p〉 to the state |q〉 and from the state |m〉 to the state |n〉,
respectively. By defining the effective emission rate coefficient Xeff

pq as

Xeff
pq (ne, Te) ≡ Rp(ne, Te)Apq (1.57)

the line ratio is
εpq
εmn

=
Xeff
pq (ne, Te)

Xeff
mn(ne, Te)

. (1.58)

3. The experimental line ratio value εpq/εmn is computed.

4. The values obtained in the step 2 and 3 are compared. The value of electron density
and temperature that better reproduces the experimental line ratio constitutes an
estimation of these parameters.

This procedure will be applied in chapter 4, where specific details to the considered
plasma applications will be given.

Absolute emissivity method

The absolute emissivity method is based on the absolute value of emission lines.
The general idea of this method is to find the best possible agreement between the
measured and the calculated emissivity of some selected lines by varying the main plasma
parameters, like the electron temperature, the electron density, the atomic density and
molecular density.

There are several ways to implemented this method and one of them consists in
minimizing the difference between the measured and the calculated emissivity. Such
difference is called residual.

The specific implementation of this method to the considered plasma applications is
reported in chapter 4.
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1.4 Negative ion source for fusion

The energy demand is rapidly increasing and the availability of fossils resources such
as coal and petrol is decreasing [11].

Figure 1.8: Binding energy per nucleon for different elements [12]. The maximum
is reached for 56Fe: it is possible to gain energy from fusion of two nuclei, only if the
resulting nucleus has a number of nucleons less than 56. The energy gain from fusion is
larger for light nuclei than for heavier ones.

The need of a reliable, clean and safe energy source prompts the research of new
energy resources and one of the possible solution under development is the thermonuclear
fusion. The fusion process consists in obtaining energy from the fusion of light nuclei. In
figure 1.8, the average binding energy per nucleon is shown as a function of the number
of nucleons in nucleus. It is possible to gain energy from fusion of two nuclei only if the
resulting nucleus has a number of nucleons less than 56.

Since the nuclei are positive charged, fusion can take place only if their collisional
kinetic energy is high enough to exceed the Coulomb repulsion. For this reasons, it is
easier to merge light nuclei (few protons) than heavy nuclei (many protons). In particular
the most relevant fusion reactions involve the isotopes of hydrogen (the fusion of two
nuclei of hydrogen is not possible because the resulting nucleus is not bound):

D + D −→ 3He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV) (1.59)
D + D −→ T (1.1 MeV) + p (3.02 MeV) (1.60)

D + T −→ 4He (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) (1.61)
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The cross sections of these reactions are shown in figure 1.9. It is clear that for low inci-
dent particle kinetic energy, the reaction (1.61) has the highest cross section. Therefore,
this is the reaction that was chosen for the first future fusion power plant.

Figure 1.9: Cross-sections of various fusion reactions as a function of kinetic energy of
an incident D or p on a stationary target. The curve for D-D represents a sum over the
cross-sections of the two reaction branches (1.59) and (1.60) [13].

In order to obtained the highest number of fusion reactions, an high density and high
temperature5 plasma of D and T is required. The fusion relevant ion temperature is
around 15 keV. Thus, the issue concerns the confinement of an high temperature, high
density plasmas.

The general idea is to generate a plasma and to heat it up in order to increase the
energy of collisions between positive ions and thus the number of fusion reactions.

The energy confinement time τE is the average time taken for the energy to escape
the plasma, usually defined as the total amount of energy stored in the plasma divided
by the rate at which energy is lost.

Up to now, there are two main approaches for achieving plasma confinement:

Inertial confinement It works primarily in a pulsed fashion (τE ≈ 10−9 s), by achieving
thermonuclear fusion through microexplosions of reactant targets induced by high
power lasers or particle beams at a high repetition rate.

5The kinetic energy of a particle is related to its temperature through E = kBT .
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Magnetic confinement It is the most promising way to develop future fusion reactors,
especially because it is possible to confine fusion plasmas in a steady state for long
time. The general principle is to use the Lorentz force generated by the magnetic
field to confine the charged particles in the plasma. The two main types of devise
used for this purpose are tokamak and stellarator. The energy confinement time is
around 1 s.

A tokamak consists in a toroidal chamber surrounding by coils which generate the
magnetic field needed for the confinement. A schematic view of a tokamak is shown
in figure 1.10 (a). The poloidal coils generate a toroidal magnetic field which confines
charged particle in the radial direction. However, a purely toroidal field cannot confine
the plasma particles as the curvature of the field lines produces opposite particle drifts
for the ions and the electrons [13]. This leads to a charge separation which generates
an internal electric field responsible for a rapid loss of the plasma towards the walls
because of the ~vE drift velocity (equation (1.39)). In order to prevent charge separation,
an additional poloidal magnetic field is generated by passing a toroidal current in the
plasma itself.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.10: Schematic view of tokamak (a) and stellarator (b). It is important to note
the different configuration of the coils which generate the magnetic fields [13].

In the stellarator configuration (figure 1.10 (b)) both magnetic fields are generated
by external non-planar coils. Thus, there is no need to drive a plasma current, which
eliminates the possibility of macroscopic disruptive instabilities and makes them very
attractive for reactor concepts. However, the design and the very precise construction of
the coils is much more difficult than for a tokamak.

In order to achieve the plasma conditions necessary to obtain a significant amount
of energy from thermonuclear fusion, several tokamak experiments were built, among
which JET [14] (Culham Centre for Fusion Energy in the UK), JT-60SA [15] (Naka
Fusion Institute in Japan), ASDEX Upgrade [16] (Max Planck Institut für Plasmaphysik,
Garching bei München) and many others. The only one which can operate with a D−T
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plasma is JET. The most important stellarator experiments are W7-X [17] (Max Planck
Institut für Plasmaphysik, Garching bei München) and LHD [18] (National Institute for
Fusion Science in Japan). The next step to demonstrate the feasibility to produce a net
amount of energy from fusion is the international tokamak experiment ITER.

ITER [19] (the way) is one of the most ambitious energy projects in the world today.
The project started in 1986 by an agreement between European Union (Euratom), Japan,
the Soviet Union and the USA [19]. Afterwards, China, Korea and India joined the
project.

Figure 1.11: Schematic view of ITER [13].

The goals of ITER are [13]:

• To produce 500 MW of fusion power.

• To demonstrate the integrated operation of technologies for a fusion power plant.

• To achieve a deuterium-tritium plasma in which the reaction is sustained through
internal heating. The fusion energy gain factor6 Q should be equal to 5 for 3600 s
of operation and equal to 10 for 1000 s.

• To demonstrate the safety characteristics of a fusion device.

A schematic view of ITER is shown in figure 1.11. The main ITER parameters are
reported in table 1.3.

6The fusion energy gain factor Q is the ratio between the power generated by fusion reactions and
the heating power. The condition with Q=1 is called breakeven.
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Table 1.3: ITER test facility parameters [19].

Parameter Value

Fusion power 500 MW

Power gain factor Q 10

Pulse length up to 3600 s

Plasma major radius 6.2 m

Plasma minor radius 2.0 m

Plasma current 15 MA

The required plasma ion temperature for ITER is in the range between 10 keV and
30 keV. There are four ways to heat the plasma in a tokamak:

• Ohmic heating: a current is induced in the plasma (which behaves as a conductor)
in order to heat it up by Joule effect. This mechanism is inefficient at high plasma
temperatures, because the plasma resistance decreases when the temperature in-
creases [7].

• Radio-frequency waves: electromagnetic waves at resonant frequencies are sent to
the plasma. The chosen frequencies are the ion and electron cyclotron frequency.
In ion (electron) cyclotron resonance heating, energy is transferred to the ions
(electron) in the plasma by a high-intensity beam of electromagnetic radiation.

• Neutral Beam Injection (NBI): a beam of high energy deuterium atoms is injected
in the plasma. The collisions between high energy beam particles and the core
plasma particles heat the fusion plasma and provide an additional way to drive the
plasma current. It is important to note that only neutral particles should reach
the plasma because the charged particle would be deflected by the strong magnetic
field of the tokamak. ITER will be equipped with two neutral beam injectors which
will provide a total power of 33 MW.

• α particle heating: the α particles produced in fusion reactions have an energy
of 3.5 MeV and they can transfer part of their energy to D and T nuclei through
collisions, providing an additional way to heat up the plasma in the tokamak.

The total amount of external heating power for ITER is foreseen to be 50 MW.
As concerns the last heating mechanism, only charged particle can be accelerated by

electric fields. Therefore, NBI is equipped with a source that produces ions which are
accelerated and then neutralized in order to reach the fusion plasma. Deuterium atoms
are accelerated to an energy of 1 MeV. A scheme of the neutral beam injector for ITER
is shown in figure 1.12. The main parameters are reported in table 1.4.
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Figure 1.12: Neutral beam injector scheme for ITER [19].

Table 1.4: Main parameters of ITER NBI during deuterium operation [13, 20]. Two
beamlines are expected for ITER NBI.

Parameter ITER requirement

Beam energy 1 MeV

Injection power 2×16.5 MW

Pulse length 3600 s

Ion source dimension 1.9×0.9 m2

Source pressure 0.3 Pa

Extraction area 0.2 m2

Extracted current 2×57 A

Accelerated current 2×40 A

The main components of a NBI are (figure 1.12): ion source, accelerator, neutraliser,
residual ion dump, calorimeter, fast shutter and absolute valve.

The ion source is one of the main component of a NBI and it is the most relevant part
for this work. For a reason that will be clarified later on, at the beam energy required
by ITER (table 1.4), a negative ion source must be used.

The ITER NBI source is based on the prototype source developed at Max-Planck
Institut für Plasmaphysik (IPP) in Garching (München) [21]. The prototype source has
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been tested in the past years at the BATMAN (BAvarian Test MAchine for Negative
ions) test facility. A sketch of the source is reported in figure 1.13.

The prototype source is composed of a driver (for details see section 2.1), an expansion
region and an extraction system. The driver is a region where the plasma is ignited and
the energy is delivered to the plasma throughout RF coupling. The plasma then expands
towards the expansion region where the negative ions are generated and then extracted
in the extraction region.

Figure 1.13: Sketch of the prototype ion source and the grid system [22]. The main
parts are the driver, the expansion region and the extraction system. The caesium oven
is also shown in figure.

There are mainly two processes which convert neutral particles (or positive ions)
in negative ions [23]: volume production and surface production. The first process is
mainly due to low energy collisions between electrons and molecules which give rise to
the dissociative attachment:

H2 + e− −→ H− + H (1.62)

The second process is due to collisions of neutral particles and positive ions against a
wall coated with a low work function material. Usually, caesium is evaporated on the
plasma grid surface in order to decrease the work function and enhance the H− or D−

production near the extraction region.

However, there are several reactions which take place in the plasma volume causing
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a loss of negative ions, such as:

H− + e−fast −→ H + 2e− (1.63)
H− + H+ −→ H + H(p) (1.64)
H− + H −→ H2 + e− (1.65)
H− + H −→ H + H(p) + e− (1.66)
H− + H2 −→ H + H2 + e− (1.67)

where H(p) is the atom in the excited state |p〉 and e−fast indicates an electron with high
energy7.

In order to reduce the electron energy in the expansion region and consequently the
rate of the first reaction which usually gives the most contribution, a magnetic filter field
close to the extraction area is generated. Thus, the plasma is produced inside the driver
with high electron temperature (≈10 eV) and density (≈1018 m−3) and then it diffuses
in the expansion chamber giving rise to a plasma with lower electron temperature and
density. This type of negative ion source is called tandem source. In BATMAN, the
magnetic filter field is obtained by a movable magnet frame located outside the source
(figure 1.13).

The negative ion source for neutral beam injectors of ITER [20] has a size of about
eight times the prototype source (eight drivers instead of one). It is equipped with three
ovens for caesium and it is designed to operate with a pulse length of up to 3600 s. All
the metal surfaces facing the plasma inside the negative ion source are made of copper
coated with molybdenum in order to reduce the sputtering due to D+ and D+

2 collisions
against the wall. The coating thickness is about 1.5×10−6 m, except for the back-plates
of the expansion chamber and the drivers, where a coating of 1 mm thickness is needed
to ensure that it is not compromised by sputtering due to high energetic back-streaming
positive ions.

A full size ITER negative ion source, called SPIDER (Source for the Production of
Ions of Deuterium Extracted from an RF plasma), will come into operation in 2018 at
Consorzio RFX in Padova [24].

The extractor and the accelerator for an ITER neutral beam injector consist of a set
of multi-aperture grids at various potentials between −1 MV and 0 V. In particular the
extraction is realized by two grids, plasma grid (PG) and extraction grid (EG).

The accelerated ion beam is neutralized in the neutraliser. The neutralization effi-
ciency is shown in figure 1.14. At the energy required by ITER (1 MeV), the neutral-
ization efficiency is too low for positive ions and this explains why a negative ion beam
(namely a negative ion source) is required. The relevant reactions which take place in

7The neutralization due to electron collision becomes dominant for electron temperature greater
than 2 eV.
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the neutraliser are:

D− + D2 −→ D + . . .

D− + D2 −→ D+ + . . .

D + D2 −→ D+ + . . .

where the dots represent all the possible products of the reaction. Only the first one
produces D, while the last two generate D+ and therefore they limit the efficiency of the
neutraliser.

Figure 1.14: Neutralization efficiency of positive and negative ions as a function of
energy [13]. At the energy required by ITER (1 MeV), the neutralization efficiency is too
low for positive ions, thus the use of negative ions is mandatory.

The residual ion dump is used to deflect charged particles, still present after the
neutralization, out of the beam in a controlled way.

The beamline calorimeter consists of 2 movable panels arranged in V shape. The fast
shutter minimizes the transport of contaminations from the tokamak to the NBI vessel
and it remains closed but when the neutral beam is being injected into the tokamak. The
absolute valve is used to isolate the tokamak vessel to the NBI.

An important step for proving the scaling size from the prototype source toward the
full-ITER-size source is the negative ion source test facility ELISE (section 2.1), currently
in operation at IPP in Garching (München).
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The negative ion test facility ELISE

ELISE (Extraction from a Large Ion Source Experiment) is a negative ion source
test facility currently in operation at IPP in Garching (München). The aim of this
experiment is to achieve an ITER-relevant extracted current density of negative ions at
ITER-relevant filling pressure and RF pulse length using an ion source that is half-size
of the ITER NBI one [21, 25]. It is designed to operate both in hydrogen and deuterium.

2.1 Description of the ELISE test facility

ELISE is a flexible and well diagnosed test facility. The main parameters of ELISE
are reported in table 2.1 and an overview of the ELISE source and of its extraction system
is shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Sketch of ELISE source with the extraction system and the HV insula-
tion [26].
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Table 2.1: Parameters of ELISE [26].

Parameter Value

Extraction area 985 cm2

Apertures 640, �14 mm, 2×4 groups

Source size (h×w) 1.0 m × 0.86 m

UHV Up to 60 kV

Uex Up to 12 kV

Pulse length 3600 s (Plasma), 10 s every 150 s (Extraction)

The plasma is ignited in the four drivers. An explosion drawing of one of the ELISE
drivers is shown in figure 2.2. They consist of a Al2O3 cylinder (internal diameter 284 mm
and length 140 mm) around which are wound up the RF coils which are connected to a
solid state RF power supplies of 1 MHz frequency. There are two generators and each
generator has a power up to 150 kW and is connected to two drivers.

Internally, the driver is protected from the plasma erosion by an actively cooled
Faraday shield with vertical slits allowing the penetration of the magnetic RF-field. Ad-
ditionally, the driver back plate is equipped with permanent magnets in order to reduce
plasma losses on it. The gas supply is also located in the driver back plate. Two of the
drivers are equipped with a starter filament that, through thermionic emission, provides
electrons which help the ignition of the plasma.

Figure 2.2: Design of an ELISE driver [21].

The plasma formed in the drivers expands out of the driver region into the main
source chamber that is called expansion region. This region has the purpose to decrease
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the electron temperature and density in order to reduce the neutralization of the negative
ions due to high energy electron collisions. As introduced in section 1.4, the majority
of negative ions are produced via the surface process: atoms or positive ions pick up
electrons from the inner surfaces of the source and are reflected towards the bulk plasma
as negative ions. In order to enhance such process, caesium is evaporated from two ovens
that are installed at the sides of the source [27].

The extraction system of ELISE is a three grid system [26] composed of plasma
grid (PG), extraction grid (EG) and grounded grid (GG). Each grid has 640 apertures
(which correspond to 640 beamlets) arranged in 8 beamlet groups with 5×16 apertures
(figure 2.3). A potential difference Uex up to 12 kV is applied between the PG and the
EG with the purpose to extract the negative ion beam. The total potential difference
between the PG and the GG (UHV ) is given by the sum of the extraction and acceleration
potential and its value is up to 60 kV (the source is kept at −60 kV with respect to the
GG).

However, together with negative ions, also electrons are co-extracted. In order to
avoid that electrons are accelerated to the full energy, permanent magnets are embedded
in the EG (figure 2.4 (a)) to deflect the co-extracted electrons out of the beam into the
EG itself.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Design (a) and arrengement (b) of the apertures in the three-grid system [28]
of ELISE.

A current up to 5 kA can be driven vertically through the PG to generate the magnetic
filter field in front of the PG. This field provides a way to reduce the number of co-
extracted electrons because of the diffusion across the magnetic field, as explained in
section 1.2.

Furthermore, the so-called “bias plate” (figure 2.4 (b)) is positioned between the
source and the PG. It covers the part of the PG around the apertures and it is connected
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to the source body, leading the source potential close to the extraction area. By applying
a positive voltage to the PG with respect to the bias plate, the plasma in front of the PG
can be influenced in a way that the current of co-extracted electrons is further reduced.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Section of the three-grid extraction system (a): plasma grid (PG), extraction
grid (EG) with shown the embedded magnets and grounded grid (GG). Sketch of the bias
plate top segment (a) with window frame like openings and embedded cooling channels.
It is electrically insulated with respect to the PG and connected to the source body [28].

The most relevant processes for the production of negative ions and for their transport
towards the extraction apertures take place in the extended boundary layer (namely the
plasma volume in the direct proximity of the PG with an axial extent of few centimetres).
Thus, the plasma diagnostics of ELISE are focused in this volume of plasma. Three
different types of diagnostics are present in the ELISE extended boundary layer: two
Langmuir probes, a tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) and the optical
emission spectroscopy (OES) diagnostic.

Figure 2.5 shows a sketch of the axial view onto ELISE extraction system (from the
plasma). All the diagnostic ports enabling access to the plasma of the extended boundary
layer are shown. The diagnostics shown in this sketch are:

• Langmuir probes: the probes allow to determine the plasma parameters such as
positive ion density and electron temperature. The Langmuir probe tips are located
above one of the aperture close to the edge of an external beamlet group.

• TDLAS: it is used to detect the neutral caesium density in the extended boundary
layer. The two lines of sight (LOS) for the TDLAS are positioned horizontally and
they are close to the projection of the centers of the drivers onto the PG.

• OES: plasma light is collected by telescopes into fibers which are connected to eleven
absolutely calibrated spectrometers. Each telescope define an area of observation,
whose axis represent the LOS displayed in figure 2.5. The extension of the volume
of observation is of few centimetres and does not intercept the PG or the bias plate.
Therefore, the LOS are located at 3.4 cm upstream the PG.
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In addition, OES LOS are present in every driver and their denominations are re-
ported in table 2.2. The apertures for the OES in the drivers are located in the center
of the driver back plate, looking perpendicularly to the grids.

The spectrometers used for OES have a full width at half maximum ∆λFWHM & 1 nm
and an acquisition range between 200 nm and 900 nm.

Figure 2.5: Sketch of the axial view onto ELISE extraction system (from the plasma).
All the diagnostic ports enabling access to the plasma of the extended boundary layer are
shown. The bias plate is shown in blue, the LOS used in the current setup for OES are
shown in red, while the LOS for the TDLAS are shown in green. The position for the
two Langmuir probes is also shown. The four circles (dash line) depict the projection of
the four drivers onto the bias plate.

Table 2.2: Name of lines of sight for the driver region. The indicated position for the
driver is given by looking the drivers from the driver dome (figure 2.1).

Position LOS

Top-Left ZD1C

Top-Right ZD2C

Bottom-Left ZD3C

Bottom-Right ZD4C
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An example of a spectrum for a hydrogen plasma in the ELISE drivers is reported in
figure 2.6: Hα, Hβ and Hγ lines are clearly distinguishable. The acquisition rate is of one
spectrum every 150 ms. The integral of the peaks corresponding to different emission
lines gives the line intensity (if the system is absolutely calibrated).

Figure 2.6: Example of a hydrogen spectrum acquired in the ELISE drivers during a RF
pulse: Hα, Hβ and Hγ are labelled. This spectrum is shown before applying the calibration
procedure.

The emissivity is obtained from the peak integral by taking into account the following
factors:

• Calibration factor: number of collected photons per count per square meter. Cali-
bration factor is present only for absolutely calibrated diagnostics.

• Exposure time: time of acquisition per spectrum.

• Plasma length: path length of the LOS in the plasma.

Further information about the conversion procedure will be given in section 4.5.
Two important remarks concerning the Fulcher band can be done by comparing the

spectrum in figure 2.6 with what shown in figure 1.6:

• The Fulcher band measured with the OES diagnostic in ELISE is not resolved.
This is not an issue because it is possible to use the total Fulcher emissivity by in-
tegrating all the non-resolved emission lines which compose the Fulcher band. Such
procedure is shown in figure 2.7 (b). Actually, the considered integration region
for the Fulcher emissivity does not include all the emission lines from the state d3

to the state a3, but only the transitions between states with the same vibrational
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number (until v′ = 3). By neglecting the contribution coming from the vibrational
levels with quantum number higher than 3, it is possible to calculate the total
Fulcher emissivity (comprehensive of the diagonal and non-diagonal emissivity) by
multiplying the diagonal emissivity by a rescaling factor. With the hypothesis that
the vibrational levels follow the Boltzmann distribution, it is possible to determine
such factor by knowing the vibrational temperature [29]. The rescaling factor for
drivers is 3.19 [30].

• The contribution due to the Fulcher transition is not distinguishable from the
background noise. The adopted solution was to dedicate some pulses with long
exposure times in order to make distinguishable the Fulcher transition from the
background noise. In such conditions, Hα and Hβ lines were overexposed.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: Example of spectrum with long exposure time (≈ 250 ms) (a) and zoom
in the Fulcher transition (b). The integrated region to determine the diagonal Fulcher
emissivity is highlighted in green.

In figure 2.7 (a), an example of a long exposure time spectrum (≈ 250 s) is displayed.
The diagonal Fulcher transition is visible between the two vertical green lines. As men-
tioned above, the lines Hα and Hβ are overexposed. In this spectrum, the Hδ transition
is also visible. A zoom in the wavelength range of the diagonal Fulcher band is reported
in figure 2.7 (b) with the integration area highlighted in green.

A useful way to monitor the behaviour of Hα, Hβ and Hγ emissivities during the pulse
is the time traces. An example is displayed in figure 2.8. At 1.2 s, the plasma is ignited
and the line emission intensities increase suddenly, forming a peak which corresponds to
an increase and decrease of the gas pressure into the source (initial gas puff ). Since the
pressure decreases, also the emissivity decreases. In order to stabilize the plasma param-
eters, a short transitory RF phase is performed between the ignition and the extraction
phase.
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Figure 2.8: Example of time trace for the pulse 21613 at pfill= 0.3 Pa and
PRF= 60 kW/driver. Different phases of a typical pulse are shown: ignition, extrac-
tion and RF phase (also called plasma phase).

The first rapid reduction of Hα emissivity (as well as Hβ and Hγ emissivities) is due
to the so-called notching, namely the rapid decrease of the RF power immediately before
the extraction: this decrease is done in order to avoid an overshoot in extracted current,
which would result in a switching off of the modulators used to stabilize the HV applied
to the extraction and acceleration system.

The extraction of the beam occurs at 7.2 s and lasts until 16.7 s. During this time
interval, the Hα emissivity is lower than in the RF phase because of the extraction of the
H− ions situated in the extended boundary layer. In fact, an important contribution to
Hα emissivity is due to the H− neutralization process

H− + H+ −→ H(p=3) + H (2.1)

which populates the excited level with p = 3 that is the upper state of the Hα transition.
Therefore, because of the extraction, the number of negative ions decreases and thus also
the population density of the state with p = 3.
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When the high voltage is switched off at 16.7 s, Hα emissivity comes back to its value
pre-extraction. An RF phase is carried on until 22.2 s.

After the extraction and the acceleration system, the beam hits a calorimeter located
at 3.5 m downstream the GG. Different beam diagnostics are present: electrical measure-
ments of the currents (negative ion and electron impinging on the grids and shields), a
tungsten wire calorimeter [31], a beam emission spectroscopy (BES) diagnostic [31] and
a diagnostic calorimeter [32].

The tungsten calorimeter is positioned at 1.8 m from the GG and is composed of 100
tungsten wires with a diameter is 0.2 mm. With this diagnostic, it is possible to obtain
information on the beam profile. It is now used only for qualitative measurements. The
BES based on Hα Doppler shift is composed of 20 lines of sight (LOS) and it allows to
characterize the divergence (the aperture angle of the beamlets when extracted) and the
stripping (loss of negative ions due to collision with the background gas) losses of the
beam. The diagnostic calorimeter consists of 900 copper blocks for a total surface area
of 1.2 m×1.2 m. It has a double function: stopping the beam and providing a way to
obtain information about the beam characteristics. It allows a qualitative analysis of the
two-dimensional beam profile of the thermal load due to the beam.

2.2 Error analysis for OES measurements in ELISE

The goal of this section is to illustrate a method to estimate the experimental uncer-
tainty that must be attributed to OES measurements. The procedure is illustrated for
ELISE, but it can be applied in general for OES measurements of other experiments.

Another important consideration concerns the error bars attributed to the measure-
ments. This uncertainty must take into account a systematic error (5%) that comes
from the calibration procedure and, in general, from the experimental setup, as well as
a statistical error.

In order to evaluate the contribution of the statistical error to the total error, the
time traces recorded by two different types of spectrometer (one with an analog-to-digital
converter of 12 bits and the other with an analog-to-digital converter of 16 bits) are con-
sidered (figure 2.9). The measurements are taken at pfill= 0.3 Pa and PRF= 60 kW/driver
(pulse 21613).

The statistical fluctuations that affect the time trace are estimated by using the mean
square root during the RF phase (between the two green marks in figure 2.9).

From this analysis, a statistical error of 1% for Hα, 2% for Hβ and 10% for Hγ results
for both types of spectrometer. The error of Hγ is much larger than the error of the
other two lines because its intensity is about 90% lower than the Hα intensity, thus the
signal to noise ratio is higher. In order to decrease the error, the exposure time for each
spectrum should be increased, but this is not possible without overexposing Hα.

The total error estimation is given by:

ξtotal =
√
ξ2
systematic + ξ2

statistic (2.2)
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and it is equal to 5.1%, 5.4% and 11.2% for Hα, Hβ and Hγ , respectively. The error of
the line ratios Hα/Hβ and Hβ/Hγ (that will be mostly used in chapter 4) is calculated
by using the error propagation formula:

ξα/β =
√
ξ2
α + ξ2

β

ξβ/γ =
√
ξ2
β + ξ2

γ

where ξα/β (7.4%) and ξβ/γ (12.4%) are the errors for Hα/Hβ and Hβ/Hγ , respectively.

(a) 12 bits. (b) 16 bits.

Figure 2.9: Time traces recorded by spectrometers with an analog-to-digital converter of
12 bits (a) and 16 bits (b) are shown. The boundaries for the determination of the mean
square root for estimating the statistical contribution to the uncertainty are reported in
green. This example is related to the pulse 21613 at pfill= 0.3 Pa and PRF= 60 kW/driver.



Collisional radiative models based
on yacora

The flexible package yacora [10] can determine the solution of the coupled ordi-
nary differential equations (1.55) by performing a direct integration. Since usually the
timescales on which collisional and radiative processes take place in plasma are drasti-
cally different (for example for a plasma with ne ≈ 1018 m−3 the timescales of electron
collisional excitation processes are around 10−3 s, while the timescale of the Hα transi-
tion is around 10−7 s), this system of differential equations has a high stiffness. Thus,
ordinary integration techniques as, for example, the Runge-Kutta method, are too slow,
because the needed timestep for the integration has to be very small. For this reasons,
the solver cvode [33] is used instead. yacora allows the user to define the name of all
the species and the states, the probabilities for all reactions and the initial conditions.

Solving the system of differential equations (1.55) is based on many different param-
eters that have to be given to yacora. Conventionally, two different types of input
parameters can be distinguished: the plasma parameters, i.e. the ground state densities
and temperatures of the considered species as well as the electron density and temper-
ature, and the transition probabilities and cross sections of the involved radiative and
collisional processes. This distinction derived to the fact that the plasma parameters
usually changes for every calculation, while once established the processes for a given
model, the cross sections and the transition probabilities are changed only if more recent
values are available. For this reason, from now on, the term input parameters will refer
only to the first category, namely the plasma parameters.

As concerns the output quantities, yacora calculates first the population densities
for the desired exited states of the considered species and then, from them, the population
coefficients. Actually, there is also the possibility to have in output the density balance,
that shows the rate of all the considered reactions that populate or depopulate a given
state. The rate is positive if the reaction populates the state, vice versa it is negative if
the reaction depopulates such state.

Since yacora directly integrates the coupled differential equations, also non linear
effects like radiation transport can be taken into account [3]. As explained in section 1.1,
self absorption due to optical thickness interests mainly optical transitions with a high
density of the final state, which means that in ELISE drivers (pfill = 0.3 Pa) only the
resonant lines of atoms (Lyman series) are affected by it, however such lines are not
considered in this work and self absorption due to optical thickness is neglected here.

In additional, the CR model for He will be treated as further application of yacora.
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3.1 The H model

3.1.1 Atomic hydrogen CR model in yacora

The yacora model for atomic hydrogen distinguishes different excitation channels,
i.e. coupling of the excited states of H to different particle species [4] (figure 3.1). An
overview of the reactions involving these different species is reported in table 3.1.

In particular, equation (1.52) becomes:

np = ne
(
RHpnH +RH2pnH2 +RH+pnH+ +RH+

2 p
nH+

2
+RH+

3 p
nH+

3
+RH−pnH−

)
(3.1)

where RXp denotes the population coefficient (1.50) for the excited state |p〉 populated
by the excitation channel X. The different processes that contribute to the population
density of the state excited |p〉 of a hydrogen atom are (right hand side of the equa-
tion (3.1)): direct excitation, dissociative excitation, two and three body recombination
of H+, dissociative recombination of H+

2 , dissociative recombination of H+
3 and the mu-

tual neutralization of H− with positive ions. For the latter, there are two possible ways

H− + H+ −→H + H(p) (3.2)
H− + H+

2 −→H2 + H(p) . (3.3)

Table 3.1: Overview of the reactions included in the CR model for the hydrogen
atom [10].

Process Reaction Reference

Excitation by e− collision H(q) + e− −→ H(p>q) + e− [4],[34]

De-excitation by e− collision H(q) + e− −→ H(p<q) + e− [4],[34]*

Spontaneous emission H(q) −→ H(p<q) + hν [35], [36]

Ionization H(q) + e− −→ H+ + 2e− [34]

Recombination of H+
H+ + 2e− −→ H(p) + e− [2]

H+ + e− −→ H(p) + hν [2]

Dissociation of H2 H2 + e− −→ H(p) + H(1) + e− [2]

Dissociation of H+
2 H+

2 + e− −→ H(p) + H(1) + e− [2]

Dissociative recombination of H+
2 H+

2 + e− −→ H(p) + H(1) [34]

Dissociative recombination of H+
3 H+

3 + e− −→ H(p) + H2 [34], [37]

Mutual neutralization
H+ + H− −→ H(p) + H [38]

H+
2 + H− −→ H(p) + H2 [34], [38]

*In additional, the detailed balance is used.
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Figure 3.1: Excitation channels for atomic hydrogen: (a) all channels, (b) channels
relevant in ionizing plasmas, (c) channels relevant in recombining plasmas [4].

Now, combining equation (1.13) with equation (3.1), one obtains

Ipk
nHne

=
npApk
nHne

=
(
RHp +RH2p

nH2

nH
+RH+p

nH+

nH
+

+RH+
2 p

nH+
2

nH
+RH+

3 p

nH+
3

nH
+RH−p

nH−

nH

)
Apk ≡ Xeff

pk (3.4)

where the effective emission rate coefficient Xeff
pk for the transition from the state |p〉 to

the state |k〉 has been defined and it depends on the different plasma parameters as Te
and ne as well as the density and temperature of the involved species.

An important distinction pointed out in section 1.3.2 concerns the difference between
ionizing and recombining plasmas. If the electron temperature is sufficiently high (Te &
10 eV) leading to an ionizing plasma, the most important excitation channels are the
direct excitation and the dissociative excitation (figure 3.1 (b)). Instead, if the electron
temperature is sufficiently low (Te . 3 eV) such that in a recombining plasma, the most
important excitation channels are the dissociative recombination and the recombination
(figure 3.1 (c)). If the density of H− is sufficiently high, also the mutual neutralization
can play an important role (this is the case for the extended boundary layer in ELISE).

In this work, the main application of CR models based on yacora concerns the
plasma in the ELISE drivers, which is an ionizing plasma, because the electron tempera-
ture is about 10 eV (as it will be shown in chapter 4). This means that the only relevant
channels are the direct and the dissociative excitation.

The yacora model for H can also include the so called Saha states. The Saha states
of a Rydberg atom are high-level states, which densities can be approximately estimated
by the Saha equation:

nH+

nH(p)
=

1

p2ne

(
2πmekBTe

h2

)3/2

e
−Eion(p)

kBTe (3.5)

where p is the principal quantum number of the Rydberg atom, h is the Planck constant
and Eion(p) is the ionization energy for the atom in the state |p〉. In particular, yacora
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considers as Saha states all the excited states with p between 34 and 40, which is a
compromise between keeping the number of states as low as possible (in order to save
computational time) and reaching a satisfactory accuracy of the model results for excited
states relevant for spectroscopy.

Furthermore, it includes more than 2000 reactions, which means that for each of them
a cross section, a rate coefficient or a transition probabilities must be given. An overview
of the considered reactions for the H model is given in table 3.1. In this table, the main
references for the reaction probabilities that will be used for the future calculations are
also listed.

3.1.2 Example of calculations

In this section, some examples of calculations by using the atomic hydrogen CR model
based on yacora will be reported.

In figure 3.2, the dependence of the effective emission rate coefficients (Xeff
32 ≡ Xeff

α

and Xeff
42 ≡ Xeff

β ) for the transitions Hα (a) and Hβ (b) on the electron density for Te =
10 eV are shown for different excitation channels. Each curve corresponds to a term in
the bracket of equation (3.4) with the density ratio set equal to 1. The channel H− is
split in the two contributions given by the reactions (3.2) and (3.3). Therefore, figure 3.2
shows only the behaviour of the contribution to the emissivity Hα and Hβ coming from
the different channels as a function of electron density. In order to know the size of the
contribution for the different excitation channels, each curve must be multiplied by the
ratio between the density of the considered species and the atomic hydrogen density.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Dependence of the effective emission rate coefficient Xeff
α for Hα (a) and Xeff

β

for Hβ (b) on the electron density for Te = 10 eV and for different excitation channels
by setting the density ratios in the bracket of equation (3.4) equal to 1.

As explained in section 1.3.3, for the line ratio method, it is necessary to calculate
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the effective emission rate coefficient ratio. In figure 3.3, the effective emission rate
coefficient ratio as a function of electron density ((a) and (b)) and temperature ((c)
and (d)) is shown for the Hα/Hβ and Hβ/Hγ by considering only the direct excitation
channel. These calculations will be used in chapter 4 to determine the electron density
in the ELISE drivers by means of the line ratio method.

The atomic temperature, needed to perform the calculation, is fixed to 0.8 eV, a
value that was determined in [39]. However, it is not necessary to know exactly the value
of this temperature, because the collision rate between atoms and electrons is mainly
determined by the electrons as they have a much lower mass.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.3: Dependence of the ratio between effective emission rate coefficients on the
electron density (top row) and electron temperature (bottom row) considering only the
direct excitation channel.

Completely different conditions characterize the ELISE extended boundary layer,
where the reduced electron temperature and density (ne . 1017 m−3 and Te ≈ 1 eV)
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give rise to a recombining plasma in which recombination channels play an important
role. For this reason, applying methods such those described in this work is particularly
complicated (but still possible).

By having a deeper look on figure 3.3, it is important to note that:

• As concerns the electron density: the curves Xeff
α /Xeff

β are quite flat below 1018 m−3

and above 1020 m−3, with a clear dependence on ne in between. The curves
Xeff
β /Xeff

γ show a weak dependence in all the considered range.

• As concern the electron temperature: all the curves for both line ratios are quite
flat for electron temperature values above 6 eV1.

In figure 3.4, the dependence of the line ratio Hα/Hβ on the electron density and
temperature is shown simultaneously as a 3D plot. In the large region where the surface
is almost flat, the line ratio is slightly dependent on these plasma parameters.

Figure 3.4: Dependence of the line ratio Hα/Hβ on the electron density and temperature
by considering only the direct excitation channel. The surface is almost flat in a large
region.

1The curves are not valid for Te .3 eV, because the recombination channels become relevant at these
electron temperature values.
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As a further application of the H model of yacora, the population density for dif-
ferent excited states, normalized to the ground state density and the statistical weight
(g(p) = 2p2), has been calculated (figure 3.5) as function of the electron density for
Te = 10 eV and TH = 0.8 eV (relevant values for the ELISE drivers), by considering
only the direct excitation channel. At least for the higher excited states, three regions
are clearly distinguishable: one at low density (ne . 1014 m−3), another at intermediate
values (1014 m−3 . ne . 1022 m−3) and the last at higher values (ne & 1022 m−3).

The first region is characterized by a linear dependence of the population densities
on the electron density, namely the population coefficients do not show a dependence
on the electron density2. In this parameter range the corona model can be applied and
the results of CR model are identical to the results of the corona model: the only de-
excitation process is the spontaneous emission (which does not depend on the electron
density) and the population of excited states is direct connected only to the ground state
through the electron collision excitation (and this gives the linear dependence on the
electron density).

Figure 3.5: Dependence of the population density of different excited states normalized
to the ground state density and the statistical weight on the electron temperature. The
calculations take into account only the direct excitation channel.

2As seen in the section 1.2, the population density depends on the product of the electron density,
the ground state density and the population coefficient. The linear dependence of the population density
on electron density implies that the population coefficient must be independent on this parameter.
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The deviation from linearity is due to the transition between corona models and CR
models. This transition depends on the value of p and it is around 1014 m−3 for the
state with p = 20. The reason of this dependence is that for higher values of p the
energy difference between excited states is smaller than for lower values and, therefore,
the interaction between excited state due to electron collision starts at lowers value of
electron density.

For electron densities higher than 1014 m−3 (for the state with p = 20), the corona
model is no longer valid and collisional radiative models must be used. In this case, the
curves deviate from the linearity because of the dependence of the population coefficients
on the electron density. Such dependence is due to the fact that there are other processes
that contribute to populate or depopulate the excited levels, such as, for example, the
electron collision de-excitation from the upper states (cascades).

In the last region, the electron density is high enough to lead to the local thermody-
namic equilibrium (LTE), that means the population densities assume the value imposed
by the local Boltzmann distribution function that is independent on the electron density.
This explains why the curves saturate for ne & 1022 m−3. Actually, the here considered
model does not correctly describe the LTE since e.g. radiation transport is missing, i.e. it
is not possible to use this model to estimate electron density values higher than 1022 m−3.

3.2 The H2 model

As introduced in chapter 1, collisional radiative models for H2 have to deal with
much more energy levels compare to the H model. This is due to the possibility of the
molecule to vibrate and rotate that gives rise to a splitting of the electron energy levels
in a multitude of sub-levels. The result is a large amount of possible transitions.

yacora includes molecular hydrogen CR models that are non-vibrationally and non-
rotationally resolved (only electronic states are considered) or vibrationally resolved. It
includes also a corona model for H2 which is vibrationally and rotationally resolved. For
the sake of simplicity, only the non-resolved molecular hydrogen CR model will be used.
This model includes all the electronic levels up to p = 10. The electronic states with
p ≤ 3 are resolved according to the total angular momentum of the two electrons.

Moreover, the here considered collisional radiative model includes:

• Electron collisions from the ground state X1 and the inverse reactions, which cross
sections are taken from [34, 40, 30].

• Electron collision excitations between electrical resolved states and the inverse re-
actions [2, 30].

• Spontaneous emissions [41]: all the transitions are electric dipole. For the transi-
tions from the state c3 to the ground stateX1, the electric quadrupole and magnetic
dipole transitions are considered3, based on the transition probabilities from [34].

3As explain in section 1.1, the vibrational state with ν = 0 of c3 is metastable. In order to approxima-
tively reproduce this behaviour in the non-vibrationally resolved model, an average Einstein coefficient
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• Ionization [42].

The given references contain the information about the used cross sections and Einstein
coefficients. Actually, for the electron collisions from the ground state (and inverse pro-
cess), there is the possibility to choose between two databases of cross sections. One
was built by Janev [34] and the other by Miles [40]. The first represents a review and
recommendation of recent measurements and calculations, the second was created by
semi-empiric methods based on experimental information and phenomenological exten-
sions of the Born approximation into low-energy region.

There are other reactions that are considered in the yacora model for H2: quenching,
dissociative attachment and charge exchange.

Quenching in the here considered molecular hydrogen CR model is the de-excitation
from the state a3 and the metastable state c3 to the ground state by heavy particle col-
lisions. It can be dominant for high molecular densities. The rate coefficients considered
for c3 and a3 are 1.88×10−15 m3s−1 and 1.15×10−15 m3s−1, respectively [43].

Dissociative attachment in the here considered molecular hydrogen CR model is the
collision between an electron and a hydrogen molecule which leads to H−2 that is not a
stable ion and it dissociates in H and H−:

H2(p) + e− −→ H−2 −→ H + H− . (3.6)

This process is of high relevance in volume production based on sources for negative
hydrogen ions. For p = 2 the rate coefficient is 10−15 m3s−1 [44] and for p = 3 it is
6×10−11 m3s−1 [45].

The charge exchange of the excited states of H2 with a positive ion of the hydrogen
atom is [30]:

H2(p) + H+ −→ H+
2 + H . (3.7)

This process is of high relevance for the molecular assisted recombination (MAR) pro-
cess [46], that can be very important for plasma recombination of tokamak experiments
and also in the gas neutraliser of a NBI beam line based on positive ions.

The molecular hydrogen CR model has been used in this work for calculating the
population density of the state d3 in order to determine the Fulcher emissivity. However,
the CR model considered here is non-vibrationally and non-rotationally resolved, which
means it is not possible to evaluate the single ro-vibrational emission lines. Therefore,
the total emissivity of the Fulcher transition is determined by multiplying the population
density of d3 with the average Einstein coefficients for this transition.

3.2.1 Example of calculations

An extension of the line ratio method introduced in section 1.3.3 consists in tak-
ing the ratio between emission lines which belong to different species. In particular for
the applications considered in this work, the ratio between Hγ emissivity and Fulcher
emissivity will be used.

for the spontaneous emission c3 →a3 is implemented.
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By starting from

εHγ = nHneX
eff
Hγ (3.8)

εFulcher = nH2neX
eff
Fulcher (3.9)

the atomic to molecular density ratio can be derived

nH
nH2

=
εHγ

εFulcher

Xeff
Fulcher
Xeff

Hγ
. (3.10)

The equation (3.10) will be used in chapter 4 in order to estimate the atomic to molecular
density ratio.

Xeff
Hγ is calculated by using the atomic hydrogen CR model provided by yacora and

it depends on electron density, electron temperature and atomic temperature.
Xeff

Fulcher is calculated by using the non-vibrationally and non-rotationally resolved
molecular hydrogen CR model provided by yacora and it depends on electron density,
electron temperature and molecular temperature.

(a) Janev (b) Miles

Figure 3.6: Dependence on the electron temperature of the ratio between the effective
emission rate coefficient for the Hγ transition and the total effective emission rate coeffi-
cient for the Fulcher transition for different values of electron density. The calculations
has been done by using Janev (a) and Miles (b) database.

The dependence on the electron temperature of the ratio between the effective emis-
sion rate coefficient for the Hγ emissivity and the total effective emission rate coefficient
for the Fulcher emissivity at different values of electron density is shown in figure 3.6 (in
(a) using Janev database, in (b) using Miles database). The atomic and the molecular
temperature are kept fixed at 0.8 eV and at 1200 K, respectively. Such values are rele-
vant for the application on ELISE drivers (chapter 4). The molecular temperature was
measured in [4].
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The two databases give rise to effective emission rate coefficient ratios which differ
between each other of about a factor 2−3.

3.3 Another example: the He model

The helium CR model included in yacora considers all the excited state up to p = 4
and the single ionized positive ion (figure 1.3).

It includes the following reactions:

• Electron collision excitation [47, 48] and the inverse process, electron collision de-
excitation (determined by using the detailed balanced principle [49]) .

• Spontaneous emissions [50].

• Ionization [51].

The given references contain the cross sections and the Einstein coefficients used here.
The He atom has two metastable bound states: 21S and 23S. For high electron

densities, the dominant depopulating process for these states is the excitation and the de-
excitation by electron collisions. For low electron density, however, transport processes,
e.g. diffusion, can be the dominant de-excitation channel of the metastable states. A
self consistent description of these processes in 0dim-models is not possible. Since a
high population density of the metastable states can strongly influence the population
densities of the other excited states, an approximatively description of transport processes
is mandatory.

In yacora, two possible mechanisms are provided: fix the density of such states,
i.e. treating them in the same way as the ground state, or include an approximatively
description of two types of diffusion [52], namely normal diffusion and molecular diffusion
(turbulent diffusion is not considered).

In the normal diffusion scenario, let’s consider a gas of He in a vessel. The “wall”
confinement time which is approximatively the time that a particle takes to reach the
wall is given by [52]:

τw =

∫
n dV∮
~jw · d ~A

(3.11)

where ~jw denotes the net flux to the wall element d ~A and n denotes the helium density.
Now, the mean free path of a He atom is

λn =
1

nσn
(3.12)

where σn is the collisional cross section for collisions of helium atoms in a helium back-
ground and its value, taken from [53], is 1.3×10−19 m2. For λn small compared to the
vessel dimensions (fluid regime), the transport to the walls is governed by the Fick’s law

~jw = −D∇n (3.13)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient [52] given by

D =
3
√
π

8
λn

√
kBTg
m

(3.14)

where m is the He mass and Tg is the He gas temperature. For simple geometry, the
confinement time can be determined analytically using equation (3.11) and the solution
can be written as

τd =
Λ2

D
(3.15)

where Λ is called mean diffusion length and it has to be given as input parameter to
yacora. Just to make an example, for a cylindrical vessel with radius ρ and length 2l
and assuming perfectly sticking walls, Λ is equal to

Λ =

(
8

ρ2
+

3

l2

)−1/2

. (3.16)

If the mean free path is large compared to the vessel dimensions (free fall situation)
the molecular diffusion is the main diffusion process. In this case, the mean confinement
time is given by

τf =
Λ̄

vth
(3.17)

where vth is the thermal velocity

vth =

√
8kBTg
πm

(3.18)

and Λ̄ denotes an average connection length from the locus of production to the wall and
also this parameter is an input parameter required by yacora. By assuming a perfect
sticking wall, this parameter can be set equal to 2d where

d =
V

A
(3.19)

is the characteristic linear dimension of the vessel (V is the volume of the vessel and A
its surface area).

Since, according to the plasma regime, the diffusion can be normal or molecular, in
order to implement a smooth transition between the two conditions, yacora sums the
two confinement times

τw = τd + τf . (3.20)

If the diffusion is in the molecular regime, then τd � τf and τw ≈ τf , vice versa if the
diffusion is laminar, then τf � τd and τw ≈ τd, as expected.

A direct application of these concepts will be given in section 4.5, where yacora will
be applied to estimate the main plasma parameters of a He plasma.
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3.4 Yacora on the Web

The project Yacora on the Web was born with the purpose to make available to the
public some of the existing collisional radiative models (H, H2 and He) based on the
flexible package yacora. It consists in the realization of a full web application which
allows the user to insert the input parameters required by yacora and, after performing
the calculation, uploads the results in the user folder. The website was realized by using
Plone 5, a platform that provides a way to build such web applications. The step by
step development of the website is reported in the appendix and only the most important
features will be given here. The domain of the web site is www.yacora.de.

In order to access the web site, the user must be registered. The registration is very
simple and the only things required are an user name, a password and the institute of
affiliation.

After the log in, the user can choose between (figure 3.7):

• The H collisional radiative model.

• The H2 collisional radiative model.

• The He collisional radiative model.

Once the model is chosen, a page is displayed where the input parameters needed for the
selected model can be defined. For the sake of simplicity, the electron energy distribution
function is assumed to be Maxwellian.

Figure 3.7: Welcome page of Yacora on the Web (www. yacora. de ). In this page, the
user can choose the model.

Each model page is composed of boxes which collect the different fields that must be
filled by the user. This organization helps the users to orient themselves and, at the same
time, establishes the order in which the fields should be filled. All the model pages are
quite similar, but they present some important differences according to the main features
of the different models.

www.yacora.de
www.yacora.de
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Figure 3.8: “Input parameters” box for the H model when the direct excitation channel
is selected.

H model

If the H model is considered, the first box is called “Excitation channels” and it con-
tains a drop down menu which allows the user to select the excitation channel (it is pos-
sible to choice only one excitation channel for calculation, therefore more calculations are
needed to include more channels). According to the selected excitation channel, different
fields appear or disappear in the box just below it, that is called “Input parameters”.

If the direct excitation channel (figure 3.1) is selected, then the required parameters
are: the electron temperature and density as well as the atomic temperature and density
(figure 3.8).

For each parameter, there is the possibility to insert only one value, that will be kept
fixed during the calculation, or more than one value or a range of values by inserting
the minimum and the maximum value with the number of intermediate points (the
intermediate values are determined automatically by yacora). The maximum allowed
number of calculations is 62500 and the maximum allowed number of values in a single
range is 250. Of course, there are also limitations on the values of temperature and
density to prevent unreasonable values for the input parameters. The atomic density can
be set to 1 if the user is only interested in the population coefficients, because they do
not depend on the ground state density.

In table 3.2, the required input parameters for the direct excitation channel are
reported.

The last box in the H model web page is for the output quantities. The user can
choose which excited states must be included in the calculation. For each state, yacora
can return the population coefficient, the population density or the density balance, as
described in the section 3.1.
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H2 model

A similar structure is implemented for the H2 model, but, in additional, the user
can choose which databases (Janev or Miles) must be used for the cross sections for the
electron collision from the ground state. Furthermore, the page for the H2 model does
not contain the box related to the excitation channel, since, currently, the CR model for
H2 takes into account only direct excitation.

As already explained in section 3.2, for H2 there is also the possibility to include the
quenching of the state a3 and c3, the dissociative attachment of e− to H2 and the charge
exchange of H+ with H2. This can be selected in a specific box displayed in figure 3.9.

Table 3.2: Required input parameters for the direct excitation channel.

Parameter Admissible values Comments

Te [1,50] eV max. 250 points
Used to calculate the rate

coefficients for electron collision

excitation and de-excitation.

ne [1014,1022] m−3 max. 250 points
Used to calculate the reaction

rate for electron collision

excitation and de-excitation.

TH [300,57971] K max. 250 points
Used to calculate the rate

coefficient for electron collision

excitation and de-excitation.

nH [1014,1022] m−3 max. 250 points
This value can also be set to 1

if the only output quantities

are population coefficients.

Figure 3.9: Box related to quenching, dissociative attachment and charge exchange for
the H2 model.
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The required input parameters for the H2 model are the electron temperature and
density as well as the molecular temperature and density. If the charge exchange is
activated, then the density of H+ is also required. Since usually in a plasma quasi-
neutrality (section 1.2) is fulfilled on length scale larger than the Debye scale, the user
has the possibility to choose between set the H+ density equal to the electron density
(multiplied by a factor typically near the unity) or give a completely different value. The
validity ranges for the input parameters are the same as for the H model.

He model

The page for the He model has three boxes: one for the input parameters, one
dedicated to the diffusion of the metastable states and the last related to the output
quantities. In the box for the metastable states, the user can choose between keeping
fixed the density of the metastable states or specifying the diffusion lengths (figure 3.10),
as explained in the previous section.

Figure 3.10: Box related to diffusion of the metastable states for the He model.

The required input parameters are the electron temperature and density as well as
the helium temperature and density. Also in this case it is possible to set the He density
to 1 if the only output quantities are the population coefficients. However, the presence
of the two metastable states requires more attention, because the diffusion of such states
depends also on the ground state density and if a user set it to 1 the results can be wrong.

General structure of Yacora on the Web

The simplified general structure of the web application is summarized in the following
steps (and in figure 3.11):

• The user submit a set of input parameters.

• An email is sent to the managers of the website to inform them of the new submis-
sion.

• A manager checks if the submitted input parameters are consistent and decides to
approve or reject them.
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• If the submission is rejected, the manager contacts the user explaining the reason
of the rejection, instead, if the manager approves it, the simulation can start4.

• Once the calculation is completed, the results are uploaded in the user home folder
and an email is sent to the user as notification.

There are a lot of technical points under the hood that are not discussed here. For a
general treatment of Yacora on the Web, please see the appendix.

Figure 3.11: General structure of Yacora on the Web.

4As a matter of fact, the procedure is more complicated than what is reported here: the submission is
sent to a queue to be performed in an asynchronous way. For further details about this technical aspect,
see the appendix.
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Analysis and results

The first section of this chapter is dedicated to a comparison between the results
obtained by using OES in the driver region and in the extended boundary layer of ELISE.
The purpose is to show the different behaviour of the atomic emission lines (Hα, Hβ and
Hγ) for an ionizing plasma (drivers) and a recombining plasma (extended boundary
layer).

The goal of the other sections is to estimate the electron density and temperature of
a low temperature, low density plasma in the ELISE drivers. The estimations will be
done both in hydrogen and deuterium plasmas for different values of the filling pressure
and RF power. In the following analysis, the atomic CR model used for hydrogen is
the same as for and deuterium. In fact, the only difference between H and D is the
mass of the nucleus, which does not change the emission lines. Actually, there is a
very small effect due to the hyperfine structure [1], but here it is completely negligible
because the wavelength shift introduced by the hyperfine structure is inside the error
of OES measurements. The same is for H2 and D2, but in this case the difference of
mass changes the vibrational and rotational emission lines, i.e. the wavelengths of ro-
vibrational emission lines are not equal for H2 and D2. However, the CR model used
here for molecular hydrogen is non-vibrationally and non-rotationally resolved, therefore
it is almost1 the same as for molecular deuterium.

In additional, an application to a helium plasma will be introduced.

4.1 Comparison between driver region and extended
boundary layer

In order to highlight the main differences between the drivers (ionizing plasma) and
the extended boundary layer (recombining plasma), in figure 4.1 the emission intensity
of Hβ as a function of the RF power (a) and filling pressure (b) is displayed.

It is important to note that the line intensity is at least two order of magnitude greater
in the drivers than in the expansion region. This is due to the higher electron density
and electron temperature in the driver region with respect to the expansion region. At
pfill = 0.6 Pa, the emissivity increases linearly with the power both in the drivers and in
the extended boundary layer, while at pfill = 0.3 Pa a possible saturation is shown (more
visible in the driver than in the expansion region).

The second important difference between the two regions is that, in the driver, the
Hβ intensity increases about a factor of 3, instead in the expansion region it increases
about a factor of 8. Therefore, the increase is enhanced in the expansion region than in
the drivers.

1There is a small difference in wavelengths of emission lines between electronic states, but this differ-
ence is negligible as in the atomic case.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Comparison between the Hβ emissivity in the expansion region (a) and in
the drivers (b) at two different values of pressure; the Hβ intensity in the drivers is at
least two order of magnitude greater than in the expansion region.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Comparison between the relative emissivity of Hα, Hβ and Hγ in the drivers
(blue) and in the expansion region (red) for two power scans at pfill = 0.3 Pa (a) and
pfill = 0.6 Pa (b). The emissivity for each line is normalized to the emissivity at lowest
power (20 kW/driver).

In figure 4.2, the intensities of Hα, Hβ and Hγ (normalized to the value at 20 kW/driver)
in both regions are shown as a function of the RF power for pfill = 0.3 Pa (a) and
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pfill = 0.6 Pa (b). The normalized emissivities increase linearly with the RF power for
pfill = 0.6 Pa while for pfill = 0.3 Pa, a deviation from linearity at higher power is ob-
served. Moreover, the relative increase of Hα, Hβ and Hγ in the expansion region is
higher than in the drivers. This means that the rates of the processes which populate
the excited state of H in the expansion region increase with the RF power more than in
the drivers.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Normalized emissivities in the driver ((a) and (b)) and in the extended
boundary layer ((c) and (d)). The emissivity for each line is normalized to the emissivity
at lowest power (20 kW/driver).

In figure 4.3, the behaviour of the emission line intensity as a function of the filling
pressure pfill is displayed both for the driver region ((a) and (b)) and for the extended
boundary layer ((c) and (d)). The intensity of all the emission lines increases with the
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filling pressure in both the regions, but the increase is more evident for the Hα line
intensity in the extended boundary layer. This indicates that, in the extended boundary
layer, processes that populate the state p = 3, that is the upper state of the Hα emission
line, occur with a higher rate than processes that populate other states.

A possible explanation could be the increase of the H− density in the extended bound-
ary layer which, according to equation (2.1), leads to an increase of the population density
of the exited state with p = 3. This explanation is supported by the fact that a so strong
increase is not observed in the drivers, where the amount of H− is completely negligible.

Figure 4.4 shows the dependence of the line ratio Hα/Hβ on the RF power at pfill= 0.3 Pa
both for the beam phase and the only RF phase. The line ratio during the beam phase
is lower than during the RF phase and this is due to the extraction of the negative ions,
which are removed from the volume in front of the apertures, where the OES is looking
at.

Figure 4.4: Comparison of the line ratio Hα/Hβ between the RF phase and the beam
phase at pfill=0.3 Pa as a function of RF power. Different color are used to indicate
different LOS, which positions are shown in figure 2.5.

The line ratio Hα/Hβ measured along the XL0U LOS is higher than what measured
along the other two LOS. Actually, the XL0U LOS looks above the bias plate, as shown
in figure 2.5, and not above the apertures, like the other two considered LOS. This means
that in the region in front of the bias plate, far from the apertures, the processes which
populate the atomic hydrogen excited state p = 3 occur with a higher rate than in the
region close to the apertures. One of these processes may be the neutralization of negative
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ions. The rate of this process (which depends on the H− density) may be higher in this
region than in the region close to the apertures. A possible explanation could be that
the caesium can deposit on the bias plate decreasing the work function and increasing
the negative ion density.

However, a difference of the line ratio Hα/Hβ between the RF phase and the beam
phase is also observed along XL0U, where there is no aperture for the extraction of H−.
Therefore, the higher value of Hα/Hβ along XL0U cannot be explained only with the
higher amount of negative ions. In fact, the negative ion density in this region should
not be influenced by the extraction because it is far from the apertures.

The interpretation of the measurements in figure 4.4 is not straightforward and further
investigation should be done. An in-depth study of recombining plasmas is not part of
this work, nevertheless this example allows to point out that in order to interpreter the
OES measurements, models which describe how the density of exited states of atoms and
molecules depends on plasma parameters (population models) are required.

It will be shown in the next sections how to use population models in order to de-
termine the main plasma parameters, like electron density, electron temperature, atomic
density and molecular density of an ionizing plasma.

4.2 Line ratio method

4.2.1 Implementation of the line ratio method

The implementation of this method will be illustrated by considering a hydrogen
plasma. The same implementation is valid also for a deuterium plasma.

As introduced in section 1.3.3, the line ratio method consists in finding the values of
electron density and temperature which reproduce the experimental line ratio. The most
used line ratios to estimate the electron density and electron temperature are Hα/Hβ
and Hβ/Hγ . However, the latter shows a weak dependence on the electron density which
means a large uncertainty on the estimation of ne, as it will be better explained later on.
Thus, Hα/Hβ is the only line ratio used in this work to estimate the electron density.
The ratio of two atomic emission line intensities is equal to the ratio of the effective
emission rate coefficients, which depend not only on the electron density and electron
temperature, but also on the density and the temperature of all the involved species.
Since the plasma in the ELISE drivers is an ionizing plasma, the only relevant channels
are the direct excitation and the dissociative excitation (figure 3.1), therefore the only
considered species are H and H2. If the contribution of the dissociative excitation channel
is neglected2, the effective emission rate coefficient ratio depends only on the electron
density, electron temperature and slightly on the atomic temperature. The latter is kept
fixed to 0.8 eV [39].

In figure 4.5, the measured line ratio Hα/Hβ is shown for different values of the filling
pressure and the RF power per driver. The error bars have been determined by following

2It will be shown in section 4.3 that the main contribution to the effective emission rate coefficients
Xeff
α , Xeff

β and Xeff
γ is given by the direct excitation.
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the procedure illustrated in section 2.2. The line ratio increases slightly with the power
(a) and definitely increases with the pressure (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Measured line ratio Hα/Hβ for different values of filling pressure and RF
power per driver. The LOS chosen for the measurements in the driver is ZD1C.

The next step is to reproduce these experimental line ratios with yacora by varying
the electron density and temperature. To be more specific, let’s consider the line ratio
Hα/Hβ at pfill = 0.6 Pa and PRF = 60 kW/driver. Figure 4.6 shows the calculated line
ratio Hα/Hβ for ne between 1016 m−3 and 1021 m−3 and a fixed Te of 15 eV. Taking
into account the error bars, the line ratio is between 5.67 and 6.67. By projecting
the respective position on the curve of the calculated line ratio onto the ne axis, it
can be deduced that the value of the electron density is between 7.8×1017 m−3 and
1.5×1018 m−3.

It is important to note that to estimate the electron density, the value of electron
temperature must be known in order to select the right curve in figure 3.3. A value around
15 eV was assessed based on Langmuir probe measurements in other experiments. The
use of different values for Te would shift the calculated curve upwards or downwards
(figure 3.3). The effect of this shift on the estimated electron densities for the pressure
scan at two different values of RF power is shown in figure 4.7 for Te equal to 10 eV and
15 eV. The vertical dotted lines mean the impossibility to estimate the lower boundary
for the electron density. The discussion on how the error bars of experimental line
ratios are propagated by the line ratio method will be reported in section 4.2.4. The
previous discussion highlights the first important limit of this method: the value of
electron temperature must be known in order to estimate the electron density, i.e. electron
density and electron temperature cannot be estimated simultaneously.
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Figure 4.6: Estimation of the range for the electron density for a pulse at pfill = 0.6 Pa
and PRF = 60 kW/driver. The calculated line ratio is obtained with yacora by keeping
fixed the electron temperature at 15 eV. The dashed red lines indicate the projection on
the curve of the calculated line ratio onto the ne axis.

Figure 4.7: Comparison between electron density estimations obtained for two different
values of the electron temperature in the ELISE drivers. The dotted vertical lines mean
the impossibility to estimate the lower boundary.
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In principle, the same procedure can be applied to estimate the electron temperature.
However, as observed in figure 4.8, the dependence of the line ratio on the electron tem-
perature is very weak for electron temperature values greater than 10 eV and this prevent
the possibility to estimate the electron temperature. Therefore, another important limit
of the line ratio method is that for this range of electron density and temperature values
it is not possible to estimate the value of electron temperature.

Figure 4.8: Estimation of the electron temperature range for a pulse at pfill = 0.6 Pa
and PRF = 60 kW/driver. The calculated line ratio is obtained with yacora by keeping
fixed the electron density at 1018 m−3. Also other two curves with ne = 1017 m−3 and
ne = 5×1018 m−3 are shown. The dashed red lines indicate the projection on the curve of
the calculated line ratio onto the Te axis. The lower limit is out of the considered range.

The implementation of the line ratio method for estimating the atomic to molecular
density ratio is simply done by using the equation 3.10, that takes into account the ratio
between the Hγ emissivity and the total Fulcher emissivity.

4.2.2 Results in deuterium plasma

The results of electron density estimations by using the line ratio method for a deu-
terium plasma in the ELISE drivers are shown in figure 4.9 for different values of the RF
power (a) and the filling pressure (b). The determined values are also reported in the
tables 4.1 and 4.2.

The electron density shows a weak dependence on the RF power and a stronger
dependence on the filling pressure.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Dependence of the electron density on the RF power (a) and on the filling
pressure (b) for a deuterium plasma in the drivers. The values are obtained using the
line ratio method.

In table 4.3, the atomic to molecular density ratio is reported for the values of the
filling pressure and the RF power for which the Fulcher radiation was measured. The
uncertainties ξnD/nD2

are obtained by propagating the errors of the two considered emis-
sivities (εγ and εFulcher). The estimated values of the atomic to molecular density ratio
obtained with Janev and Miles databases differ by a factor of 2−3, as confirmed also by
other calculations [4].

The results obtained with the Miles database for the atomic to molecular density ratio
are very low if compared with what reported in [54]. Therefore, the better estimations
of the atomic to molecular density ratio for plasmas in the ELISE driver are given by
using the Janev database.

Table 4.1: Electron density values determined using the line ratio method for the two
power scans in deuterium. The electron temperature is kept fixed at 15 eV. The reported
power is in kW/driver.

pfill = 0.3 Pa pfill = 0.6 Pa

PRF [kW] ne [m−3] PRF [kW] ne [m−3]

19.6 5.7×1017 19.6 9.8×1017

29.4 5.5×1017 29.3 1.3×1018

39.3 6.4×1017 38.6 1.7×1018

49.3 6.6×1017 48.6 1.8×1018

59.3 6.7×1017 58.1 1.9×1018
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Table 4.2: Electron density values determined using the line ratio method for the two
pressure scans in deuterium. The electron temperature is kept fixed at 15 eV.

PRF = 40 kW/driver PRF = 60 kW/driver

pfill [Pa] ne [m−3] pfill [Pa] ne [m−3]

0.30 6.5×1017 0.31 7.0×1017

0.40 1.0×1018 0.40 1.1×1018

0.48 1.3×1018 0.50 1.5×1018

0.58 1.7×1018 0.58 1.9×1018

Table 4.3: Atomic to molecular density ratios estimated by using equation (3.10) for the
two available databases. Additionally, the error ξnD/nD2

is given. The power is reported
in kW/driver.

PRF [kW] pfill [Pa]
Janev Miles

nD/nD2 ξnD/nD2
nD/nD2 ξnD/nD2

19.6 0.60 0.15 0.01 0.037 0.003

38.7 0.59 0.40 0.03 0.105 0.008

58.1 0.59 0.30 0.02 0.078 0.006

19.6 0.30 0.24 0.02 0.061 0.005

39.3 0.30 0.45 0.03 0.116 0.009

59.1 0.31 0.22 0.02 0.057 0.004

By observing the results reported in table 4.3, no clear dependence of the atomic to
molecular density ratio on the RF power or on the filling pressure emerges. It seems
that the atomic to molecular density ratio presents a maximum at PRF = 40 kW/driver.
However, further details will be given in section 4.3.2 where the results of the absolute
emissivity method for deuterium plasma will be reported.

4.2.3 Results in hydrogen plasma

The determined electron density values by using the line ratio method for a hydrogen
plasma in the ELISE drivers are shown in figure 4.10 for different values of the RF power
(a) and the filling pressure (b). These values are also reported in tables 4.4 and 4.5

The electron density increases with the RF power as well as with the filling pressure.
The large error bars are due to the error propagation of the line ratio method.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: Electron density estimated by using the line ratio method in the ELISE
drivers as a function of RF power (a) and filling pressure (b). The dotted vertical line
means the impossibility to determine the lower boundary for the error.

Table 4.4: Electron density values estimated by using the line ratio method for the two
power scans. The reported power is in kW/driver.

pfill = 0.3 Pa pfill = 0.6 Pa

PRF [kW] ne [m−3] PRF [kW/driver] ne [m−3]

19.8 7.2×1016 19.7 3.8×1017

29.8 1.3×1017 29.6 6.1×1017

39.8 2.1×1017 39.7 7.9×1017

49.9 3.0×1017 48.9 9.7×1017

60.0 3.3×1017 58.6 1.1×1018

Table 4.5: Electron density values estimated by using the line ratio method for the two
pressure scans.

PRF = 40 kW/driver PRF = 60 kW/driver

pfill [Pa] ne [m−3] pfill [Pa] ne [m−3]

0.30 1.9×1017 0.30 3.1×1017

0.39 3.7×1017 0.39 5.7×1017

0.49 5.8×1017 0.49 9.3×1017

0.58 8.6×1017 0.58 1.1×1018
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4.2.4 Error propagation due to the line ratio method

Two important remarks regarding the error bars which concern the previous electron
density estimations for both hydrogen and deuterium plasmas are:

• For some values of RF power and filling pressure, the relative error is larger than
60%. Furthermore, the error bar shows a strong dependence on the RF power and
the filling pressure, in particular it is larger for lower values of electron density,
where the curve in figure 4.6 is almost flat. Furthermore, in hydrogen plasma, the
value of some measured line ratios (especially for low filling pressure and RF power)
is so small that prevents deriving a lower boundary for the electron density (dotted
vertical lines in figure 4.10).

• The error bars present a strong asymmetry, that is enhanced for the lowest values
of electron density.

Both the two remarks can be explained by considering that the error of a quantity
which depends on one or more parameters is proportional to the partial derivatives with
respect to these parameters. Since in figure 4.6 the line ratio is plotted as a function of
the electron density, the error which should be attributed to ne is proportional to the
inverse of the derivative of the line ratio with respect to the electron density, therefore
a flat region in figure 4.6 implies a small value of the derivative, i.e. a large error for
the electron density. Thus, for electron density values smaller than 1018 m−3 and larger
than 1020 m−3, the effect of the error propagation for this method is to enlarge the error
which concerns the experimental line ratio.

The error propagation of the line ratio method is one of the main drawbacks of this
method. Thus, in order to see how it works, not only for the electron density estimation
but also for the electron temperature, it is useful to introduce the weighted sum of squared
residuals (WSSR) function

WSSR(ne, Te) =
1

ξ2
α,β

(
εα
εβ
− Xeff

α (ne, Te)

Xeff
β (ne, Te)

)2

+
1

ξ2
β,γ

(
εβ
εγ
−
Xeff
β (ne, Te)

Xeff
γ (ne, Te)

)2

(4.1)

where ξα,β = 0.074 and ξβ,γ = 0.12 are the experimental errors (determined in section 2.2)
for the line ratios Hα/Hβ and Hβ/Hγ (or Dα/Dβ and Dβ/Dγ), respectively, while εα/εβ
and εβ/εγ are the measured line ratios. The residual is the difference between the mea-
sured and the calculated line ratio value.

This function allows also to consider the Hβ/Hγ (Dβ/Dγ) line ratio, which is needed
if one wants to estimate both electron density and temperature3.

In figure 4.11, the logarithm of the WSSR function for both the hydrogen (a) and
deuterium (b) plasma at pfill = 0.6 Pa and PRF = 60 kW/driver is plotted for electron

3This is not in contradiction with what explain before about the impossibility to estimate the electron
temperature by using the line ratio method, because it will be shown that even if the information coming
from the Hβ/Hγ (Dβ/Dγ) line ratio is considered, the resulting uncertainties prevent to estimate such
parameter.
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density in the range between 1016 m−3 and 1021 m−3 and for electron temperature in the
range between 1 eV and 15 eV. The polygons in figure 4.11 are obtained by considering
the error bars of the measured Hα/Hβ (Dα/Dβ) and Hβ/Hγ (Dβ/Dγ) line ratios. These
error bars define an upper and a lower limit for the measured Hα/Hβ (Dα/Dβ) and
Hβ/Hγ (Dβ/Dγ) line ratios (in total four values that are the four vertexes) and the
WSSR function is minimized considering these values. Thus, the polygons provide a way
to visualize how the errors are propagated by the line ratio method.

By observing figure 4.11, the following remarks can be done:

• The electron temperature value can vary between 2 eV and 15 eV for hydrogen and
between 2 eV and 10 eV for deuterium, namely it is not possible to give a precise
estimation of this parameter.

• The polygon in the hydrogen case is larger than in the deuterium case. This is due
to the fact that for the considered pulse the electron density in hydrogen plasma
is smaller than in deuterium plasma: as explained above, larger electron density
values imply lower errors.

(a) Hydrogen (b) Deuterium

Figure 4.11: Comparison between the logarithm of the WSSR function defined in equa-
tion (4.1) for hydrogen (a) and deuterium (b) plasma and for the pulse at pfill = 0.6 Pa
and PRF = 60 kW/driver. The higher line ratio values for deuterium improve the pre-
cision with which the estimations are obtained. The black points are the vertexes of the
polygon.
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4.3 Absolute emissivity method

4.3.1 Implementation of the absolute emissivity method

By using for the evaluation only the ratio of two emission lines, there has been an
inevitably loss of information. By taking the ratio of two Balmer lines and by considering
only the direct excitation channel, the dependence of the line ratio on the atomic density
is simplified, because this quantity appears both in the numerator and denominator
and thus is cancelled. If an absolutely calibrated spectrometer is used the absolute
line emission can be measured and then used for determining the plasma parameters.
In the ELISE experiment, all spectrometers used for optical emission spectroscopy are
absolutely calibrated.

As the line ratio method, the implementation of a method based on the absolute
value of the emission lines is equal for hydrogen and deuterium plasmas. However, since
the Fulcher emissivity has been measured only in a deuterium plasma, all the following
examples will be give for this type of plasma.

There are many ways to implement a method based on the absolute intensity of
emission lines. If only the Balmer lines Dα, Dβ and Dγ are considered, the implementation
is done by defining the WSSR as

WSSR(ne, Te, nD) =

(
εα − nDneXeff

α

)2
ξ2
α

+

(
εβ − nDneXeff

β

)2
ξ2
β

+

(
εγ − nDneXeff

γ

)2
ξ2
γ

(4.2)

where εα, εβ and εγ are the measured emissivities and ξα, ξβ and ξγ are the errors
(determined in section 2.2) of Dα, Dβ and Dγ , respectively. The effective emission rate
coefficients depend on electron density, electron temperature and atomic temperature
(which is fixed at 0.8 eV).

By minimizing the WSSR function, the best estimation for the electron density, the
electron temperature and also for the atomic density is obtained.

Since WSSR is a function of 3 variables, there is no easy way to visualize it (and in
particular its absolute minimum). Thus, in figure 4.12 (a), only the dependence on the
electron temperature and density is shown for PRF = 60 kW/driver and pfill = 0.3 Pa.
This plot is obtained by fixing the atomic density to the value to which the minimum
of the function corresponds (figure 4.12 (b)). The values of electron density, electron
temperature and atomic density obtained for this example are 8.8×1017m−3, 19 eV and
1.0×1019m−3, respectively.

As concerns the dependence on the atomic density (figure 4.12 (b)), no clearly ab-
solute minimum is observed. The explanation for this behaviour lies on a numerical
issue: the minimization code has too many degrees of freedom compared with the con-
strains. The physical information (constrains) is contained in εα, εβ and εγ , which are
the measured emissivities. The minimization code has to find the optimal value for three
parameters (degrees of freedom). The conclusion is that there are three constrains and
three degrees of freedom. The code can find a large number of different configurations
for ne, Te and nD that reproduce the experimental emissivities within the uncertainties.
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Thus, if εα, εβ and εγ are the only available emissivities, the evaluation of the plasma
parameters is possible only if the value of one of them is known and kept fixed during
the minimization procedure.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: Contour plot of the WSSR function (4.3) as a function of the electron
density and temperature (a). The white point corresponds to the minimum of this func-
tion. In (b), the value of WSSR function for different atomic density values is shown.
The “flatness” around the minimum prevents to find properly the atomic density value
which minimizes the WSSR function. The considered example corresponds to the pulse
at pfill = 0.3 Pa and PRF = 60 kW/driver.

The calculated emissivities in equation (4.2) take into account only the direct exci-
tation channel. This approximation has been done in the line ratio method in order to
removed the dependence on the molecular density. However, in an ionizing plasma also
the dissociative excitation channel can play a relevant role.

Thus, in order to solve the problem with the minimum in figure 4.12 and to consider
the contribution of the dissociative excitation channel, the information coming from the
Fulcher emissivity is needed and the WSSR defined in equation (4.2) becomes

WSSR(ne, Te, nD, nD2) =

(
εα − εcalα

)2
ξ2
α

+

(
εβ − εcalβ

)2
ξ2
β

+
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γ

+
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)2
ξ2
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(4.3)

where

εcalα = nDneX
eff
α,D(ne, Te) + nD2neX

eff
α,D2

(ne, Te) (4.4)

εcalβ = nDneX
eff
β,D(ne, Te) + nD2neX

eff
β,D2

(ne, Te) (4.5)

εcalγ = nDneX
eff
γ,D(ne, Te) + nD2neX

eff
γ,D2

(ne, Te) (4.6)

εcalFul = nD2neX
eff
Ful(ne, Te) (4.7)

are the emissivities calculated by using yacora. The Fulcher emissivity and the dis-
sociative excitation channel bring with them the dependence on the molecular density.
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Therefore both a constrain and a free parameter are added to the evaluation procedure.
However, since the atomic and molecular density are correlated (as explained below), the
total number of degrees of freedom remains equal to three, but the number of constrains
increases to four. Hence, the only three unknowns are the electron density, the electron
temperature and the atomic density and they can be estimated by minimizing the WSSR
function.

In order to understand the relation between the atomic and molecular density in
the driver, let’s consider a turned off driver with a D2 low pressure gas in thermody-
namic equilibrium. The relation between the filling pressure pfill and the density nD2 is
approximatively given by the ideal gas equation

pfill = nD2kBTD2 (4.8)

where the temperature of the gas TD2 is the room temperature. Therefore, the measured
pressure, for example with a Baratron, gives the value of the D2 density.

However, when the plasma is ignited the situation changes completely because differ-
ent species with different temperatures contribute to the pressure

p = nekBTe + nikBTi + nDkBTD + nD2kBTD2 (4.9)

where ni and Ti are the ion density and temperature, respectively. Furthermore, the TD2

is no longer equal to the room temperature because the gas is heated up by the presence
of the plasma. Hence, the relation between the pressure and the gas density is far away
to be trivial.

This effect is called neutral depletion. The term depletion reminds the reduction of
the gas density because of the plasma. A complete treatment of the gas depletion is out
of this work and it can be found in [55]. Only the relevant results for implementing the
absolute emissivity method will be given here.

The following system of equations [55]{
nD2 = nsource(1−Dd)

nD = 2nsourceDd

(4.10)

can be written as

nD2 =nsource −
1

2
nD (4.11)

Dd =

nD
nD2

2 + nD
nD2

. (4.12)

where Dd is the dissociation degree and nsource is the corrected gas density in the source
by taking into account the neutral depletion. The value of nsource is derived from mea-
surements and is given in [55]. The relation (4.11) allows to evaluate the molecular
density from the estimated atomic density. The dissociation degree is determined by
using equation (4.12).

An example of the minimization process is shown in figure 4.13 for pfill = 0.3 Pa
and PRF =60 kW/driver. This figure is comparable to figure 4.12, but an important
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difference is immediately visible: there is a well distinguishable minimum in the plot of
the atomic density dependence, instead of the flat region in figure 4.12 (b). The reason
for this minimum is that the Fulcher emissivity has been taken into account for this
specific deuterium discharge.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Contour plot of the WSSR function (4.3) as a function of the electron den-
sity and temperature (a). The white point corresponds to the minimum of this function.
Since here the Fulcher radiation is considered, the WSSR function calculated for different
values of atomic density (b) has a well distinguishable minimum. The considered example
corresponds to the pulse at pfill = 0.3 Pa and PRF = 60 kW/driver.

In order to see the contribution of the dissociative excitation channel to the total emis-
sivity of the Balmer lines, in figure 4.14 (a) the comparison between the calculated and
the measured emissivities is shown for the pulse at pfill= 0.3 Pa and PRF= 60 kW/driver.
The emissivities are reported as a function of the excitation energy, which is the energy of
the upper state of the considered transitions by setting the ground state energy to zero.
The calculations and the measurements are in very good agreement. Furthermore, the
contribution of the two excitation channels to the total emissivity of Dα, Dβ and Dγ is
also shown. The dissociative excitation channel (green) contributes for about 10%-15%
to the total emissivity.

The effect of the dissociative excitation channel on the electron density evaluation
is shown in figure 4.14 (b) for the power scan at a filling pressure of 0.3 Pa. The solid
black squares are the determined electron density values by considering only the direct
excitation channel, while the solid red squares are the determined electron density values
by considering both the direct and the dissociative excitation channel. The values of
electron density estimated with both the excitation channels are lower than the values
obtained with only the direct excitation channel. This is the trivial consequence of the
fact that the total emissivity now is the sum of the two contributions which have the
electron density as common factor, so, in order to reproduced the same measured emis-
sivity, the electron density must be lower. Moreover, the contribution of the dissociative
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excitation channel to the electron density estimation is small, but not fully negligible.

Figure 4.14: Comparison between the calculated (hollow blue circle) and the measured
(solid black circle) emissivities (a) with the single contribution of the two channels (see
figure 3.1). Estimated electron density values (b) considering only the direct excitation
channel (black) and the direct excitation with the dissociative excitation channel (red).

All the following estimations will take into account the Fulcher emissivity (when it is
available) and both the direct and the dissociative excitation channels.

4.3.2 Results in deuterium plasma

The values of the electron density, electron temperature, atomic density and atomic
to molecular density ratio determined when the Fulcher radiation has been measured are
reported in table 4.6. The error for all the estimations is around 13%.

Table 4.6: Electron density, electron temperature, atomic density and atomic to molecu-
lar density ratio determined using Dα, Dβ, Dγ and the Fulcher radiation. Both the direct
and the dissociative excitation channel are taken into account. For the Fulcher radiation,
the Janev database has been used.

PRF [kW] pfill [kW] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nD [m−3] nD/nD2 Dd

19.6 0.60 5.8×1017 6.2 1.8×1019 0.33 0.14

38.7 0.59 1.0×1018 7.3 2.4×1019 0.50 0.20

58.1 0.59 1.2×1018 8.2 2.5×1019 0.56 0.23

19.6 0.30 3.9×1017 8.1 1.3×1019 0.46 0.19

39.3 0.30 5.0×1017 11 1.8×1019 0.69 0.26

59.1 0.31 6.3×1017 13 1.6×1019 0.59 0.23
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Similar as for the line ratio method, the Janev database allows to estimate more
reasonable plasma parameters than the Miles database. Using the Miles database, it
was even not possible to match measured and calculated Fulcher emissivity. This is the
reason why only the estimations with the Janev database are reported here.

Furthermore, the atomic to molecular density ratios obtained with the line ratio
method does not match the absolute emission method (tables 4.3 and 4.6). For example,
for the pulse at PRF = 19.6 kW/driver and pfill = 0.6 Pa, the difference between the two
values is a factor of two. A possible reason could be that with the line ratio method, the
estimation of the electron temperature is not possible and its value was set to 15 eV for all
the pulses. At least for the pulses with a largest difference between the two methods, the
value of the electron temperature determined by using the absolute emissivity method is
completely different from 15 eV.

The determined values for the atomic density vary slightly with the RF power. A
more pronounced dependence is seen for the pressure variation. As a matter of fact, by
increasing the pressure also the molecular density increases (but not linearly with the
pressure because of the neutral depletion) and of course also the atomic density that is
directly correlated to the molecular density.

Since it is necessary to fix a parameter in order to estimate the electron temperature
and density for all the other pulses for which the Fulcher radiation is not available, the
idea is to fix the atomic density by considering it linear dependent on the RF power
and on the filling pressure. In this way, the atomic density can be estimated for all the
different scenarios.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.15: Determined electron density values for the power (a) and the pressure (b)
scans in the ELISE drivers with deuterium plasma.

The evaluated electron density as a function of RF power (a) and filling pressure (b)
for a deuterium plasma in the ELISE drivers is displayed in figure 4.15. It increases
with both the RF power and the filling pressure. The increase with the RF power can
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be explained with the increase of the ionization degree. The dependence on the filling
pressure can be explained with the increase ionization rate due to the increase of the
atomic density.

The determined electron temperature as a function of RF power (a) and filling pres-
sure (b) for a deuterium plasma in the ELISE drivers is displayed in figure 4.16. Te
decreases with the filling pressure because of the ionization balance [56]. Furthermore,
the electron temperature is, in first approximation, independent on the RF power, as
shown in [54].

The results of the evaluation for deuterium plasma are listed in tables 4.7−4.10.

Figure 4.16: Determined electron temperature values for the power (a) and the pressure
(b) scans in the ELISE drivers with deuterium plasma.

Table 4.7: Electron density and temperature values estimated using the absolute intensity
method for the power scan at pfill = 0.3 Pa in deuterium plasma. The considered values
of atomic density is the result of the analysis using the Fulcher radiation. The reported
power is in kW/driver.

pfill = 0.3 Pa

PRF [kW] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nD [m−3]

19.6 3.8×1017 8.1 1.3×1019

29.4 4.5×1017 11 1.4×1019

39.3 5.4×1017 12 1.5×1019

49.3 5.8×1017 12 1.6×1019

59.3 6.1×1017 13 1.6×1019
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Table 4.8: Electron density and temperature values estimated using the absolute intensity
method for the power scan at pfill = 0.6 Pa in deuterium plasma. The considered values
of atomic density is the result of the analysis using the Fulcher radiation. The reported
power is in kW/driver.

pfill = 0.6 Pa

PRF [kW] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nD [m−3]

19.6 5.6×1017 6.3 1.8×1019

29.3 6.8×1017 7.6 2.0×1019

38.6 8.8×1017 8.3 2.2×1019

48.6 1.1×1018 8.1 2.3×1019

58.1 1.3×1018 8.2 2.5×1019

Table 4.9: Electron density and temperature values estimated using the absolute inten-
sity method for the pressure scan at PRF = 40 kW/driver in deuterium plasma. The
considered values of atomic density is the result of the analysis using the Fulcher radia-
tion.

PRF = 40 kW/driver

pfill [Pa] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nD [m−3]

0.30 5.4×1017 12 1.5×1019

0.40 6.8×1017 10 1.7×1019

0.48 8.8×1017 8.5 2.0×1019

0.58 1.1×1018 7.5 2.2×1019

Table 4.10: Electron density and temperature values estimated using the absolute in-
tensity method for the pressure scan at PRF = 60 kW/driver in deuterium plasma. The
considered values of atomic density is the result of the analysis using the Fulcher radia-
tion.

PRF = 60 kW/driver

pfill [Pa] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nD [m−3]

0.31 6.1×1017 14 1.6×1019

0.40 8.5×1017 11 1.9×1019

0.50 1.0×1018 9.8 2.2×1019

0.58 1.2×1018 8.7 2.5×1019
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4.3.3 Results in hydrogen plasma

The evaluation of the electron density, electron temperature and atomic density by
minimizing the WSSR function (4.3) requires also the Fulcher emissivity, which was not
measured in hydrogen plasma. By considering that the dissociation rate in deuterium
plasmas is higher than in hydrogen plasmas [57], it is not possible to simply set the
atomic hydrogen density equal to the atomic deuterium density determined by using also
the Fulcher emissivity4. It is shown in [54] that the atomic to molecular density ratio in
a deuterium plasma is about 20% larger than in a hydrogen plasma. Therefore, in all the
following evaluations the atomic hydrogen density is set equal to the 80% of the value of
the atomic deuterium density.

In figure 4.17, the determined values for the electron density are shown for all the
considered values of the RF power (a) and the filling pressure (b). The electron density
increases with the RF power and the filling pressure. The explanation of this trend is
the same as in the deuterium plasma.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.17: Determined electron density values for the power (a) and the pressure (b)
scans in the ELISE drivers with hydrogen plasma.

In figure 4.18, the determined electron temperature is shown as a function of the RF
power (a) and filling pressure (b). Te is almost constant (within the error) with the RF
power and it decreases with the filling pressure. In (b) the last three values of electron
temperature are equal for the two considered values of RF power. As in the deuterium
plasma, the decrease of the electron temperature can be explained with the ionization
balance.

4Actually, the Fulcher emissivity was not measured for all the pulses thus, as explained in section 4.3.2,
the atomic density has been assumed to be linear dependent on the RF power and on the filling pressure.
This hypothesis has allowed to fix the atomic density in all the pulses for which the Fulcher emissivity
was not available.
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In figure 4.18 (a), the electron temperature shows a non-continuous behaviour around
PRF = 50 kW/driver. Such behaviour is probably non-physical and due to the minimiza-
tion process (for some pulses, there are local minima very close to each other).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.18: Determined electron temperature as a function of the RF power (a) and
the filling pressure (b) in the ELISE drivers with hydrogen plasma. The values in (b)
above 0.4 Pa are equal for the two considered values of RF power.

The determined values for electron density, electron temperature and atomic density
are also reported in the tables 4.11−4.14. The uncertainty (∼13%) is obtained from the
propagation of the error carried by the measured emissivity.

Table 4.11: Electron density and temperature values estimated by using the absolute
intensity method for the power scan at pfill = 0.3 Pa in hydrogen plasma. The atomic
density for the hydrogen plasma is derived from the atomic density for the deuterium
plasma. The reported power is in kW/driver.

pfill = 0.3 Pa

PRF [kW] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nH [m−3]

19.8 1.5×1017 14 1.0×1019

29.8 2.1×1017 17 1.1×1019

39.8 2.5×1017 19 1.2×1019

49.9 3.4×1017 16 1.3×1019

59.9 3.6×1017 18 1.3×1019
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Table 4.12: Electron density and temperature values estimated by using the absolute
intensity method for the power scan at pfill = 0.6 Pa. The atomic density for the hydrogen
plasma is derived from the atomic density for the deuterium plasma. The reported power
is in kW/driver.

pfill = 0.6 Pa

PRF [kW] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nH [m−3]

19.7 2.4×1017 11 1.4×1019

29.6 3.2×1017 11 1.6×1019

39.7 4.5×1017 11 1.8×1019

48.9 5.6×1017 12 1.8×1019

58.6 6.8×1017 12 2.0×1019

Table 4.13: Electron density and temperature values estimated by using the absolute
intensity method for the pressure scan at PRF = 40 kW/driver. The atomic density for
the hydrogen plasma is derived from the atomic density for the deuterium plasma.

PRF = 40 kW/driver

pfill [Pa] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nH [m−3]

0.30 2.6×1017 18 1.2×1019

0.39 3.0×1017 16 1.4×1019

0.49 3.9×1017 12 1.6×1019

0.58 4.4×1017 11 1.8×1019

Table 4.14: Electron density and temperature values estimated by using the absolute
intensity method for the pressure scan at PRF = 60 kW/driver. The atomic density for
the hydrogen plasma is derived from the atomic density for the deuterium plasma.

PRF = 60 kW/driver

pfill [Pa] ne [m−3] Te [eV] nH [m−3]

0.30 3.5×1017 19 1.3×1019

0.39 4.5×1017 16 1.5×1019

0.49 5.8×1017 12 1.8×1019

0.58 6.5×1017 11 2.0×1019
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4.4 Final results in the ELISE drivers and comparisons

In this section a comparison between the line ratio method and the absolute emissivity
method for hydrogen plasma in the ELISE drivers will be shown. Similar remarks can
be done for deuterium plasma.

Furthermore, the final results of the electron density, the electron temperature and the
atomic to molecular density ratio in the ELISE drivers for both hydrogen and deuterium
plasma will be presented.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.19: Comparison between the electron densities obtained with the line ratio
method and the minimization based on the absolute Balmer line emission. In the line
ratio method, the electron temperature is kept fixed to 15 eV.

In figure 4.19, the electron densities obtained with the line ratio method are compared
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with what obtained with the method based on the absolute value of emission lines. The
error bars provide the more evident difference: the second method gives much more
precise estimations than the first one. Moreover, for some pulses, the values are not
comparable within the error, but this is not a contradiction, because it is just an effect
of the fixed value (15 eV) of the electron temperature needed to estimate the electron
density by using the line ratio method. The value of electron temperature assumed for
the line ratio method have not been corrected in all cases.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.20: Comparison between the electron density in the ELISE drivers as a function
of RF power ((a) and (b)) and filling pressure ((c) and (d)) in hydrogen and deuterium.

For the power scan at pfill = 0.3 Pa and the two pressure scans, the determined
electron density values by using the two different methods are often equal within the
error bars. Thus, the important conclusion of this comparison is that if the electron
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temperature is approximatively known, the line ratio method can provide an accurate
(but not precise) estimation of the electron density.

The determined values for the electron density in the ELISE drivers for both hydro-
gen and deuterium plasma obtained by using the absolute emissivity method are shown
together in figure 4.20. Morever, the electron density values in the ELISE drivers are
slightly lower than what was estimated in [58] for the driver in BATMAN, but in that
case only the line ratio method was used. Instead, comparing to what provided in [54],
the values are equal within the error.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.21: Comparison between the electron temperature in the ELISE drivers as a
function of RF power ((a) and (b)) and filling pressure ((c) and (d)) in hydrogen and
deuterium.
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Another important observation is that the determined electron density values in the
ELISE drivers for deuterium plasma are always higher than for hydrogen plasma, but
the behaviour is very similar for the two isotopes. According to [54], in the BATMAN
driver there was not a so pronounced difference, but, in general, the electron density
in deuterium plasma was higher than in hydrogen plasma. A possible cause of this
behaviour may be due to the diffusion of the plasma particles, which is dominated by the
diffusion of the ions. Since the diffusion coefficient depends on the inverse square root of
the mass and the mass of D+ is double than the mass of H+, the diffusion of electrons in
a deuterium plasma is slower than in a hydrogen plasma and this may explain the higher
electron density value measured along the axis of the drivers (LOS) for a deuterium
plasma than for a hydrogen plasma

In figure 4.21, the determined electron temperature in the ELISE drivers for both
hydrogen and deuterium plasma are shown. The electron temperature in deuterium
plasma is always lower than in hydrogen plasma and this is correlated to the behaviour
of the electron density. The behaviour of the electron temperature as a function of
the filling pressure and the RF power for the two isotopes is quite similar. The same
was observed in the BATMAN driver [54]. However, in hydrogen plasma, the electron
temperature values in the BATMAN driver are lower than what obtained here in ELISE.
For deuterium plasma, the values of electron temperature in [54] are equal within the
error to the values determined here.

Another important parameter that has been determined is the atomic to molecular
density ratio. Its value can be evaluated only if the Fulcher emissivity is measured
(table 4.6). In principle, it can be calculated also for all the other pulses, but with
the assumption that the atomic density depends linearly on the RF power and on the
filling pressure. Since the real dependence may be more complicated that what assumed
here, the value of the atomic to molecular density ratio has been determined only for
the pulses for which the Fulcher radiation was available. By considering what estimated
in [54] for the driver in BATMAN, the values for the atomic to molecular density ratio
in deuterium are between 0.4 (pfill = 0.6 Pa and PRF = 40 kW) and 0.5 (pfill = 0.6 Pa
and PRF = 70 kW). Such values are close to what estimated here (table 4.6).

4.5 Application to an ICP in He

In the following section, an application of the yacora CR model for helium will be
introduced. The goal is similar to what has been already done for hydrogen and deuterium
in the ELISE drivers, namely the evaluation of the electron density and temperature.
Only the absolute method will be applied here. The helium application will allow to
discuss on the metastable state effect.

The investigations were done at the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) source of the
CHARLIE (Concept studies for Helicon Assisted RF Low pressure Ion sourcEs) exper-
iment.
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4.5.1 The CHARLIE experiment

The CHARLIE experiment, currently in operation at Augsburg University, consists
of a conventional helical ICP coil driven at a frequency of 1 MHz and RF power up
to 1 kW. In order to monitor the plasma parameters, it is equipped with several di-
agnostics including optical emission spectroscopy and a movable floating double probe.
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the RF coupling efficiency for induc-
tive plasma heating as well as to try possible alternatives such as the helicon coupling.
Due to its flexibility, it allows hydrogen, deuterium and helium operations for various
systematic investigations in continuous wave, including e.g. the application of different
antenna types and the study of the influence of external magnetic fields on the plasma
parameters [59, 60, 61]. A sketch of the CHARLIE experiment is shown in figure 4.22.

For this work, only the axial line of sight is used. This LOS is connected to an
absolutely calibrated high resolution spectrometer (∆λFWHM = 18 pm), providing access
to the wavelength region from 250 nm to 800 nm.

Measurements were done for a RF power scan at pfill = 1.0 Pa and a pressure scan at
PRF = 350 W for a helium plasma. The He emission lines used to estimated the electron
density and temperature are reported in table 4.15.

An important remark concerns the measuring phase: during the operations in helium,
especially at low pressure, it was very difficult to stabilize the plasma parameters because
of the de-absorption of hydrogen from the walls due to the previous H2 plasmas. Since
the acquisition of all the considered emission lines requires some time, especially at
low pressure for which a higher exposure time must be used, it is possible that the
first measured lines refer to a plasma with different plasma parameters than the lasts
measured. The stability of the plasma parameters was checked by using the transversal
LOS (figure 4.22 (b)) which is connected to a low resolution spectrometer that measured
the intensity of the Hα line in order to check the de-absorption of hydrogen from the
walls due to the previous H2 plasma. Only for the measurement at lowest pressure (pfill
= 0.3 Pa) an increase of the Hα emissivity was observed.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.22: Sketch of the CHARLIE experiment (a) and a photo during the operation
in helium (b).
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Table 4.15: Emission lines used to estimate the electron density and temperature in the
CHARLIE experiment. Also the related Einstein coefficients are reported [50]. For the
transitions see 1.3.

Transition Wavelength [nm] Aik [s−1]

33P → 23S 388.86 9.47×106

31P → 21S 501.57 1.33×107

33D → 23P 587.56 7.06×107

31D → 21P 667.82 6.38×107

33S → 23P 706.53 2.78×107

31S → 21P 728.13 1.81×107

41P → 21S 396.47 7.17×106

43D → 23P 447.15 2.51×107

43S → 23P 471.31 1.06×107

41D → 21P 492.19 2.02×107

41S → 21P 504.77 6.55×106

4.5.2 Analysis and results

The first step is to determine the absolute emissivity of the considered emission lines
from the counts detected by the spectrometer. Each peak is fitted with a Gaussian
function f(λ) and the results are converted in emissivity by using the following formula

ε =

(∫
∆λ

f(λ)dλ

)
k

texplplasma
(4.13)

where the total counts given by the integral are normalized by the plasma length lplasma=
0.4 m and the exposure time texp, while k is the calibration factor [62], which depends
on the wavelength and on the used filter.

An example of a fitted peak is shown in figure 4.23. The results of the calibration
procedure for all the measurements are reported in the tables 4.16 and 4.17.

As discussed in section 4.5, the diffusion of the two metastable states 2 1S and 2 1S
must be taken into account. Since the geometry of the chamber is cylindrical, in order
to calculate the normal diffusion length Λ, equation (3.16) can be used. The molecular
diffusion length Λ̄ is set equal to 2d (section 4.5), where d is the characteristic linear
dimension of the chamber (equation (3.19)). With these approximations, Λ and Λ̄ are
equal to 1.8 cm and 4.4 cm respectively. The determination of the diffusion of the
metastable states is not a rigorous procedure, that means the diffusion lengths can be
different from what calculated here. A further discussion on the diffusion length and the
resulting error bars of the determined plasma parameters will be given later on.
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Figure 4.23: Example of the fitted peak for the transition at 501.57 nm at a filling
pressure of 1.0 Pa and a RF power of 350 W at CHARLIE: in blue the experimental data
and in red the fitting curve.

Table 4.16: Measured emissivities for the pressure scan at PRF = 350 W. The order of
the wavelengths is the same as in table 4.15.

Pressure [Pa] 0.31 0.61 2.0 5.2

Wavelength [nm] Emissivity [m−3 s−1]

388.86 1.13×1020 1.81×1020 1.82×1020 2.58×1020

501.57 4.30×1019 7.45×1019 8.17×1019 1.40×1020

587.56 2.67×1020 7.06×1020 8.96×1020 1.32×1021

667.82 9.63×1019 1.89×1020 2.40×1020 4.82×1020

706.53 4.37×1020 4.25×1020 4.68×1020 6.94×1020

728.13 2.76×1020 4.28×1020 3.65×1020 1.96×1020

396.47 5.13×1018 7.76×1018 7.79×1018 1.16×1019

447.15 4.95×1019 1.07×1020 1.18×1020 1.18×1020

471.31 3.54×1019 5.87×1019 5.07×1019 6.96×1019

492.19 2.09×1019 3.35×1019 3.58×1019 5.98×1019

504.77 1.17×1019 1.36×1019 9.37×1018 1.31×1019
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Table 4.17: Measured emissivities for the power scan at pfill = 1.0 Pa. The order of the
wavelengths is the same as in table 4.15.

Power [W] 101 200 350 500

Wavelength [nm] Emissivity [m−3 s−1]

388.86 6.30×1019 1.51×1020 2.70×1020 3.59×1020

501.57 4.61×1019 1.02×1020 1.78×1020 2.41×1020

587.56 1.49×1020 4.84×1020 9.18×1020 1.26×1021

667.82 6.86×1019 1.73×1020 3.40×1020 4.65×1020

706.53 3.28×1020 8.23×1020 6.08×1020 8.25×1020

728.13 1.86×1020 4.30×1020 2.54×1020 3.43×1020

396.47 7.72×1018 1.06×1019 1.85×1019 2.56×1019

447.15 3.16×1019 8.02×1019 1.57×1020 2.20×1020

471.31 2.06×1019 5.49×1019 9.49×1019 1.26×1020

492.19 1.33×1019 3.36×1019 6.28×1019 8.80×1019

504.77 7.75×1018 1.31×1019 2.68×1019 3.65×1019

Besides the diffusion lenghts, the input parameters for the yacora helium CR model
are the helium temperature (550 K [62]) and the helium density, which is determined
from the ideal gas equation, while the electron density and temperature are kept as free
parameters that will be determined by minimizing the WSSR function which includes all
the emission lines reported in table 4.15.

In the evaluations for hydrogen and deuterium plasmas the effect of the optical-
thickness has been neglected, because for H and D only the Balmer lines have been
considered. The effect of the opacity lead to an increase of the excited state density.
As illustrated in section 1.1 the optical thick is proportional to the density of the lower
states for the considered transitions (i.e. the state with p=2 for the Balmer transitions),
therefore also emission lines not directly connected with the ground state can be optical
thick, but this effect is negligible.

For the helium plasma under investigation, two considerations must be done:

• The evaluation involves higher values of pressure than in the previous application
with hydrogen and deuterium plasmas.

• The emission lines 31P→21S and 41P→21S are optical thick because the states 31P
and 41P are direct connected to both the ground state and the metastable state
21S through spontaneous emissions.

A possible way to check if the optical thickness plays a role is to build the Boltzmann
plot (an example for pfill = 1.0 Pa and PRF = 350 W is reported in figure 4.24). This
plot shows the calculated and measured population densities of the considered states,
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normalized by the He density and the statistical weight (gp). The calculated population
densities for the states 31P and 41P are underestimated because of the optical thickness.

Figure 4.24: Boltzmann plot for pfill = 1.0 Pa and PRF = 350 W. It shows the population
densities of the considered states, normalized by the He density and the statistical weight
(gp). For the considered transitions, see table 4.15. The population density for the states
3 1P and 4 1P (circled in blue) are underestimated. A cause is the optical thickness,
which has not been taken into account in the calculation. The diffusion lengths used for
the calculations are Λ = 1.8 cm and Λ̄ = 4.4 cm. The electron density and temperature
are 2.1×1017 m−3 and 6.0 eV, respectively.

Furthermore, the Boltzmann plot indicates that the agreement between measurements
and calculations for the triplet states is better than for the singlet states (excluding the
two transitions more sensitive to the optical thickness). This may be a consequence of the
fact that only the singlet states can be directly connected to the ground state, because
of the selection rules (section 1.1) and therefore more sensitive to the changing that are
caused from optical thickness.

The inclusion of optical thickness can be done in 3dim collisional radiative models,
where the size of the plasma volume is taken into account and also in a 0dim collisional
radiative models if the escape factors are included [3]. For the sake of simplicity, the self
absorption due to optical thickness is not considered in this work and, therefore, the only
possibility to perform the evaluation is to exclude the lines which are more sensitive to
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this phenomenon (31P→21S and 41P→21S).
In figure 4.25, the electron density ((a) and (b)) and the electron temperature ((c)

and (d)) are shown as a function of the RF power and the filling pressure with or without
taking into account the line emissions 31P→21S and 41P→21S. The determined values
are also reported in the tables 4.18 and 4.19. The results with and without these lines
are comparable within the error and the reason is that eleven emission lines have been
considered, namely the contribution of two emission lines cannot change completely the
determined parameters.

The error bars are based on the assumption that all the emissivities have a total error
of 10%, which includes both systematic and statistical errors.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.25: Results for ne and Te parameters for the pressure and the power scans in
the CHARLIE experiment.
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The determined electron density increases with the RF power until PRF = 200 W
(figure 4.25 (a)), then it remains constant within the error bars. This trend may be due
to a non optimal estimation for the diffusion lengths of the metastable states.

Moreover, ne increases with the filling pressure until pfill = 2 Pa (figure 4.25 (b)),
where it shows a maximum. A similar trend, connected to the decrease of the RF power
transfer efficiency, was observed in a hydrogen plasma [63].

The determined electron temperature decreases with the pressure until pfill = 2 Pa.
For higher values of pressure, the electron temperature seems to saturate at a value of
3 eV. This trend can be explained with the ionization balance [56]. As expected, the
electron temperature is independent within the error on the RF power.

Table 4.18: Electron density and temperature taking into account or neglecting, dur-
ing the evaluation, the transitions 31P→21S and 41P→21S for the pressure scan at
PRF= 350 W in the CHARLIE experiment.

pfill [Pa]
With Without

ne [m−3] Te [eV] ne [m−3] Te [eV]

0.31 1.5×1017 7.6 1.9×1017 6.7

0.61 4.5×1017 4.8 5.1×1017 4.6

2.0 1.2×1018 3.1 1.2×1018 3.1

5.2 6.5×1017 3.0 7.1×1017 3.0

Table 4.19: Electron density and temperature taking into account or neglecting, during
the evaluation, the transitions 31P→21S and 41P→21S for the power scan at pfill= 1.0 Pa
in the CHARLIE experiment.

PRF [W]
With Without

ne [m−3] Te [eV] ne [m−3] Te [eV]

101 1.2×1017 5.0 1.5×1017 4.7

200 2.6×1017 4.8 2.9×1017 4.6

350 2.1×1017 6.0 2.6×1017 5.6

500 2.2×1017 6.5 2.7×1017 6.0

A further analysis that can be done for this application is to check the influence of
diffusion of the metastable states on the plasma parameters. In fact, different diffusion
lengths give rise to different population density values for the metastable states which
results in a changing of the intensity of the emission lines that have the metastable states
as lower state.

This further analysis will be done for the helium plasma at pfill = 1.0 Pa and PRF =
350 W without taking into account the emission lines 31P→21S and 41P→21S.
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Figure 4.26: Boltzmann plot for two different sets of diffusion lengths. The plots are
similar, but the two different choices for the metastable diffusion lengths lead to different
values of electron density and temperature.

As shown in figure 4.26, the two Boltzmann plots for the different choices of diffusion
lengths are almost equal. The value of WSSR in the minimum for all the used sets of
diffusion lengths is reported in table 4.20. These values are quite small and close to each
other, thus, it is not possible to consider it in order to establish the better choice for the
diffusion lengths.

A possible way to see which of the previous diffusion lengths reproduce better the
population density of the metastable state is to compare the results of the evaluation
at pfill = 1.0 Pa and PRF = 350 W with the results of the double Langmuir probe that
gives a local measurement of the electron density in a region close to the center of the
chamber. For the pressure and the power of the considered example, the electron density
measured by the probe is 1.4×1017 m−3. This value is almost identical to the result of
the OES5 evaluation based on the highest considered diffusion lengths.

Table 4.20: Comparison between the electron density and temperature obtained for dif-
ferent diffusion lengths. Also given is the value that the WSSR function assumes in its
minimum.

Λ [cm] Λ̄ [cm] ne [m−3] Te [eV] WSSR(ne,te)

0.9 2.2 4.3×1017 5.0 0.68

1.8 4.4 2.6×1017 5.6 0.75

3.6 8.8 1.5×1017 6.4 0.84

5The OES diagnostic does not give a local measurements, but an average measurement along the
LOS.
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The analysis of a helium plasma has allowed to show that even if important simpli-
fication are made to the CR model (the optical thickness has not been included and the
diffusion of the metastable states has been treated in an approximate way), it is still
possible to determine the main plasma parameters, like the electron temperature and
electron density.
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Conclusion

5.1 Summary and conclusions

The goal of this thesis work was the evaluation of the electron density and temper-
ature by using collisional radiative models in combination with measurements of OES
diagnostic. For this purpose, the flexible package yacora has been introduced and three
models have been considered: H, H2 and He.

The main application concerns the H and H2 yacora models applied to an ionizing
plasma in the drivers of ELISE. In order to estimate the electron density and temperature,
two methods have been implemented: the first method uses the Hα/Hβ line ratio, while
the second one is based on the absolute intensity of some selected emission lines (Hα,
Hβ , Hγ and the Fulcher emissivity).

The main advantage of the line ratio method is that it can be applied also when only
the relative intensities of the emission lines are known, but it has been shown that for the
parameter range in the ELISE drivers, it has not been possible to estimate the electron
temperature because of the weak dependence of the line ratio Hα/Hβ on this parameter.

The method based on the absolute emissivity has several advantages:

• Electron density, electron temperature, atomic density and molecular density can
be estimated simultaneously. For the last two parameters, the neutral depletion [55]
has to be taken into account.

• The values determined with the absolute emissivity method have a lower uncer-
tainty (13%) than the values determined with the line ratio method.

• The effect of different excitation channels can be easily taken into account.

The excitation channels that have been considered for the ionizing plasma in the ELISE
drivers are the direct and the dissociative excitation channels. It has been shown that
the contribution due to the dissociative excitation channel to the Balmer emissivities is
around 10%−15% and it has led to a small but negligible changing in the determined
electron density and temperature values.

The evaluated electron density in the ELISE drivers has been found to be in the range
between 1.5×1017 m−3 and 7×1017 m−3 for hydrogen plasma and between 3.5×1017 m−3

and 1.3×1018 m−3 for deuterium plasma. As expected, it increases with the RF power and
the filling pressure. Moreover, the electron density values in hydrogen plasma are lower
than in deuterium plasma. This behaviour was also observed in [54] for the prototype
source, although in the ELISE drivers the difference is enhanced. This may be explained
by considering the plasma diffusion.

The determined electron temperature for the ELISE drivers is in the range between
10 eV and 19 eV for hydrogen plasma and between 6 eV and 15 eV for deuterium plasma.
As expected, it decreases with the filling pressure and it is almost independent on the
RF power. Furthermore, it has been shown that the electron temperature values in a
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deuterium plasma are lower than in a hydrogen plasma and this may be correlated with
the electron density. In fact, at the same RF power and filling pressure, higher electron
density values imply lower electron temperature values because of the ionization balance.

The dissociation degree, which has been determined only for deuterium, is found to
be between 0.1 and 0.3, that correspond to an atomic to molecular density ratio between
0.3 and 0.7. These values have been obtained by using the Janev database, because with
the Miles database it has not been possible to reproduce the Fulcher emissivity.

As conclusion of the analysis in the ELISE drivers, a comparison between what ob-
tained in this work and what was obtained for BATMAN [54, 58] has been done (sec-
tion 4.4). The electron density and temperature in the ELISE drivers are close to the
respective quantities in the BATMAN driver, and, in most of the cases, the values are
comparable within the error. The reason is that the drivers of the two experiments are
similar and therefore the plasma parameters should be comparable.

In order to show the versatility of the method based on absolute emissivities and to
benchmark the helium CR model in Yacora on the Web, a further application has been
introduced for a He plasma (section 4.5). This application concerns the ICP (inductively
coupling plasma) source of the CHARLIE experiment. For the evaluation of the electron
density and temperature, eleven emission lines have been used. The estimated electron
density is in the range between 1017 m−3 and 1018 m−3 and the electron temperature
in the range between 3 eV and 7 eV. Thanks to this application, it has been possible
to point out the effect of the optical thickness, that, however, has not been treated in
detail because it is not part of this thesis work. Furthermore, a sensitivity study of the
diffusion lengths for the metastable states has been done but further investigations are
needed.

An important part of this thesis work has been the development of a full web site
application in order to make available to the public the H, H2 and He collisional radiative
models based on yacora. All the calculations of this work have been performed by using
this website (www.yacora.de), which allows the user to submit the input parameters for
yacora in a very user-friendly environment. Some general features has been given in
the section 3.4, but the main steps that characterize the development of this project are
reported in the appendix.

5.2 Future developments

A possible future development of this work may be the application of the here im-
plemented methods (in particular of the method based on the absolute emissivities) to
the extended boundary layer of ELISE (recombining plasma). Each channel introduces a
new quantity (the density of the species which are coupled to excited states of H, visible
in figure 3.1) that must be estimated.

As concerns the analysis in the ELISE drives, an important future development may
be a detailed analysis of the neutral depletion in ELISE, following what was done in
BATMAN [55]. In fact, the neutral depletion is the starting point and a fundamental
step in evaluating the atomic and molecular density with the method based on absolute

www.yacora.de
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emissivities.
Other future steps concern the project Yacora on the Web, that has been developed

and benchmarked in this thesis work. The version of H and He collisional radiative
models in the web application does not include the optical thickness1. As shown in the
helium application, the inclusion of the optical thickness allows to extend the range of
applicability of atomic CR models, therefore an important extension may be to include
the optical thickness in Yacora on the Web. As a matter of fact, the inclusion of the optical
thickness requires a lot of more parameters that must be given as input parameters, like
the geometrical parameters of the source. The main task is to implement this new feature
in a user friendly environment.

An other important future development will be to add new CR models to Yacora
on the Web. The structure of the website allows the easily addition of new web pages
containing new models.

As mentioned in chapter 3, a collisional radiative model requires in input a large set
of information, like cross sections and Einstein coefficients. A very important step for
the future is the critical assessment of this data on the website.

1There is a version of yacora for H and He models which includes also the optical thickness.
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Development of Yacora on the Web

The following notes concern the development of a website using Plone 5. It is not a
guide that explains in detail how to use Plone 5, because a such guide already exists and
is available under the Plone documentation [64]. In this appendix, the reader can find
all the fundamental steps that led to the birth and the development of the project called
Yacora on the Web.

A.1 Plone: a powerful Content Management Solution

Plone is a “platform” which allows you to build a web site. The definition of “Content
Management” is related to the fact that you can handle different objects, called contents,
like text pages, images, documents and much more. In this section, general information
related on Plone 5 is given, while the details concerning Yacora on the Web are collected
in the next sections.

A.1.1 How to install Plone

To use Plone, the first step is to install it on a web server (or a computer). You
can download it from the official web page [65] and install it following the instructions
reported in that web page. In the case of Yacora on the Web, Plone has been installed in a
Linux machine, but there is also a version available for Macintosh. Here the step-by-step
procedure that install Plone 5 on the web server is reported. The resulting installation
is located in

/opt/ plone / z e o c l u s t e r

First step: download Plone on the server

$ wget https : // launchpad . net / plone / 5 . 0 / 5 . 0 . 6 / . . .
. . . /+ download/Plone−5.0.6−Un i f i e d I n s t a l l e r−r1 . tgz

$ ta r xzvf Plone−5.0.6−Un i f i e d I n s t a l l e r−r1 . tgz

Second step: run the install.sh file with the option zeo

$ cd Plone−5.0.6−Un i f i e d I n s t a l l e r−r1
$ . / i n s t a l l . sh zeo

The last command install a server called zeoserver and two clients (client1 and client2 ).
The presence of at least two clients is of fundamental importance for the asynchronous
jobs, as it will be explained in the section A.6.

The last step is to run the application

$ cd /opt/ plone / z e o c l u s t e r
$ bin / p l on e c t l s t a r t

where plonectl is the main command to control the cluster. During the development
phase, it is useful to run the client1 in foreground mode [64]
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Figure A.1: Welcome page of Plone.

$ bin / c l i e n t 1 stop
$ bin / c l i e n t 1 fg

the last command runs the instance (client1 ) redirecting the standard output on the
console, so the developer can see if there are errors or warnings.

If the Plone application is running in a computer as a local server, then, to access to
the Plone site, you have to type the address http://localhost:8080 in your favourite
browser to visualize the initial page. Following the instruction reported in [64], you can
create your first web site1 with Plone 5. The first page that appears is the welcome page
(figure A.1) which is set as default view.

The black bar on the left is the control panel. Before examining in details which
options it contains, the role of the users in a Plone site must be explained.

A.1.2 The role of users in Plone

One of the main advantages of Plone is the possibility to handle many users with
different roles. A first distinction is between anonymous and authenticated users. The
anonymous users can look at web pages, watch videos, view images without logging
in. This is the most common way to surf the web. Instead, the authenticated users are
users which are logged in a website in which they have an account (created during the
registration phase). Just to make a simple example, consider a bank website. You can see
some bank information, like the location of the office, some promotions or even the price

1To create the first web site and later to access to the “Zope Management Interface”, a user with the
highest privilege is required. This kind of user is automatically generated during the installation phase
and the user name and the password are stored in the file called adminPassword.txt inside the zeocluster
folder. After the first access, it is a good rule to change the password. This procedure doesn’t affect
the adminPassword.txt file.

http://localhost:8080
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of a bank account without logging in the website, i.e. as anonymous user. However, for
any bank operations (see the remaining balance, make a bank transfer, ...) you have to
log in, i.e. all these operations are available only for authenticated users. The same for
a Plone site: there are simple operations available for the anonymous users and other
operations available only for authenticated users.

However, not all the authenticated users are equal (i.e. have the same “power”) and
to show it, consider again the example of the bank website. A regular user can access to
his or her account and make some operations, but he or she cannot edit the website, for
example changing the charge for a money transfer. This task is under the responsibility
of other “special” users.

In a Plone website, there are different kind of users with different roles. For what
concerns Yacora on the Web, the main distinction is between member and manager :

Members They are regular users, i.e. they have a user account, they can add content
in specific areas, but they cannot change anything outside of this area (the member
area of Yacora on the Web consists in a folder where the results of the calculations
of yacora are uploaded) and they cannot publish (make visible to all the other
users) any contents unless the authorization of a manager. This permissions can
be changed as needed.

Managers They are members with the possibility to change everything of a web page,
i.e. add, delete, modify and publish contents. They also can access to the “Man-
agement Interface”.

According to the kind of user and to the website area, the control panel or toolbar
(see below) can show or not different options.

A.1.3 Control panel

The control panel (or toolbar) consists in a black bar that for Plone 5 is usually
located on the left side. It exists only for the authenticated users and it offers the main
ways to interact with Plone. As already written, the control panel shows different options
according to the role of the user and to the website area which he or she is visiting. Some
of the most important options are:

Contents It shows a list of items in a website folder. In general the word item means
everything that can be added through the “Add new” option.

Edit With this option, it is possible to modify an item. The editing environment is quite
self-explanatory and it depends strongly on the type of the item that a manager
or, in general, a user wants to modify. Explicit examples concerning Yacora on the
Web will be given in the following sections.

Add new It allows you to add content items (image, pages, folder, etc...). Clicking on
it, a drop-down menu appears with all the item that can be added.
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Figure A.2: Site setup of Plone 5. The options discussed in the text are circled in red.

Display In general, there is more than one way in which a web page can be displayed.
Through this option, the user, according to his or her permissions, can select the
view that better suits with his or her interests.

On the bottom of the control panel, there is a tab with the name of the user. Clicking on
it, three options appear (for a regular user): “My Folder”, “Preferences” and “Log out”.
The first option redirects to the home folder of the user, that constitutes the member
area. The second option allows the user to change some personal information and the
password. The third option is self-explanatory.

For a manager, another option, called “Site Setup”, is shown. Clicking on it, a web
page with several options appears. The first thing that must be configured is the mail
host. Once entered in the mail control panel, a form with some fields must be filled. There
are some examples related on this part in the Plone documentation [64]. Configuring the
mail host allows the website to send emails and these emails constitute a very useful tool
to send notification to regular users and managers.

Another useful option is the “Site” option. Here you can change the logo and the title
of your website, modify the position of the toolbar and other general options.

One of the most important options is the “Add-ons” option. It is used to extend the
functionality of a Plone website. Since the add-ons are very important for this work, an
extensive explanation will be reported in the next section.

Another important option is the “Content Rules” option, which allows the manager
to insert simple actions that must be performed if something (trigger) in the website
happens. For example, it is possible to send an email to all the managers when one of
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Figure A.3: How to generate the affiliation field for the register form.

them modifies a web page.
In order to handle the users that are registered on the website, the “Users and Groups”

option is available. By clicking on it, a window sharing the names of all the registered
users appears. Near the name of each user, you can see which role he or she has. A
manager can change the role of the users by selecting or deselecting the appropriate box.
Under this option, it is also possible to reset the password of a user (that is very useful if
a user forgets his or her password!). Moving into the “Member fields” window, a manager
can change which information must be inserted by the user during the registration phase.
To be more specific, let’s suppose that for registering on a website the user must insert
his or her name, a user name, a password and the institute of research he or she belongs
to (that is the case of Yacora on the Web). All the fields, except the last one, are set
as default in a Plone site. Thus, to add the last field, the manager must click on the
“Add new field...” button and, for example, insert a string field with the title affiliation
(figure A.3). The fields with the red pin near the title are required, instead the fields
that do not have it are optional.

In order to allow the user to self-register to the website, some fields must be checked
under the “Security” option (not visible in figure A.2). Furthermore, to enable the mem-
ber area (home folder) for the users, the “Enable User Folders” field must be checked.

The last option explained here is the “Management Interface” (not visible in fig-
ure A.2). Probably, a complete explanation of the “Management Interface” would require
an entire book, thus only some of the possible actions are treated in this work:

• You can access to the content of every folder of the website. This is also possible
directly from the website by clicking on the “Contents” tab on the top of the control
panel. However, to upload Python scripts or header files, as it will be shown later,
the only possibility is to access to the “Management Interface”, go to the desired
page and select a content to add from the selection menu in the top-right corner of
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Figure A.4: How to change the security setting in order to allow the self registration
and the member area, i.e. the user folder where the results of yacora are uploaded.

the window.

• You can access to the “portal_workflow”. A workflow controls the state (and the
transitions between states) of some items in the website. Since this is a quite large
topic, a dedicated explanation will be given in the paragraph A.1.5.

• You can access to the “Members” option and modify the permissions for the users.

Of course, this is only a very brief introduction of what you can do with the “Management
Interface” and for any further explanation the reader is invited to see [64].

A.1.4 Zope Component Architecture

The Zope Component Architecture (ZCA) is a Python framework for supporting
component base design and programming. An extensive treatment of the ZCA is out of
this work, however the interested reader can find more information in [66] and [67].

Essentially, the ZCA provides two objects: the “Interfaces” and the “Adapters”. An
interface includes the informal documentation in a doc string and the attribute defini-
tions. In simple words, it specifies the characteristic, the behaviour and the capabilities
of an object, i.e. it describes what an object can do, but not the way in which it is
implemented. Namely, the implementation is not a part of the interface, but it is stored
somewhere else (for example, in another file). To be more specific, it is useful to consider
a very simple example, i.e. the classic hello world example:

1 c l a s s He l lo ( ob j e c t ) :
2 de f goodmorning ( s e l f , name) :
3 ’ ’ ’ Say good morning to guest ’ ’ ’
4 re turn "Good morning , %s ! " % name
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the corresponding interface will be

1 from zope . i n t e r f a c e import I n t e r f a c e
2
3 c l a s s IHe l l o ( I n t e r f a c e ) :
4 de f goodmorning ( guest ) :
5 ’ ’ ’ Say good morning to guest ’ ’ ’

As you can see, the interface inherits from zope.interface.Interface. The prefix “I” in front
of “Hello” is a conventional way to name an interface. Probably, the reader is wondering
how the implementation (“Hello” class) can communicate with the interface (“IHello”
class). This is provided by the function “zope.interface.implements” in the following way

1 from zope . i n t e r f a c e import implements
2 c l a s s Host ( ob j e c t ) :
3
4 implements ( IHost )
5
6 de f goodmorning ( s e l f , name) :
7 ’ ’ ’ Say good morning to guest ’ ’ ’
8 re turn "Good morning , %s ! " % name

The other object provided by ZCA is the adapter, which makes possible extending
the behaviour of a class without modifying the class itself. It allows more modular and
readable code in complex systems where there might be hundreds of methods per class.
Some more advantages of this concept are:

• The class interface itself is more readable (less visible clutter).

• Class functionality can be extended outside the class source code.

An adapter provides functionality to a class. This functionality becomes available when
the interface is queried from the instance of a class.

A particular kind of adapter is the “BrowserView” [64], which provide the logic that
controls the visualization of a web page. In particular, the views are the basic elements
of modern Python web frameworks. A view runs code to setup Python variables for a
rendering template. They are usually a combination of:

• A Python class, which performs the logic setup.

• The corresponding “Zope Page Templates”, which contains the render of the Plone
page (written, for example, in HTML)

In order to use “Adapters” and “Interfaces” in Plone, a configuration file is required.
Such file contains the link between the adapter and the interface and the information con-
cerning when the adapter can be called. Register an adapter is done by using ZCML [66].

In section A.6, it will be explained how “Interfaces” and “Adapters” are used in Yacora
on the Web, reporting a concrete example that is easier to understand.
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A.1.5 Plone workflow

More than one time the word “workflow” was mentioned before and many times in the
following sections it will be mentioned. The reason is that the workflow constitutes a sort
of skeleton for a website and in particular for Yacora on the Web, as it will be explained
in the section A.5. An exhaustive explanation of what the workflow is would require an
entire chapter, so in this section only some general information will be reported. Anyway,
the interested reader can find more information in [68].

The Plone workflow has mainly two roles:

• It handles the state of the objects (published, private, pending, etc...) and all the
transitions between such states. A Plone state of an item collects all the information
that regards the permissions of an object, namely who can view and modify it. For
example, if an item is in the state “Published”, then it can be visualized by all the
users. The transitions describe the way in which an object can change state. They
can be triggered manually by a user or automatically by, for example, an adapter.
A state can have more than one transition that leads to different states.

• It controls the permissions of each object, i.e. which kind of user has the possibility
to view or modify a given item.

Usually a website has more than one workflow and different objects (text pages, im-
ages, etc...) can have different workflows which are handled under the “portal_workflow”
in the “Management Interface”. By clicking on the tab “Contents”, a list of all the work-
flows appears. In the top-right corner of this page, there is a button that allows you to
add a new workflow. Selecting a workflow from the list, you can modify the states in-
cluded in such workflow, the possible transitions between the states and the permissions.
Remember that when you change the permissions of a state, the security setting are
not automatically uploaded, thus to make the changes effectively, it is necessary to click
on the button “Update security settings” in the bottom part of the “portal_workflow”
screen.

Coming back to the website, in order to manually change the state of an item, there
is an option on the toolbar called “State” followed by the name of the object state: by
clicking on it, a menu with the possible transitions appears. In this menu, there is also
an option called “Advanced” and it is useful if you want to write a comment to explain
the reason of a particular transition.

State changes result in a number of variables being recorded, such as the actor (the
user that invoked the transition), the action (the name of the transition), the transition
comment2, the date and time and so on. The workflow also keeps track of the current
state of each object. The state is exposed as a special type of workflow variable called
the state variable (or more common “review_state”).

Further details will be given in the section A.5, where the workflows used in Yacora
on the Web are described.

2It is very useful for Yacora on the Web to keep track of this information, as it will be explained in
section A.7.
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A.2 Introduction to Yacora on the Web

Yacora on the Web is a project born with the purpose to make available to the public
some of the existing collisional radiative models based on the flexible package yacora.
Before explaining in details the main steps of this project, in this section a general view
of the website structure is given.

The target is to create a graphical interface where a user can easily insert the input
parameters required by yacora. In particular, after the authentication, a page contain-
ing the available models (up to now H, H2 and He) is displayed. The user selects the
desired model and, according to the choice, he or she is redirected to another page where
the input parameters can be inserted and submitted.

After the submission, an email is sent to all the managers as notification. The sub-
mitted input parameters are stored in an object called “Save Data to Content Adapter”
that will be explained later (section A.5). Anyway, it is like any other item and a man-
ager can access to its content through the “Content” option on the toolbar (a link is also
provided in the email to make the procedure faster). The task of the manager is to check
if there are errors in the submitted input parameters, although there is a first check done
automatically by the application when the user press the “Submit” button. After the
check of a manager, there are two possibilities:

• The manager rejects the input parameters if there is an error in the submission. In
this case, the user is contacted and the reason of the rejection is explained.

• The manager approves the input parameters.

When a manager approves the input parameters, the calculation can start.
As there is always the possibility that something goes wrong, the website must check

the output of yacora to establish if the calculation was successful. Again, there are two
possibilities:

• An error occurs during the calculation: an email containing the standard output
of yacora is sent to all the managers and the user who submitted the input
parameters. It is a task of the manager who approved those input parameters to
contact the user explaining why an error occurred.

• The calculation is successful: the results are uploaded in the home folder of the user
who submitted the input parameters and additionally an email is sent to inform
him or her that the calculation is over.

The structure of Yacora on the Web is summarized in figure A.5.
As you can see from this description, developing Yacora on the Web does not just

mean building a graphical interface where the user can insert the input parameters, but,
mainly, it consists in the design of the entire process that starts with the submitted input
parameters and ends with the upload of the results.

In the section A.3, it will be explained how to extend the functionality of a Plone web-
site using the add-ons in order to make Yacora on the Web working. In section A.4, a step
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Figure A.5: Structure of Yacora on the Web.

by step guide related to the graphical interface will be given. The sections A.5 and A.6
will describe how all the previous steps are carried out by the application.

A.3 Add-ons for Yacora on the Web

Add-ons are the way in which the developers can extend a Plone website. Yacora on
the Web requires some add-ons in order to work properly. There are two types of add-ons:
those which are uploaded to PyPI (the Python Package Index) [69] and those which are
under development (not yet uploaded to PyPI). To install the first kind of add-ons, it is
enough to add the name of the add-on in the eggs list of the buildout.cfg file that is stored
under the zeocluster directory. The packages related to the add-ons under development
must be collected in the src folder (contained in the zeocluster folder). In the buildout.cfg
file, there is an apposite section where the name of these add-ons must be reported. To
make the changes effective, it is necessary to run the buildout program

$ cd /opt/ plone / z e o c l u s t e r
$ bin / bu i ldout

and after the buildout, the application must be restarted

$ bin / p l on e c t l r e s t a r t

After this, clicking on the “Add-ons” option under the “Site Setup”, a window with all
these available add-ons will appear and in this page you can easily install all of them.

Here two extracts of the buildout.cfg file of Yacora on the Web are reported:

Listing A.1: buildout.cfg
# Eggs
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# −−−−
# Add an indented l i n e to the eggs s e c t i o n f o r any Python
# eggs or packages you wish to inc lude in your Plone in s t anc e .
#
# Note that v e r s i on s may be s p e c i f i e d here or in the [ v e r s i on s ]
# s e c t i o n below .
# You should always s p e c i f y v e r s i on s that you know
# are compatible with the Plone r e l e a s e and at an acceptab l e
# development l e v e l .
#
# I f you update to a l a t e r v e r s i on o f Plone , remove the ho t f i x .
#
eggs =

Plone
Pi l l ow
Products . PloneHotf ix20160830
Products . PloneHotf ix20161129
Products . PloneFormGen
uwosh . pfg . d2c
Products . PFGDataGrid
c o l l e c t i v e . z3cform . d a t a g r i d f i e l d
Products . PFGMasterSelect
plone . app . async
ftw . z ipexpor t

# Development Eggs
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# You can use pas t e r to c r e a t e "development eggs " to
# develop new products /themes . Put these in the s r c /
# d i r e c t o r y .
# You w i l l a l s o need to add the egg names in the
# eggs s e c t i o n above , and may a l s o need to add them
# to the zcml s e c t i o n .
#
# Provide the ∗paths ∗ to the eggs you are deve lop ing here :
deve lop =
# sr c /my. package

s r c / yacora . web

The first four add-ons are always included in a Plone website, instead the others are
specially added to cover all the functionality of Yacora on the Web. In the following list,
a brief description of these last add-ons is reported:

Product.PloneFormGen It allows to create form pages, i.e. pages with which the user
can interact filling some fields or selecting options. These pages allow the user to
insert and submit the input parameters, so they are the starting point of Yacora
on the Web. Create and edit a form folder is very easy, just click on the “Add new”
option and select form folder. Once created, click on “Edit” option in the toolbar.
Some concrete examples will be shown in the next section. Anyway, the interested
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reader can find an exhaustive treatment of this add-on in [70].

uwosh.pfg.d2c This add-on provides a useful tool to store the input parameters sub-
mitted by the user, or, in general, to store the information coming from a form
folder. When installed, it adds a “Save Data to Content Adapter” to the “Add
New...” option. For more information see [71].

Products.PFGDataGrid It is an example of integrating a third-party “Archetypes”
field into “PloneFormGen”. It adds a “DataGridField” form field to “PloneForm-
Gen”, i.e. it allows the manager to arrange more fields in one row and it allows the
user to add, delete or move such rows [72].

collective.z3cform.datagridfield This add-on is required by the previous add-on [73].

plone.app.async It allows asynchronous jobs [74] (section A.6).

ftw.zipexport This add-on allows the user to download an entire folder in zip format
from his or her member area [75].

yacora.web This is an add-on specially realized for Yacora on the Web. It contains the
code to run yacora, the template view for the “Save Data to Content Adapter”,
the Python scripts for the validators and much more. A detailed explanation of it
is reported in the following sections.

The last add-on that will be discussed here is the Products.PFGMasterSelect [76].
Usually a web page is written using languages like HTML, PHP, CSS and so on. All
of them produce static pages, i.e. pages that change only when they are loaded. Thus,
the user can see the content of a page, fill some fields and then submit, but before
submitting nothing in the page will change and the possible choices of the user are
taken into account after the submission. This is a problem if you want that some fields
are shown or hidden according to the value of other fields that are in the same page.
Fortunately, this is possible using JavaScript which is another language of programming
used to build web pages. To be more specific, let’s suppose to have created a selection
field called “te-option”, a data grid field called “te”, a string field called “te-fixed” and
a string field called “te-values” and to have put them in a form folder. These are the
four fields associated to the electron temperature in Yacora on the Web, therefore the
selection field has three options: “Fixed”, “Range” and “Values”. If the user selects the
option “Fixed”, only the field called “te-fixed” must be shown. A similar reasoning for
the other two options. The following JavaScript does exactly that:

1 <s c r i p t type="text/javascript">
2 $ ( document ) . ready ( function ( ) {
3 i f ( $ (’#te-option’ ) . va l ( )==’Fixed’ ) {
4 $ (’#te’ ) . parent ( ) . h ide ( ) ;
5 $ (’#te-values’ ) . parent ( ) . h ide ( ) ;
6 }
7 $ (’#te-option’ ) . change ( function ( ) {
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8 i f ( $ ( this ) . va l ( ) !=’Fixed’ ) {
9 $ (’#te’ ) . parent ( ) . sl ideDown ( ) ;

10 $ (’#te-values’ ) . parent ( ) . sl ideDown ( ) ;
11 } else {
12 $ (’#te’ ) . parent ( ) . s l ideUp ( ) ;
13 $ (’#te-values’ ) . parent ( ) . s l ideUp ( ) ;
14 }
15 }) ;
16 }) ;
17
18 $ ( document ) . ready ( function ( ) {
19 i f ( $ (’#te-option’ ) . va l ( )==’Range’ ) {
20 $ (’#te-fixed’ ) . parent ( ) . h ide ( ) ;
21 $ (’#te-values’ ) . parent ( ) . h ide ( ) ;
22 }
23 $ (’#te-option’ ) . change ( function ( ) {
24 i f ( $ ( this ) . va l ( ) !=’Fixed’ ) {
25 $ (’#te-fixed’ ) . parent ( ) . sl ideDown ( ) ;
26 $ (’#te-values’ ) . parent ( ) . sl ideDown ( ) ;
27 } else {
28 $ (’#te-fixed’ ) . parent ( ) . s l ideUp ( ) ;
29 $ (’#te-values’ ) . parent ( ) . s l ideUp ( ) ;
30 }
31 }) ;
32 }) ;
33
34 $ ( document ) . ready ( function ( ) {
35 i f ( $ (’#te-option’ ) . va l ( )==’Values’ ) {
36 $ (’#te’ ) . parent ( ) . h ide ( ) ;
37 $ (’#te-fixed’ ) . parent ( ) . h ide ( ) ;
38 }
39 $ (’#te-option’ ) . change ( function ( ) {
40 i f ( $ ( this ) . va l ( ) !=’Fixed’ ) {
41 $ (’#te’ ) . parent ( ) . sl ideDown ( ) ;
42 $ (’#te-fixed’ ) . parent ( ) . sl ideDown ( ) ;
43 } else {
44 $ (’#te’ ) . parent ( ) . s l ideUp ( ) ;
45 $ (’#te-fixed’ ) . parent ( ) . s l ideUp ( ) ;
46 }
47 }) ;
48 }) ;
49 </sc r i p t >

To make it work, it is necessary to upload this file in the created form folder by selecting
the option “File” on the selection menu in the up-right corner of the “Management Inter-
face”. The file is now in the form folder as any other items, but it is needed to tell the
application how to use it. This can be done by clicking on the “Edit” tab and selecting
the “Overrides” option. In this window, there is a field called “Header Injections” in which
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Figure A.6: Welcome page of Yacora on the Web, before modifying the graphical inter-
face.

you should insert the following TALES3 expression

here / f i l e I D

where fileID is the ID of the uploaded file. Now the user can select the desired option
between “Fixed”, “Range” and “Values” and only the appropriate field will be shown.

The selection field whose options show or hide some other fields is called “Master
Select Field”, instead a field that is controlled by a selection field is called “Slave Field”.
Thus, every “Master Select Field” requires a JavaScript similar to the reported example
and if one considers the number of “Master Select Field” needed for Yacora on the Web
(at least one for each input parameter), the work could be very tedious.

Fortunately, Products.PFGMasterSelect is an add-on that allows you to add
directly to the form folder a “Master Select Field” and to decide which field must be
shown or hidden through an user-friendly environment.

A.4 A simple graphical user interface

In this section, you can follow step-by-step how to create the graphical user interface
of Yacora on the Eeb.

For simplicity, let’s start considering the welcome page: in order to create this page,
click on the “Add new...” option of the toolbar and select “Form Folder”. Insert the
title, change the name of the submission button from “Submit” to “Next” and disable the
“Thanks page”4. Then, click on “Contents”, delete all the default fields and add a new
selection field called model. There are three options: “H”, “H2” and “He”, thus the web
page should be the same as the figure A.6.

In order to redirect the user to the proper web page according to the selected model,
another step is needed: click on “Edit”, go to the “Overrides” window and insert the

3The Template Attribute Language Expression Syntax provides a way to render the Plone page.
4The “Thanks page” is shown after the submission. In this case, there is not a submission but a

simple redirect to the page of the selected model.
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following TALES expression in the “Custom Success Action” field

t raverse_to : r eques t / form/model

The meaning of this command is the following: after having clicked on the “Next” button,
the application takes the value of the field called model and redirect the user to the page
with the ID equal to this value. Thus, the value that the model field returns must be a
valid page ID and not a generic string, as “H”, “H2” or “He”. To do this, go to “Contents”,
select the model field and click on “Edit”. Under “Overrides”, insert the following TALES
expression

python : ( ( " s ta r t−yacora " ,u"H") , (" s ta r t−yacora −1",u"H\u2082 ") , (" s ta r t−
yacora −2",u"He") )

With this command, the displayed options are “H”, “H2” and “He”, but the effective
values are “start-yacora”, “start-yacora-1” and “start-yacora-2” that are the three IDs of
the pages for the H model, the H2 model and the He model respectively. This procedure
allows a manager to insert different pages related on different models and make them
accessible by a regular user just adding an option in the model field.

Following what done for the welcome page, it is possible to build also the other
pages that compose the website, but you will quickly argue with the need to improve the
graphical aspect. In fact, as default, Plone arranges all the fields in one column and if you
have a lot of fields, as for example the page for the H model, the final result may not be
so elegant and the user may be confused by this. As mentioned in the previous section,
the graphical interface of a web page is written in HTML, CSS or other languages and
in order to improve the style of a form folder, the developer has to interact with one
of this languages. The language chosen for the web page style of Yacora on the Web is
CSS. The first step is to write a CSS file which handles the position and the size of the
different fields. Here an example:

Listing A.2: style.css
1 <style>
2 body . template−fg_base_view_p3 f i e l d s e t . f i e l d {
3 f l o a t : l e f t ;
4 c l e a r : none ;
5
6 }
7 body . template−fg_base_view_p3 div [ id∗=archetypes− f i e ldname ] input {
8 width: i n i t i a l ;
9 }

10 . pfg−form {
11 width: 160%;
12 f l o a t : l e f t ;
13 }
14 f i e l d s e t {
15 d i s p l a y : b lock ;
16 margin: 0px auto
17 margin−r ight : 2px ;∗/
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18 padding−top: 0 .35em;
19 padding−bottom: 0 .625em;
20 padd ing− l e f t : 0 .75em;
21 padding−r ight : 0 .75em;
22 borde r : 2px groove ;
23 width: 160%;
24 f l o a t : c en t e r ;
25 }
26
27 l egend {
28 border :1px s o l i d black ;
29 f on t− s i z e : 120 %;
30 t e x t−a l i gn : c en t e r ;
31 }
32 </style>

The second step is to upload such file to the desired form folder. As explained in the
previous section, this can be done through the “Manage Interface”. The last step is
to make aware the form folder of the existence of that file: in the edit page of the
form folder, under the window “Overrides”, write the following TALES expression in the
“Header Injection” field:

here / f i l e I D

where fileID is the ID of the uploaded file. In figure A.7, a comparison between the form
folder before and after the injection of the CSS file is shown. You can see how a good
graphic interface, i.e. a good fields arrangement, can help the users to orient themselves.

(a) (b)

Figure A.7: Comparison between the graphic interface before (a) and after (b) the
injection of the CSS file. For space reasons, in (a) not all the input parameters are
shown.
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However, Yacora on the Web is not only composed by form folders, but also by text
web pages, that are pages containing texts, images and tables, as for example the help
page for the included models. Creating this kind of page is very easy, just click on the
“Add new” option (control panel) and select “Page”. The issue in this case is to insert
equations using the Latex syntax, because Plone 5 does not contain any Latex interpreter.
Further, a lot of labels and options in Yacora on the Web have subscripts and superscripts,
thus it would be nice to have a latex interpreter. An add-on, called MathJax, exists and
it interprets the Latex expressions in text pages and labels. However, this add-on is
not compatible with Plone 5 and the solution adopted is quite tricky and requires the
injection of a JavaScript in the HTML file that defined the theme of the web site. Under
the following path

/opt/ plone / bui ldout−cache / eggs /plonetheme . barce loneta −1.6.21−py2 . 7 .
egg/plonetheme/ barce l one ta /theme

there is a file called index.html. In order to make Plone 5 able to interpreter the latex
syntax, the following JavaScript must be add in the head part of the file:

Listing A.3: index.html
1 <s c r i p t type="text/x-mathjax-config">
2 MathJax .Hub . Conf ig ({
3 t ex2 jax : { in l ineMath : [ [ ’$’ ,’$’ ] , [ ’\\(’ ,’\\)’ ] ] }
4 }) ;
5 </sc r i p t >
6 <s c r i p t type="text/javascript" async
7 s r c="https://cdn.mathjax.org/mathjax/latest/MathJax.js?

config=TeX-MML-AM_CHTML">
8 </sc r i p t >

After having restarted the application, the Latex syntax is correctly interpreted.
Coming back to the form folder of the models, there is also the need to prevent the

user inserts unrealistic values for the input parameters. Plone 5 provides a way to inject
in the desired fields the so called “Custom Validator”. A validator consists in a Python
script that returns False if the value inserted in the field is acceptable or returns a string
explaining what is wrong. The Python script must be uploaded in the form folder and
must be called inserting in the apposite space under the “Overrides” option the following
TALES expression

python : f o l d e r . s c r ip t_ id ( va lue )

where script_id is the ID of the uploaded Python script and value is always the name of
the variable which contains the value of that field. For example, to inject the validator
“electron_temperature.py”, uploaded with the ID “electron_temperature”, the TALES
expression to write is

python : f o l d e r . e lectron_temperature ( va lue )

For completeness, the relative Python script is reported here
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Listing A.4: electron_temperature.py
1 MIN=1;
2 MAX=50;
3
4 i f va lue==’ ’ :
5 re turn Fal se
6 f o r va l in value . s p l i t ( ’ ; ’ ) :
7 i f f l o a t ( va l )< MIN or f l o a t ( va l )> MAX:
8 re turn "The temperature must be in the range

[ { 0} , { 1} ] eV" . format (MIN,MAX)
9 re turn Fal se

A.5 How to handle the submitted input parameters

The first part of this section is dedicated to explain what exactly happens when a
user submits the input parameters and how a manager can view them. In the second
part, the different workflows used in Yacora on the Web will be introduced.

A.5.1 Browser view

In order to store the input parameters submitted by a user, the “Save Data to Content
Adapter” [71] must be added to all the form folders, except to the welcome page. The
name of this item in Yacora on the Web is “Input parameters” and it is the same for
all the form folders (i.e. all the models). It is like any other item, so you can find it
under the “Contents” of the form folder, as shown in figure A.8. It contains the list of
all the submissions, whose title is given by the email address of the user who submitted
the input parameters and whose ID is equal to the date and the time of the submission.
By clicking on one of these email addresses, the submitted parameters are displayed.
Since the way in which they were shown did not facilitate the managers to find quickly
eventually errors, a new view was needed.

In Yacora on the Web there are two views available: one is the “tableview” and the
other is the “Input file” view. Starting from the first, the logic that controls when a field
must be shown is given by a Python function contained in the file called tableview.py
that is stored in

/opt/ plone / z e o c l u s t e r / s r c / yacora . web/ s r c / yacora /web/browser

The corresponding template file is called tableview.pt and it contains the information (in
HTML) on the graphic aspect of the view. It is stored in the same directory of table-
view.py. In order to match the logic to the template, a configuration file (configure.zcml)
is needed. An extract of such file is reported below:

Listing A.5: configure.zcml
<con f i gu r e

xmlns="http :// namespaces . zope . org / zope"
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xmlns : browser="http :// namespaces . zope . org /browser "
xmlns : cmf="http :// namespaces . zope . org /cmf"
xmlns : p lone="http :// namespaces . p lone . org / plone "
i18n_domain="yacora . web">

<!−− Set ov e r r i d e s f o l d e r f o r Just−a−Bunch−Of−Templates product −−>
<inc lude package="z3c . jbo t " f i l e ="meta . zcml" />
<browser : jbo t

d i r e c t o r y="ov e r r i d e s "
l ay e r="yacora . web . i n t e r f a c e s . IYacoraWebLayer"
/>

<!−− Publ i sh s t a t i c f i l e s −−>
<plone : s t a t i c

name="yacora . web"
type="plone "
d i r e c t o r y=" s t a t i c "
/>

<browser : page
f o r="uwosh . pfg . d2c . i n t e r f a c e s . IFormSaveData2ContentEntry"
name="tab lev i ew "
permis s ion="cmf . ManagePortal"
c l a s s="yacora . web . browser . tab l ev i ew . TableView"
template="tab lev i ew . pt"
/>

</con f i gure >

Figure A.8: The “Input parameters” item is the “Save Data to Content Adapter”. It
contains the list of all the submissions, named as the email address of the user who
submitted the input parameters.
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Figure A.9: Example of “tableview” for the input parameters.

The most important information is contained in the field called “browser:page”. The
first command says which object can access to the view and in this case the view is
available only for the “Save Data to Content Entry”, i.e. the object in which the input
parameters are saved. The second command is the name of the view; the third command
set the permission, i.e. who can invoke such view; the fourth is the class to which
the Python function belongs and the last reports the name of the file which contains
the template. An example of “tableview” is reported in figure A.9. This view allows a
manager to visualize in an easy way the input parameters before approving them.

As a matter of fact, there is one more step that must be done in order to make
available the view for Yacora on the Web. In the “Manage Interface”, under the option
“portal_types”, there is an item called “FormSaveData2ContentEntry”. In this page
the name “tableview” must be inserted in the box “Available view methods’. Now, the
“tableview” can be invoked from the website under the button “Display” in the toolbar.
Such view was also set as default view.

Furthermore, it could be useful for a manager to visualize the input files of yacora
before approving the calculation. To make available also such possibility, another view
is necessary. The procedure is exactly the same as illustrated above: there is a file,
inputfile.py, containing the logic and a file, inputfile.pt, containing the template. The
configuration file and the registration are similar to what has been already explained for
the “tableview”.
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A.5.2 Workflows for Yacora on the Web

It has been already explained what a workflow is in general, thus this section is
specific for the workflow used by Yacora on the Web.

In Yacora on the Web, there are three workflows, the first two are provided by the
framework, instead the last was apposite developed for Yacora on the Web:

Simple Publication Workflow It is the default workflow and includes three states:
private, pending and published. Usually, when an object is in the state “private”
it is only visible by the owner of the object and by the manager, when it is in
the state “pending” it is visible also to the reviewer5 and when it is in the state
“published” it is visible to all the users, including the anonymous users. However,
for what concerns Yacora on the Web, the permission of the published state for this
workflow was changed, i.e. an object in such state is visible only to authenticated
users. To change the permission of a state, just click on the name of the desired
workflow (under the “portal_workflow”) and go to the window “States”. In this
page you can see all the states associated to the selected workflow. By clicking
in one of these states, you can set the permissions that better suit your needs.
From the state “private” there are two possible transitions: “publish” and “submit”.
With “publish” the object changes its state in “published”, instead with “submit”
it changes its state in “pending”. From the state “pending” there are three possible
transitions: “publish”, “reject” and “retract”. In Yacora on the Web the two last
transitions are equivalent and they send the object in the state “private”. Finally,
from the state “published”, there are two possible transitions: “reject” and “retract”.

Intranet/Extranet Workflow It is used for the help pages in order to make them
available also to the anonymous users. The included states are: “externally visible”,
“internal draft”, “internally published”, “pending review” and “private”. The only
states used in Yacora on the Web are the “externally visible” state for the completed
help pages and the “private” state for the help pages under construction. For further
information see [64].

Processing Workflow This is the workflow that controls the “Save Data to Content
Entry” object, that is the object which contains the submitted input parameters.
When a user submits input parameters, this object is created (in the form folder
related to the selected model) in the state “pending” and an email is sent to all the
managers6. At this point, a manager checks the input parameters and chooses one
of the following transitions: “send back” or “process”. With the first transition the
state of the object changes in “private” and an email, containing the reason of the
rejection, is sent to the user that submitted such input parameters (section A.7).
With the second transition, the object state changes in “being processed” and the
input parameters are sent to a queue to be used by yacora at the proper time

5In Yacora on the Web, up to now, there are not users with this role since managers fulfil this function.
6Send an email after a submission can be easily done by using the “Mailer Adapter”, available when

a form folder is edited.
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(section A.6). When the calculation finishes, the transition “finish” is invoked and
the object state changes in “processed”. An object in such state can be processed
again by invoking the “process” transition. All of these transitions can be invoked
only by the managers or by a Python code.

A.6 A big challenge: asynchronous jobs

As the title suggests, this was the major issue met during the development of Yacora
on the Web. The target was to run yacora with the input parameters submitted by the
user. To be more concrete, what the application has to do is summed up in the following
steps:

1. When a manager approves a submission, the application (Plone website) creates a
folder with the name of the user (if it does not exist) in the following path

/opt/ plone / z e o c l u s t e r /var /workspace

and, inside that folder, it creates an other folder with the date and the time of the
beginning of the calculation.

2. In the previous folder, the application generates the input files for yacora and
copies the proper model file from the directory where all the model files are stored.
Since yacora needs the transition probabilities, a symbolic link to the folders
which contain such information is created.

3. Now yacora can be run. The output files are generated in the same folder as the
input files.

4. The output files are uploaded in the user area of the website, inside a folder named
as the date and the time of the beginning of the calculation.

All the previous steps can be performed by the following Python functions contained in
the class “ProcessInputData” stored in the file adapter.py :

Listing A.6: adapter.py
1 import zope . i n t e r f a c e
2 import yacora . web . browser . YacoraLib as YacoraLib
3
4 from yacora . web . i n t e r f a c e s import IProces s Input
5 import os
6 import s h u t i l
7 import datet ime
8 import subproces s
9 from plone . namedf i l e . f i l e import NamedBlobFile

10 from plone import api
11 from Products .CMFCore . u t i l s import getToolByName
12 import time
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13
14 WORKSPACE = ’ /opt/ plone / z e o c l u s t e r /var /workspace ’
15 HMODELPATH = WORKSPACE +’ /run/Model_H ’
16 H2MODELPATH = WORKSPACE +’ /run/Model_H2 ’
17 YACORAPATH = WORKSPACE +’ /run ’
18
19
20 c l a s s ProcessInputData ( ob j e c t ) :
21 """ Adapter that prov ide s data p ro c e s s i ng c a p a b i l i t i e s
22
23 Assume the content i t s e l f i s a SaveData2ContentEntry
24 """
25
26 zope . i n t e r f a c e . implements ( IProces s Input )
27
28 de f __init__( s e l f , context ) :
29 # Each adapter takes the ob j e c t i t s e l f as the con s t ruc t i on
30 # parameter and po s s i b l y prov ide s other parameters f o r the
31 # in t e r f a c e adaption
32 s e l f . context = context
33
34 de f data ( s e l f ) :
35 """ Return a d i c t i ona ry with the form input data
36 """
37 data_dict = {}
38 f i e l d s = s e l f . context . Schema ( ) . v i ewab l eF i e ld s ( s e l f . context )
39
40 f o r f in f i e l d s :
41 id = f . getName ( )
42 data_dict [ id ] = s e l f . context . getValue ( id )
43 re turn data_dict
44
45 de f yacora ( s e l f ) :
46 """ Create input f i l e s f o r yacora , run Yacora and upload the

r e s u l t s """
47 inp = s e l f . data ( )
48 #Create a t r e e f o l d e r f o r the user
49 os . chd i r (WORKSPACE)
50 c r e a t o r=inp [ ’ c r e a t o r s ’ ] [ 0 ]
51 i f not os . path . i s d i r ( c r e a t o r ) :
52 os . mkdir ( c r e a t o r )
53 os . chd i r ( c r e a t o r )
54 d i r e c t o r y=datet ime . datet ime . now( ) . s t r f t ime ( "%Y.%m.%d−%H.%M" )
55 i f os . path . i s d i r ( d i r e c t o r y ) :
56 time . s l e e p (60)
57 d i r e c t o r y=datet ime . datet ime . now( ) . s t r f t ime ( "%Y.%m.%d

−%H.%M" )
58 os . mkdir ( d i r e c t o r y )
59 os . chd i r ( d i r e c t o r y )
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60 #Prepare the input f i l e s and run Yacora accord ing to the
chosen model

61 i f inp [ ’ hidden ’]== ’ 1 ’ :
62 #Get model f i l e f o r H
63 ch s e l=inp [ ’ choose−the−ex c i t a t i on−channe l s ’ ]
64 os . system ( ’ ln −s {}/ ModelFi les . ’ . format (HMODELPATH) )
65 os . system ( ’ ln −s {}/ Ra t enkoe f f i z i e n t en . ’ . format (

HMODELPATH) )
66 #Build parameters f i l e s
67 i f c h s e l==’ 1 ’ :
68 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/From_H/H_10_01_2012 . txt ’ .

format (HMODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
69 YacoraLib . h( inp )
70 e l i f c h s e l==’ 5 ’ :
71 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/From_H2/H_10_01_2012 . txt ’ .

format (HMODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
72 YacoraLib . h2 ( inp )
73 e l i f c h s e l==’ 2 ’ :
74 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/From_H+/H_10_01_2012 . txt ’ .

format (HMODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
75 YacoraLib . hplus ( inp )
76 e l i f c h s e l==’ 6 ’ :
77 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/From_H2+/H_10_01_2012 . txt ’ .

format (HMODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
78 YacoraLib . h2plus ( inp )
79 e l i f c h s e l==’ 7 ’ :
80 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/From_H3+/H_10_01_2012 . txt ’ .

format (HMODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
81 YacoraLib . h3plus ( inp )
82 e l i f c h s e l==’ 3 ’ :
83 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/From_H−_with_H+/H_10_01_2012 .

txt ’ . format (HMODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
84 YacoraLib . hminus_hplus ( inp )
85 e l i f c h s e l==’ 4 ’ :
86 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/From_H−_with_H2+/H_10_01_2012

. txt ’ . format (HMODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
87 YacoraLib . hminus_h2plus ( inp )
88 YacoraLib . yacrun ( inp )
89 #Run Yacora and upload the r e s u l t s
90 r e s u l t s=s e l f . c a l l y a c o r a ( )
91 check=r e s u l t s [ 0 ]
92 output=r e s u l t s [ 1 ]
93 #Delete symbol ic l i n k s and the model f i l e
94 os . system ( ’rm ModelFi les Ra t enko e f f i z i e n t en

H_10_01_2012 . txt ’ )
95 portal_workf low=getToolByName ( s e l f . context , ’

portal_workf low ’ )
96 portal_workf low . doActionFor ( s e l f . context , ’ f i n i s h ’ )
97 e l i f inp [ ’ hidden ’]== ’ 2 ’ :
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98 #Get model f i l e f o r H2
99 os . system ( ’ ln −s {}/ Ra t enkoe f f i z i e n t en . ’ . format (

H2MODELPATH) )
100 i f inp [ ’ database ’ ]== ’ Janev ’ :
101 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/H2_Janev_10_05_2017 . txt ’ .

format (H2MODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
102 e l s e :
103 s h u t i l . copy ( ’ {}/H2_Miles_10_05_2017 . txt ’ .

format (H2MODELPATH) , ’ . ’ )
104 YacoraLib . h2model ( inp )
105 YacoraLib . h2model_yacrun ( inp )
106 #Run Yacora and upload the r e s u l t s
107 r e s u l t s=s e l f . c a l l y a c o r a ( )
108 check=r e s u l t s [ 0 ]
109 output=r e s u l t s [ 1 ]
110 #Delete symbol ic l i n k s and the model f i l e
111 os . system ( ’rm Rat enkoe f f i z i e n t en ’ )
112 i f inp [ ’ database ’ ]== ’ Janev ’ :
113 os . system ( ’rm H2_Janev_10_05_2017 . txt ’ )
114 e l s e :
115 os . system ( ’rm H2_Miles_10_05_2017 . txt ’ )
116 portal_workf low=getToolByName ( s e l f . context , ’

portal_workf low ’ )
117 portal_workf low . doActionFor ( s e l f . context , ’ f i n i s h ’ )
118 #Send an emai l to the user and the admin i s ta r to r a f t e r the

c a l c u l a t i o n ( only i f the c a l c u l a t i o n has we l l done )
119 i f check==’ good ’ :
120 mail_host = api . po r t a l . get_tool (name=’ MailHost ’ )
121 emai l=inp [ ’ r ep l y t o ’ ]
122 sub j e c t = "Yacora on the web"
123 message= ’ ’ ’ Dear {0} ,\nA new c a l c u l a t i o n i s now

present in your web s i t e f o l d e r .
124 Here the standard output o f Yacora : \ n{1}
125 \nBest regards , \ n\ tYacora team ’ ’ ’ . format ( inp [ ’ c r e a t o r s ’ ] [ 0 ] . upper ( ) ,

output )
126 source = "yacora−webmaster@ipp .mpg . de"
127 mail_host . send ( message , email , source , sub j e c t=

subject , cha r s e t="utf−8" , )
128
129 mail_host = api . po r t a l . get_tool (name=’ MailHost ’ )
130 emai l="yacora−webmaster@ipp .mpg . de"
131 sub j e c t = "Yacora on the web"
132 i f inp [ ’ hidden ’]== ’ 1 ’ :
133 l ink_inp=’www. yacora . de/ s ta r t−yacora / input−

parameters / fo lde r_content s ’
134 e l s e :
135 l ink_inp=’www. yacora . de/ s ta r t−yacora−1/input−

parameters−1/ fo lde r_content s ’
136 l ink_out=’www. yacora . de/Members ’
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137 message= ’ ’ ’ Dear a l l , \ n\nWe have a new c a l c u l a t i o n in
our web . \ n

138 User : {0}\n
139 Email : {1}\n
140 Input f i l e : {2}\n
141 Output f i l e : {3} \n
142 Here the standard output o f Yacora : \ n\n{4} ’ ’ ’ . format ( inp [ ’ c r e a t o r s ’

] [ 0 ] , inp [ ’ r ep l y t o ’ ] , l ink_inp , l ink_out , output )
143 source = "yacora−webmaster@ipp .mpg . de"
144 mail_host . send ( message , email , source , sub j e c t=

subject , cha r s e t="utf−8" , )
145
146 de f c a l l y a c o r a ( s e l f ) :
147 ’ ’ ’Run Yacora and upload the r e s u l t s ’ ’ ’
148 path=os . getcwd ( )
149 check=’ good ’ #Check the yacora output
150 #Run Yacora
151 p=subproces s . Popen ( [ ’ {}/ yacora ’ . format (YACORAPATH) ] , s td in=

subproces s . PIPE , stdout=subproces s . PIPE)
152 output=p . communicate ( input=’ \n ’ ) [ 0 ]
153 words=output . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )
154 f o r word in words :
155 i f word==’ Error : ’ :
156 #Send an emai l to admin i s ta r to r
157 mail_host = api . po r t a l . get_tool (name=’

MailHost ’ )
158 emai l=’ yacora−webmaster@ipp .mpg . de ’
159 sub j e c t=’ Yacora e r r o r ! ’
160 i f s e l f . data ( ) [ ’ hidden ’]== ’ 1 ’ :
161 l ink_inp=’www. yacora . de/ s ta r t−yacora /

input−parameters / fo lde r_content s ’
162 e l s e :
163 l ink_inp=’www. yacora . de/ s ta r t−yacora

−1/input−parameters−1/
fo lde r_content s ’

164 message= ’ ’ ’ The c a l c u l a t i o n f o r user {0} has
g iven the f o l l ow i ng e r r o r : \ n\n{1}

165 The input parameters are at the f o l l ow i ng l i n k : {2} ’ ’ ’ . format ( s e l f .
data ( ) [ ’ r ep l y t o ’ ] , output , l ink_inp )

166 source=’ yacora−webmaster@ipp .mpg . de ’
167 mail_host . send ( message , email , source ,

sub j e c t=subject , cha r s e t="utf−8" , )
168 #Send an emai l to the user
169 mail_host = api . po r t a l . get_tool (name=’

MailHost ’ )
170 emai l=s e l f . data ( ) [ ’ r ep l y t o ’ ]
171 sub j e c t=’ Yacora on the Web: an a r r o r occured !

’
172 c r e a t o r=s e l f . data ( ) [ ’ c r e a t o r s ’ ] [ 0 ] . upper ( )
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173 message= ’ ’ ’ Dear {0} ,\n\nWe are so r ry but an
e r r o r occured . As soon as i t i s po s s i b l e ,
a r ev i ewer w i l l contact you .

174 Here the standard output o f Yacora : \ n\n{1}\n\nBest regards , \ n\ tYacora
team ’ ’ ’ . format ( c reator , output )

175 source=’ yacora−webmaster@ipp .mpg . de ’
176 mail_host . send ( message , email , source ,

sub j e c t=subject , cha r s e t="utf−8" , )
177
178 check=’ bad ’
179 r e s u l t s =[check , output ]
180 re turn r e s u l t s
181 #Get upload f o l d e r
182 DirUpload=path . s p l i t ( ’ / ’ ) [−1]
183 #Sync the DB be fo r e uploading the r e s u l t s
184 #This avo ids c o n f l i c t e r r o r s
185 t ry :
186 s e l f . context . _p_jar . sync ( )
187 except Att r ibuteError :
188 pass
189 #Upload r e s u l t s
190 s e l f . up loadResu l t s ( DirUpload )
191 r e s u l t s =[check , output ]
192 re turn r e s u l t s
193
194 de f uploadResu l t s ( s e l f , d i r e c t o r y ) :
195 """ I t e r a t e s over the f i l e s in the workspace and uploads
196 a l l t ex t f i l e s """
197 path =s e l f . getWSPath ( d i r e c t o r y )
198 t a r g e t=s e l f . getUploadFolder ( d i r e c t o r y )
199 f o r f i l ename in os . l i s t d i r ( path ) :
200 pr in t ( f i l ename )
201 i f f i l ename . endswith ( " . dat" ) :
202 s e l f . up loadFi l e ( f i l ename , d i r e c to ry , t a r g e t )
203 pr in t ( "Uploaded %s" % f i l ename )
204 e l s e :
205 cont inue
206
207 de f getWSPath ( s e l f , d i r e c t o r y ) :
208 """ Helper method re tu rn ing the path to the workspace """
209 c r e a t o r=s e l f . data ( ) [ ’ c r e a t o r s ’ ] [ 0 ]
210 re turn ’ {0}/{1}/{2} ’ . format (WORKSPACE, creator , d i r e c t o r y )
211
212 de f getUploadFolder ( s e l f , d i r e c t o r y ) :
213 """ r e tu rn s the home f o l d e r o f the user that submitted the

form
214 Change here i f another po l i c y should be used f o r the r e s u l t s

"""
215 c r e a t o r = s e l f . data ( ) [ ’ c r e a t o r s ’ ] [ 0 ]
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216 homefolder = s e l f . context . portal_membership . getHomeFolder (
c r e a t o r )

217 i f homefolder i s None :
218 s e l f . context . portal_membership . createMemberArea (member_id

= c r ea t o r )
219 homefolder=s e l f . context . portal_membership . getHomeFolder (

c r e a t o r )
220 homefolder . invokeFactory ( "Folder " , id=d i r e c to ry , t i t l e=

d i r e c t o r y )
221 content=homefolder [ d i r e c t o r y ]
222 content . s e tDe s c r i p t i on ( s e l f . data ( ) [ ’ comment ’ ] )
223 re turn g e t a t t r ( homefolder , d i r e c t o r y )
224
225 de f up loadFi l e ( s e l f , f i l ename , d i r e c to ry , t a r g e t ) :
226 body = s e l f . r e a d f i l e ( f i l ename , d i r e c t o r y )
227 f i l e_ i d = s e l f . g enerate Id ( f i l ename )
228 t a r g e t . invokeFactory ( type_name=’ F i l e ’ , id = f i l e_ i d )
229 content = ta rg e t [ f i l e_ i d ]
230 content . s e tT i t l e ( f i l e_ i d )
231 content . f i l e = NamedBlobFile ( data=body ,
232 contentType=’ text / p l a i n ’ ,
233 f i l ename=unicode ( f i l e_ i d ) ,
234 )
235 content . re indexObject ( )
236
237 de f r e a d f i l e ( s e l f , f i l ename , d i r e c t o r y ) :
238 """Looks up f i l ename in the workspace and reads i t in """
239 path = ’ / ’ . j o i n ( [ s e l f . getWSPath ( d i r e c t o r y ) , f i l ename ] )
240 f = open ( path )
241 body = f . read ( )
242 f . c l o s e ( )
243 re turn body
244
245
246 de f generate Id ( s e l f , f i l ename ) :
247 """ Generate the ide f o r the content ob j e c t . """
248 idname=f i l ename
249 i f ’= ’ in idname :
250 idname=idname . r ep l a c e ( ’=’ , ’ ’ )
251 i f " ’ " in idname :
252 idname=idname . r ep l a c e ( " ’ " , "prime" )
253 re turn idname

The file adapter.py is situated in

/opt/ plone / z e o c l u s t e r / s r s / yacora . web/ s r c / yacora /web

The name of the file remembers that it is nothing but an adapter (paragraph A.1.5). The
reason why an adapter is used will be clarified later on.

The “YacoraLib” library (line 2) contains the functions that generate the different
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input files according to the selected model and the submitted input parameters. For
space reasons, only the function that generates the input files for direct excitations in
the H model is reported as example:

Listing A.7: YacoraLib.py
1 de f h( inp ) :
2 ’ ’ ’ Function f o r H ex c i t a t i o n f i l e ’ ’ ’
3 parameter=( ’TE ’ , ’TN1 ’ , ’NE ’ , ’NN1 ’ , ’NI1 ’ )
4 with open ( ’ Parameter . txt ’ , mode=’w ’ ) as i npu t_ f i l e :
5 f o r par in parameter :
6 i f par==’TE ’ :
7 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’TEMPERATURES\n ’ )
8 e l i f par==’NE’ :
9 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \nDENSITIES\n ’ )

10 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \ t ’+par+’ \n ’ )
11 i f par==’TN1 ’ :
12 par=’ th ’
13 e l i f par==’NN1 ’ :
14 par=’nh ’
15 e l i f par==’NI1 ’ :
16 i f inp [ ’ saha−s t a t e s ’ ]== ’ 1 ’ :
17 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \tFIXED\n\ t0 \n\n ’ )
18 cont inue
19 par=’ nhplus ’
20 opt ion=inp [ ’ {0}−opt ion ’ . format ( par . lower ( ) ) ]
21 i f opt ion==’ 1 ’ :
22 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \tFIXED\n ’ )
23 f i x e d=inp [ ’ {0}− f i x e d ’ . format ( par . lower ( ) ) ]
24 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \ t ’+f i x ed+’ \n\n ’ )
25 e l i f opt ion==’ 2 ’ :
26 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \tRANGE\n ’ )
27 npt=inp [ par . lower ( ) ] [ 1 ] [ ’ po in t s ’ ]
28 minim=inp [ par . lower ( ) ] [ 1 ] [ ’min ’ ]
29 maxim=inp [ par . lower ( ) ] [ 1 ] [ ’max ’ ]
30 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \ t ’+npt+’ \n\ t ’+minim+’ \n\ t ’+

maxim+’ \n\n ’ )
31 e l i f opt ion==’ 3 ’ :
32 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \tVALUES\n ’ )
33 va lue s=inp [ ’ {0}−va lue s ’ . format ( par . lower ( ) ) ]
34 num=len ( va lue s . s p l i t ( ’ ; ’ ) )
35 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \ t {}\n ’ . format ( s t r (num) ) )
36 f o r va l in va lue s . s p l i t ( ’ ; ’ ) :
37 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \ t ’+s t r ( va l )+’ \n ’ )
38 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \n ’ )
39
40 with open ( ’ Parameter . txt ’ ,mode=’ a ’ ) as i npu t_ f i l e :
41 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \nEEDF\n\tMAXWELL\n\n ’ )
42 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’STARTING_DENSITIES\n ’ )
43 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H(1) \tNN1\ t \tFIXED\n ’ )
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44 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H(34) \ tNI1∗NE∗4.1413 e−22∗(34^2) ∗(TE
∗11605) ^(−1.5)∗EXP(13 . 595/ (TE∗34^2) ) \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )

45 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H(35) \ tNI1∗NE∗4.1413 e−22∗(35^2) ∗(TE
∗11605) ^(−1.5)∗EXP(13 . 595/ (TE∗35^2) ) \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )

46 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H(36) \ tNI1∗NE∗4.1413 e−22∗(36^2) ∗(TE
∗11605) ^(−1.5)∗EXP(13 . 595/ (TE∗36^2) ) \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )

47 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H(37) \ tNI1∗NE∗4.1413 e−22∗(37^2) ∗(TE
∗11605) ^(−1.5)∗EXP(13 . 595/ (TE∗37^2) ) \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )

48 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H(38) \ tNI1∗NE∗4.1413 e−22∗(38^2) ∗(TE
∗11605) ^(−1.5)∗EXP(13 . 595/ (TE∗38^2) ) \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )

49 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H(39) \ tNI1∗NE∗4.1413 e−22∗(39^2) ∗(TE
∗11605) ^(−1.5)∗EXP(13 . 595/ (TE∗39^2) ) \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )

50 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H(40) \ tNI1∗NE∗4.1413 e−22∗(40^2) ∗(TE
∗11605) ^(−1.5)∗EXP(13 . 595/ (TE∗40^2) ) \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )

51 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ \n H2\ t \ t0 \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )
52 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H−\t \ t0 \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )
53 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H+\t \ t0 \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )
54 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H2+\t \ t0 \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )
55 i npu t_ f i l e . wr i t e ( ’ H3+\t \ t0 \ t \tFIXED\n ’ )

Let’s come back to the adapter.py : the main function is “yacora” (line 45), so the applica-
tion has to call this function when a manager approves the submitted input parameters.
The information needed to generate the input files is stored in the object “context” that
comes from the “Save Data to Content Entry”. The function “yacora” takes such infor-
mation from the function “data”, then, according to the model selected by the user, it
invokes the proper function in the “YacoraLib” library. At the end, it calls “callyacora”,
which runs yacora and upload the results by invoking the function “uploadResults”.

The first attempt was to run this function by using a “BrowserView”, following the
same procedure as the “tableview”. With this solution, a manager was able to approve
the submitted input parameters simply by invoking a view. However, the problem was
that the website remained busy until the end of the calculation and this could take a lot
of time according to the input parameters. Furthermore, in such time interval, it was
not possible to use the website. The conclusion was that a relatively easy solution did
not exist and this is the reason of the title of this section.

From the first attempt, it emerged that it was necessary to configure the two clients in
a way that one deals with the website and the other one with yacora in an asynchronous
way. This means that when a manager approves a submission, the calculation does
not start immediately, but the submission is sent to a queue and then is performed by
yacora. For this purpose, the “plone.app.async” add-on is used. To configure the two
clients in a way that allows asynchronous jobs, the buildout.cfg file must be changed:
client1 is set as instance, i.e. it deals with the website, and client2 is set as worker, i.e.
it deals with yacora. The changes to the buildout.cfg are reported here:

Listing A.8: buildout.cfg
[ c l i e n t 1 ]

<= c l i ent_base
r e c i p e = plone . r e c i p e . zope2 ins tance
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zeo−address = ${ z eo s e r v e r : zeo−address }
http−address = 8080
zcml−add i t i ona l = <inc lude package="plone . app . async " f i l e ="

s ingle_db_instance . zcml" />
environment−vars =

ZC_ASYNC_UUID ${ bu i ldout : d i r e c t o r y }/ var / ins tance−uuid . txt

[ c l i e n t 2 ]
<= c l i ent_base
r e c i p e = plone . r e c i p e . zope2 ins tance
zeo−address = ${ z eo s e r v e r : zeo−address }
http−address = 8081
zcml−add i t i ona l =

<inc lude package="plone . app . async " f i l e ="single_db_worker . zcml"
/>

environment−vars =
ZC_ASYNC_UUID ${ bu i ldout : d i r e c t o r y }/ var /worker−uuid . txt

Furthermore, the concept of the “BrowserView” does not work even if the asyn-
chronous jobs are provided and the reason is that the queue in which the jobs are stored
waiting to be processed by the worker can contain only the view to be called and the
“context”, where there is all the information about the submitted input parameters, but
not the “request”, i.e. the will to invoke such view. Of course, in absence of the “re-
quest”, the view is not invoked. Thus, the solution to that problem was to move from
the “BrowserView” to the “Adapters”.

As a matter of fact, the “BrowserView” is a particular kind of the adapter which was
developed in order to simplify the management of the view in Plone. However, the price
for that simplification was a loss of flexibility, which is not a real issue, because there is
always the possibility to use the “Adapters” instead of the “BroswerView”. In order to
understand how Yacora on the Web uses the “Adapters” to run yacora and to upload
the results, there is no other way that follow step by step what was done. All the files
consider below are in the following path

/opt/ plone / z e o c l u s t e r / s r c / yacora . web/ s r c / yacora /web

The starting point is a file called subscriber.py. It contains the code to trigger the
process when a manager approves the submitted input parameters:

Listing A.9: subscriber.py
1 from zope . component import g e tU t i l i t y
2 from plone . app . async . i n t e r f a c e s import IAsyncServ ice
3 from Products .CMFCore . u t i l s import getToolByName
4
5 from . i n t e r f a c e s import IProces s Input
6
7
8 de f ca l lYacora ( context ) :
9 """Adapt the saved form data entry to the p roc e s s o r and
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10 c a l l whatever i s needed """
11 proc e s s o r = IProces s Input ( context )
12 proc e s s o r . yacora ( )
13
14
15 de f t r i g g e rP r o c e s s i n g ( context , event ) :
16 """Event to t r i g g e r p ro c e s s i ng o f the form input data """
17
18 ac t i on = event . a c t i on
19 i f a c t i on == ’ proce s s ’ :
20 async = g e tU t i l i t y ( IAsyncServ ice )
21 job=async . queueJob ( ca l lYacora , context )

You can see from the code (line 19) that when the transition is equal to “process” the
function “callYacora” and the “context” are added to the queue (line 21). The task of
the instance finishes here and the process passes under the worker responsibility. Now,
the function “callYacora” (the name is self-explanatory) invokes an another function,
“yacora”, that is defined in the interface “IProcessInput”. This class is stored in another
file, called interfaces.py :

Listing A.10: interfaces.py
1 """Module where a l l i n t e r f a c e s , events and except i ons l i v e . """
2
3 from zope . pub l i s h e r . i n t e r f a c e s . browser import IDefaultBrowserLayer
4
5 from zope . i n t e r f a c e import I n t e r f a c e
6 import os
7 import s h u t i l
8 import datet ime
9 import subproces s

10 from plone . namedf i l e . f i l e import NamedBlobFile
11 from plone import api
12 from Products .CMFCore . u t i l s import getToolByName
13 import time
14
15 c l a s s IProces s Input ( I n t e r f a c e ) :
16
17 de f data ( s e l f ) :
18 """ Get data a s s o c i a t ed with the form submiss ion .
19
20 @return : d i c t i ona ry ho ld ing the form input data
21 """
22
23 de f yacora ( s e l f ) :
24 """ Generate input f i l e s , c a l l Yacora and upload the r e s u l t s .
25
26 @return : nothing
27 """
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As quickly seen in the paragraph A.1.5, the “Interface” contains only the header of
the functions, instead their content is stored in another file, that in this case is called
adapters.py, which has been already explained (listing A.6). This is the normal structure
for an “Adapters”.

Summing up, the function “triggerProcessing” checks if the transition “process” oc-
curs. If this is the case, the job is added to the queue and, at the proper time, the worker
runs the function “callYacora” which finally invoke the function “yacora”7. As already
explained, a configuration file (configure.zcml) is needed. The main part of this file is
reported here:

Listing A.11: configure.zcml
<sub s c r i b e r

f o r="uwosh . pfg . d2c . i n t e r f a c e s . IFormSaveData2ContentEntry
Products .CMFCore . i n t e r f a c e s . IActionSucceededEvent "

handler =". s ub s c r i b e r . t r i g g e rP r o c e s s i n g "
/>

<adapter
f o r="uwosh . pfg . d2c . i n t e r f a c e s . IFormSaveData2ContentEntry"
prov ide s =". i n t e r f a c e s . IProces s Input "
f a c t o r y =". adapters . ProcessInputData "

/>

A.7 Final notes

The last thing that remains to be explained is how to send an email to the user
if the submission is rejected. As already mentioned before, to reject a simulation, a
manager invokes the homonym transition from the “Advanced” option of the “State”
tab in the control panel and inserts in the comment box the reason of the rejection to
send to the user. The “Content Rules” option provides one way to do this. To define
a content rule, just go to the “Site Setup” and click on “Content Rules”. The options
inside are quite self-explanatory and the only thing to pay attention to is the name of the
variables which contain the needed information: the user email is saved in the variable
${creator_email}, the name of the user in ${creator_fullname} and the comment
of the manager in ${change_comment}. You can see in figure A.10 how the “Content
rules” setting should appear.

It is useful now to recapitulate the main features of Yacora on the Web:

• In the section A.3, it has been explained which add-ons are required in order to
fulfill the targets of Yacora on the Web.

• In the section A.4, it was provided the way to create the graphical user interface

7This function must not be confused with the yacora code. Its task is to prepare the input files, call
yacora and upload the results.
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Figure A.10: Setting of the content rule to send an email to the user if the submission
is rejected. In the red box the variable in which the email of the user is saved (see text)
is reported.

and to automatically check the input parameters submitted by the users, using the
concept of the “Custom Validator”.

• In the section A.5, it has been given an exhaustive explanation on how Yacora
on the Web handles the input parameters and how a manager can visualize and
approve (or reject) them. In this section, it was also explained which workflows are
used by Yacora on the Web and, in particular, the “Processing Workflow” that is
responsible for the processing of the submitted input parameters.

• In the section A.6, the main code (listing A.6) has been explained, together with
the concept of asynchronous jobs, which allow the managers to sequentially approve
the submitted input parameters without keeping the website busy. In this section,
the reader also has seen how “Adapters” and “Interfaces” are used in Yacora on the
Web.

These notes was written with the purpose to guide the reader through the main steps
that brought the birth and the development of Yacora on the Web. However, it is almost
impossible (for different reasons) cover all the aspects that characterize this website, thus
for any doubts, the reader is invited to see the Plone documentation [64] or the specific
given references.
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